This is Affidavit No. 1 of Patrick Ennis
made in this matter on January 22, 2021

COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO MONEY LAUNDERING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

The Honourable Mr. Austin F. Cullen, Commissioner

AFFIDAVIT NO. 1 of PATRICK ENNIS

I, Patrick Ennis, of New Westminster, British Columbia, SWEAR THAT:
1.

I am a former employee of Great Canadian Gaming Corporation ("GCGC") and, as such, I
have personal knowledge of the facts and matters deposed to in this affidavit, save and
except where based on information and belief, and where so stated, I believe them to be
true.

Affiant Experience
2.

I was an employee of GCGC for 29 years from 1990 to 2019. I commenced my
employment as a host-security officer and performed various security and surveillancerelated roles during my tenure with GCGC.

3.

I was hired to work in the GCGC security department in 1990.

4.

In 1994, I was promoted to Security Manager, a role I performed at multiple GCGC
locations in British Columbia from 1994 to 2001.

5.

In 2001, I was promoted to British Columbia Regional Manager of Security and
Surveillance.

6.

In 2002, I was promoted to Director of Surveillance and Security of GCGC as a whole.

7.

In 2004, when the roles of Surveillance and Security were split, I transitioned into the role of
Director of Security of GCGC generally. In this role, I was responsible for building the
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security department at the new River Rock Casino Resort ("RRCR") in Richmond, British
Columbia.
8.

In 2008 or 2009, I was appointed Director of Surveillance.

9.

In 2015, I was promoted into the role of Executive Director of Corporate Security and
Compliance following the departure of Robert Kroeker from GCGC. When I assumed this
position, I was also designated GCGC's Chief Compliance Officer and Chief Privacy
Officer.

10. In 2016, I was promoted into the role of Vice-President, Corporate Security and
Compliance.
Loan Sharking at Casinos Early in my Tenure with GCGC

11. Early on in my career, when the $100 bet limits were introduced, I became aware of loan
sharking at GCGC casinos.
12. Loan sharking was a constant concern at GCGC casinos during this period of time.
13. I believe that casinos being a cash-based business was a contributing factor to loan
sharking at casinos.
14. During my tenure with GCGC, there has never been a tolerance for loan sharking. Loan
sharks were consistently viewed as being bad for business. GCGC has a history of working
to get rid of loan sharks at its properties.
Large Cash Transactions, Loan Sharking and Money Laundering

15. After the bet limits were raised to $5,000 "per position", which could. allow a player to bet
$45,000 on one outcome of baccarat, buy-ins of hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash
were regular occurrences at GCGC casinos. The limit was subsequently raised to allow a
player to bet $100,000 on one outcome of baccarat.
16. Large buy-ins would spike at certain times of year, such as Chinese New Year, Harvest
Festival and the end of the school year because VIP players would visit British Columbia
from China at these times of year to visit family in Canada.
17. During this period, I viewed the issue of large cash transactions as a loan sharking problem
and a public safety concern. I, GCGC and the industry generally did not view the large cash
transactions as a money laundering problem because the people bringing this cash into the
casino were gambling with it and often losing it. Except for our concern about loan-sharks
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delivering funds, we did not have insight into how players were obtaining the cash used to
buy in at GCGC casinos.
18. I received advice from experts at a presentation by BCLC that large cash transactions were
not necessarily suspicious and that the use of cash was often a cultural issue in that there
is a preference to deal in cash in some Asian cultures.
19. In addition, for many years, players could only buy-in at British Columbia casinos using
cash, so it did not seem unusual to see players buying in with cash even after cash
alternatives became available.
20. As a result of public disclosure of the Silver International investigation, this perception
changed and GCGC began to recognize that large cash transactions are a perceived
money-laundering risk, even where the money is put at risk and lost.
21. It has never been the case that individuals could buy-in at GCGC casinos with substantial
amounts of cash and be paid out with a cheque following minimal play.
GCGC's Anti-Money Laundering Role

22. GCGC's role in combatting money laundering was to report large and unusual transactions
to the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch ("GPEB") and the British Columbia Lottery
Corporation (0 BCLC").
23. I believe that GCGC performed this role well throughout my tenure.
24. In my experience, GCGC's surveillance staff is very professional in their work and takes
pride in the work that they do. Both GCGC and BCLC as a matter of routine examined
whether there was any complicity in money laundering-related activities by GCGC
surveillance staff. Internal reviews did not disclose any such activity by GCGC surveillance
staff. Any individual instances of non-compliance by operational staff were appropriately
dealt with.
25. GCGC surveillance staff receive in person and online training from BCLC on what should
be reported to BCLC. BCLC provided training on suspicious indicators and supplied posters
identifying suspicious indicators that were placed in GCGC staff areas. Suspicious
indicators were also listed in relevant departmental policy manuals.
26. Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'A' (BCLC0000142) and Exhibit 18'
(BCLC0000199) are true copies of powerpoint slide decks used by BCLC in training GCGC
staff.
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27. Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'C' (BCLC0007196, p. 65) is a true copy of
a poster identifying suspicious indicators provided to GCGC by BCLC.
28. The GCGC compliance department also performed regular in-person training with
supervisory staff from all GCGC departments. This training covered all regulatory
responsibilities of staff, including AML reporting.
29. Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'D' (GCGC_PROD_0049493}, Exhibit 'E'
(GCGC_PROD_0051431}, Exhibit 'F' (GCGC_PROD_0051993), Exhibit 1G'
(GCGC_PROD_0063328) and Exhibit 'H' (GCGC_PROD_0063329) are true copies of
powerpoint slide decks used to train GCGC staff.
30. On occasions during my tenure as Executive Director, Corporate Security & Compliance
and Vice-President, Corporate Security & Compliance when GCGC identified noncompliance at any GCGC site, I took action to address the non-compliance including by
contacting site management to direct them to take action to resolve the non-compliance
and emphasizing the importance of compliance.
31. Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'I' (GCGC_PROD_0000328), Exhibit 'J'
(GCGC_PROD_0000329) and Exhibit 'K' (GCGC_PROD_0000330) are three examples of
letters sent by me to GCGC staff regarding non-compliance at GCGC casinos.
32. GCGC's surveillance staff put significant effort into tracking and reporting on the activities
of casino patrons and loan sharks.
33. When a patron entered a casino with a large amount of cash, in order to determine how the
money had arrived at the site GCGC surveillance personnel would revlew surveillance
footage to determine details such as when the person had arrived, whether they had come
from off site or a hotel room or whether they had met someone prior to buying in. If the
patron arrived on site with the money, surveillance would examine the surrounding
circumstances, including whether the patron was known to the casino. While there was
some live monitoring of players' activities, the majority of surveillance investigations were
done by a review of video. When police sought to do live monitoring for their investigations,
a separate live-monitoring room was provided at River Rock for that purpose.
34. BCLC had investigators on site who would review all incidents reported by surveillance.
GCGC was told by BCLC that BCLC was reporting incidents to police and that police were
monitoring these events. I could see that the Royal Canadian Mounted Police C'RCMP")
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and the Integrated Proceeds of Crime Unit ("IPOC"} were being copied on reports
prepared by BCLC in iTRAK.
35. GCGC also reported suspicious transactions, among other events, to GPEB. Reports were
submitted to GPEB pursuant to section 86 of the Gaming Control Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 14. In
my experience, GPEB generally favoured greater reporting, while BCLC's view was that a
greater number of suspicious indicators needed to be present before a transaction should
be reported.
36. Beginning in the early 2000s, these reports were less detailed than those provided to BCLC
because at that time, section 86 reports became subject to freedom of information
requests. The entirety of the reports submitted to BCLC continued to be available to GPEB
upon request.
37. Police action arising from the reports prepared by GCGC was not evident and the GCGC
surveillance staff became frustrated over time that action was not being taken by law
enforcement against loan sharks in response to the reports made by the surveillance
department.
38. There were never conflicts within GCGC about the possibility that actions taken by the
surveillance department might negatively affect revenue. I instructed surveillance staff to
report everything they saw that should be reported without concern for possible impacts on
revenue. I believe that everyone that worked for me in surveillance knew that they could
and should report anything, regardless of its possible impact on GCGC's business.
39. Part of my role was to build and design surveillance systems for GCGC casinos. In doing
so, I routinely exceeded BCLC minimum requirements, including by placing surveillance
cameras in areas not required by BCLC to have cameras. I was never once told not to
include these additional cameras to save unnecessary expense. I believe that this
additional surveillance camera coverage aided law enforcement in identifying the activities
of Paul Jin and his associates, as described in more detail below.
40. With respect to Paul Jin, GCGC's role in cooperating with police investigations was to
report, not to turn away, transactions. Prior to 2016 when I issued a directive to stop
accepting transactions connected to Paul Jin, GCGC turned away Jin-related transactions if
there were other indicators of suspicion. After my directive, all funds from Jin-related
transactions were prohibited.
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41. Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'L' (GCGC_PROD_0060599) is a true
copy of a letter dated June 13, 2017 from me to Robert Kroeker describing some of
GCGC's anti-money laundering efforts.

$50 1000 Reporting Threshold
42. In 2010, I had an interaction with Derek Dickson of GPEB regarding a buy-in of $200 000 in
$20 bills that was not reported as suspicious. Mr. Dickson believed that the transaction was
suspicious and should have been reported. I agreed with Mr. Dickson that the transaction
was suspicious and should have been reported.
43. At that time, GPEB wanted any substantial transaction conducted in $20 bills to be reported
as suspicious. I was concerned that FINTRAC would view this as oveMeporting. Eventually
I proposed that that any transaction of $50 000 or more in $20 bills would always be
reported as suspicious, regardless of whether there were additional indicators that the
transaction might be suspicious. That proposal was accepted by GPEB.
44. This proposal did not preclude the reporting of transactions of less than $50 000 and it
remained that GCGC was to continue to review all transactions, including those below
$50 000, for suspicious indicators and report any transactions deemed to be suspicious.
Mr. Dickson did not direct or advise GCGC that transactions under $50 000 should not be
reported.
45. I believe that this issue should be considered in the context of all of the reports and
information that GCGC provided to the authorities. GCGC's cage personnel prepare
various reports regarding cash used to buy-in at the cage. These include Cashier Drop
Buy-in Sheets, Cashier Master Cash-out Logs, and Large Cash Transaction Tracking logs.
46. The on-site BCLC investigators have access to, and are provided with, any additional
paperwork or information that they request regarding buy-ins at GCGC's properties. This
paperwork details g!!_cash transactions completed at the cage, including the denominations
used by patrons for large cash buy-ins. It had been the practice at River Rock to provide
the on-site BCLC investigators with all of the cage paperwork daily for review. This practice
developed at the request of the BCLC investigators.
47. By 2015, there was concern from BCLC that this procedure had evolved such that it was
the understanding of GCGC surveillance staff that transactions under $50,000 were not
suspicious and should not be reported as such.
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48. Although GCGC surveillance staff were continuing to report transactions under $50,000 on
some occasions, BCLC raised issues that some transactions under $50 000 that BCLC
thought should have been reported, were not reported. However, the information provided
to me confirmed my belief that reports were made of individual transactions under $50,000
if there were indicators of suspicion beyond the large amount of the transaction. This was
confirmed by the BCLC "River Rock UFT/STR Review (document BCLC0000111) which is
attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 1M' and marked is a true copy.
Engagement with Law Enforcement

49. GCGC regularly interacted with local law enforcement on routine matters such as thefts or
public safety issues in the jurisdictions in which it operated.
50. Except where cooperation was requested by police, GCGC did not typically interact with
law enforcement on more complex investigations into loan sharking and money laundering.
51. GCGC reported large and suspicious transactions to BCLC and GPEB and relied on those
organizations to provide those reports to FINTRAC and law enforcement.
52. Throughout my career, I believed that law enforcement was aware of the large and
suspicious transactions taking place in GCGC casinos as I was told by BCLC and GPEB
staff that reports about large and suspicious transactions were being provided to law
enforcement and I could see that the RCMP and IPOC were copied on reports prepared by
BCLC.
53. As a result of what I was told by BCLC and GPEB representatives, it was apparent that
those organizations were trying to encourage law enforcement to become involved in
casinos, but their efforts did not appear to be working.
54. I never interacted with any member of the Integrated Illegal Gaming Enforcement Team
("IIGET''). To my knowledge, IIGET did not play a role in legal casinos.
Paul Jin

55. As I recall, all of the casino industry, including GCGC, BCLC and GPEB, first became
aware of Paul Jin in 2012. He was identified by GCGC at that time as a likely loan shark,
but not as a money launderer.

56. Loan sharking was GCGC's biggest public safety and security concern at casinos at that
time.
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57. In 2014, GCGC surveillance staff at the RRCR were engaged with a high-level police
investigation into Mr. Jin's activities. This investigation ended abruptly without any
explanation provided to GCGC and did not, to my knowledge, yield any results.
58. In 2015, I met with BCLC, GPEB and the Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit
("CFSEU"}. It appeared at that time that CFSEU was conducting a sophisticated

investigation into Mr. Jin and his associates.
59. As of 2016, Mr. Jin and his associates continued to appear in the vicinity of the RRCR
delivering cash and chips. At that time, Mr. Jin was subject to a province-wide casino ban
imposed by BCLC.
60. Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'N' (GCGC_PROD_0074967); Exhibit '0'
(GCGC_PROD_0018751); Exhibit 'P 1 (GCGC_PROD_0018715}; and Exhibit 'Q'
(GCGC_PROD_0074960} are true copies of emails demonstrating GCGC's efforts to
monitor the activities of Mr. Jin and his associates and to assist BCLC and law enforcement
in their efforts to monitor and investigate the activities of Mr. Jin and his associates.
61. I discussed the continuing activity of Mr. Jin and his associates, which I believed to be
suspicious and potentially dangerous, with Terrance Doyle, who was then GCGC's Chief
Operating Officer, and advised Mr. Doyle that GCGC should take action to stop Mr. Jin's
activities.
62. Mr. Doyle agreed that GCGC needed to take action to address Mr. Jin's activities in
addition to the ban already imposed by BCLC.
63. Following this discussion with Mr. Doyle, I issued a directive to GCGC staff that
transactions using cash provided by Mr. Jin or his associates should be refused.
64. Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'R' (GCGC_PROD_0000004) is a true
copy of an email dated May 30, 2016 from GCGC Surveillance Manager Peter Demonte
advising GCGC surveillance staff of this directive.
65. After I lssued this directive, BCLC investigators advised GCGC casino staff that it was not
necessary to refuse these transactions. GCGC continued to refuse these transactions
despite this advice from BCLC investigators.
66. I believe that the decision to refuse transactions using cash sourced from Mr. Jin posed a
challenge for BCLC because once a transaction was refused by one casino, BCLC was
responsible for ensuring that no other casino accepted the refused funds because one
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casino would not have access to information about transactions refused at another casino.
This issue was later resolved through changes to BCLC's iTRAK system.
BCLC Player Interviews

67.

In 2015, 32 players who regularly made large cash buy-ins were identified by BCLC as
players that should be transitioned away from cash towards Patron Gaming Fund C'PGF")
accounts.

68. Initially, members of BCLC and GCGC senior leadership were to meet with these players
together, explain to them who Paul Jin was, and encourage them to use PGF accounts.
69. I was never involved in these meetings.
70. I understand that following a few initial meetings, GCGC staff stopped attending these
meetings, but BCLC continued to conduct them without GCGC involvement.
71. I recall that some GCGC staff members expressed concern about the financial impact of
these meetings when revenue began to fall after they had begun. These concerns in no
way affected our compliance activities with VIPs.
Lisa Gao

72. Lisa Gao was an RRCR employee who was terminated from her position and deregistered
by GPEB following an incident in which a VIP player who was barred at the time contacted
Ms. Gao for the purpose of arranging for another individual to attend the casino and
purchase chips on his behalf.
73. GCGC surveillance became aware of the situation when an individual bought in for
$200 000 in cash, then immediately left the casino with the casino chips and without
playing. Ms. Gao was present in the cash cage during the transaction and the individual
who purchased the chips was not known to GCGC. Surveillance reported the transaction
as suspicious.
74. Ms. Gao was interviewed by GCGC security. Ms. Gao acknowledged that she was aware
that the individual who had purchased the chips had done so on behalf of and using the
money of the banned VIP player.
75. The incident was escalated to me. I directed that a report be made to GPEB under section
86 of the Gaming Control Act and I immediately contacted both GPEB and BCLC about the
incident. BCLC would have already been aware of the incident, but GPEB was not.
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76. Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'S 1 (GCGC_PROD_0000123) is a true
copy of the section 86 report submitted to GPEB with respect to this transaction. GCGC
fully cooperated with the investigation.
77. BCLC arranged for the purchaser to return the chips to the RRCR.
Relationship between BCLC and GPEB
78. Based on my observations, the relationship between BCLC and GPEB varied depending on
the different units within GPEB.
79. When GPEB was first established, its Investigations Division consisted of former police
members.
80. After GPEB was established, BCLC began taking on functions that I believed were rightfully
GPEB's responsibilities. BCLC began conducting investigations and formed a relationship
with law enforcement. Several BCLC investigators were also former police members.
81. Based on my observations and interactions with GPEB and BCLC staff, I believed that the
GPEB Investigations Division and BCLC did not get along with one another.
82. There were occasions when GCGC received conflicting advice or directions from GPEB
and BCLC. On these occasions, I always directed my staff to comply with GPEB's
directions because GPEB had authority over registration.
83. One example of this conflicting direction related to access to reports prepared by GCGC.
GCGC surveillance personnel entered reports about large and suspicious cash
transactions, among other reports and information, into BCLC's iTRAK system. GPEB did
not have access to the iTRAK system during my tenure with GCGC and so GPEB would
ask GCGC to provide the same information about large and suspicious cash transactions to
GPEB. BCLC advised GCGC that it was not required to provide certain iTRAK reports to
GPEB because it was BCLC that was responsible for reporting suspicious transactions to
FINTRAC. This was an ongoing dispute between BCLC and GPEB. GCGC always
provided GPEB with any information that GPEB requested.
84. I also understand that there was disagreement between GPEB and BCLC at times about
the introduction of certain cash alternatives, including offering credit to casino patrons. I
understand that BCLC has sought to introduce credit at various times but GPEB has
resisted these proposals due to responsible gaming concerns.
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Electronic Buy-In Tracking
85. As of the time of my departure from GCGC in 2019, tracking of buy-ins in GCGC casinos
was done on paper.
86. I believe that tracking buy-ins on paper is archaic and that an electronic buy-in tracking
system is needed in British Columbia casinos.
87. I have observed electronic buy-in systems in use in Las Vegas, Nevada. The surveillance
and floor staff at the RRCR do an excellent job of tracking buy-ins and there is not a lot of
money going in and out of the casino that surveillance is not aware of, but I believe that
electronic buy-in tracking systems like those I have observed in Las Vegas would make the
jobs of staff in GCGC casinos much easier.
88. GCGC once developed a proposal for an electronic buy-in tracking system. I was not
involved in developing this system, but the proposal was presented to me. I had concerns
about this system because it was built on an access database and was not very secure. I
understand that BCLC declined to pursue implementation of the system because of
security concerns.
89. ·Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'T' (BCLC0004836) is a true copy of a
letter dated 4 April 2017 from me to Ross Alderson identifying a compliance issue
associated with buy-in tracking.
90. Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'U' (BCLC0004837) is a true copy of a
letter dated 21 April 2017 from Ross Alderson to me responding to my letter of 4 April 2017.

GCGC's Expansion within Canada
91. Within a month of my promotion to Executive Director, Corporate Security and Compliance
in 2015, GCGC purchased a casino in New Brunswick and was awarded a casino 'bundle'
in Ontario, granting GCGC the exclusive right to operate casinos in the Eastern Bundle
area within Ontario.
92. Following these developments, much of my focus was on understanding the regulatory
environments in these jurisdictions.
93. From 2015-2019, I traveled regularly to Ontario, where I was responsible for building a
compliance department for GCGC's Ontario operations.
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94. Since this time, GCGC's compliance department has expanded substantially. At the lime of
my departure from GCGC, GCGC had separate Vice-Presidents of Compliance for the
Atlantic and Western regions of Canada and for Ontario. GCGC had also added separate
Chief Compliance and Chief Privacy officers and additional legal counsel, compliance
officers and compliance analysts.

On-Site Police Presence in Ontario

95. In Ontario, there is an on-site police presence in Casinos. Police are not on-site 24 hours
per day in Ontario casinos. At most, police would be present at casinos 8 hours per day.
96. The police officers stationed in Ontario casinos are trained to address offences under
Ontario's Gaming Control Act, and offences such as cheating at play, theft, staff collusion
and enforcement of self-exclusions. They can seize suspicious cash and begin
investigations related to suspicious transactions but need to involve local police of
jurisdiction to pursue those investigations.
97. I believe that having police present in casinos is positive and it would be useful to have
police available to interview individuals bringing suspicious cash into casinos, but there
may be very little for police to do in a casino 24 hours per day. The expertise of police
officers is not needed 24 hours per day at a casino and police officers stationed at casinos
may end up performing the role of security guards.
98. From my experience in Ontario, police officers present in casinos in Ontario are restricted
to dealing with criminal activity that takes place in the casinos and are not able to undertake
the kind of major investigations into money laundering and loan sharking in casinos. These
investigations require dedicated investigators able to operate across multiple jurisdictions.

On-Site GPEB Presence in British Columbia Casinos

99. Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit tVJ (GPEB1457} is a true copy of a letter
dated October 23, 2018 from me to Cary Skrine expressing my views on the prospect of a
greater on-site GPEB presence in British Columbia casinos.

Implementation of Dr. Peter German's Source of Funds Recommendation

100. The implementation in 2018 of the recommendation made by Dr. Peter German that British
Columbia casinos obtain proof of the source of funds used for cash buy-ins of $10,000 or
more led to a drop-off in business at the RRCR. As of the time of my departure from GCGC
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there were far fewer cash buy-ins of $10,000 or more than there were before the
implementation of this recommendation.
101. Prior to implementation of this recommendation, the RRCR was very successful because of
the number of patrons gambling in the $10,000 to $25,000 range. Once the source of funds
requirements were implemented, much of this play fell to below $10,000. This may be
because these players were unable to provide proof of the source of those funds but could
also be because the players did not want to provide their personal banking information to
the casino.
102. Some players have transitioned to cash alternatives and others have stopped playing at
RRCR.
103. This recommendation had a much greater impact at RRCR than at other GCGC casinos in
British Columbia.
104.1 believe that the threshold for requiring proof of the source of funds should not have been
set at $10,000. Ten thousand dollars is also the threshold at which cash buy-ins must be
reported to FINTRAC as large cash transactions. This makes it difficult to assess whether a
player buying in just below $10,000 is trying to avoid the source of funds requirement or
trying to avoid FINTRAC reporting.
105.Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'W' (GPEB4291) is a report dated
November 27, 2018 detailing the results of an audit of compliance with the source of funds
requirement at the RRCR and Hard Rock Casino.
106.Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'X' (BClC0006200) is a letter dated
November 27, 2018 from Sam Macleod to me regarding the results of this audit.
107.Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'Y' (GCGC_PROD_0057208) is a draft of
the November 27, 2018 report marked as Exhibit 'U' to this Affidavit which includes
comments made by GCGC.
108.Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit '21 (BCLC0007456) is a letter dated
December 28, 2018 from me to Sam Macleod responding to Mr. Macleod's letter of
November 27, 2018.
109. Attached to this Affidavit and marked as Exhibit 'AA' (GPEB1471) is a letter dated January
16, 2019 from Sam Macleod to me responding to my letter of December 28, 2018.
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Termination from GCGC
110.1 was terminated from my position with GCGC in 2019.
111. Prior to my termination, I was offered and accepted a position with GCGC in Ontario.
112.1 was never provided a reason for

my termination.

Vancouver, British Co mbia, this
22nd,day of,ua'); 021
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DONALD J. SOROCHAN, Q.C.
BARRISTER & SOLICITOR
500- 815 HORNBY STREET
VANCOUVER, B.C. V6Z 2E6
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A quick orientation
Use the Search tab to search for and locate key words, topics
or terms .
Use the navigation bar below to go forward, backward and
pause.
*Keep in mind, in this course, you must view an entire page
before moving on to the next.
To exit the course , close the course browser or click the exit
button on the top right.
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Welcome.
Welcome to the BCLC Anti-Money Laundering eCourse .
All gaming employees working in a B.C . Casino or Community Gaming Centre
(CGC) must complete Anti-Money Laundering training including a refresher
every two years . The AML course wil l help you understand your responsibilities
to detect and deter money laundering in your gaming facility.
The course takes approximately one hour to complete. To get the most out of
this course it is best to complete the course in its entirety. Plan to complete the
course when you know you will have at least one hour of uninterrupted time.
The course contains interactive quizzes and scenarios to prepare you for the
final exam .
Note. You must score 80% on the final exam in order to pass.
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What is money laundering?
Money Laundering is "any act or attempted act to disguise the
source of money derived from criminal activity" .
•

Placement involves placing the proceeds of crime in the
financial system.

•

Layering involves converting the proceeds of crime into
another form and creating complex layers of financia l
transactions to disguise the audit trail and the source and
ownership of funds .

•

Integration involves placing the laundered proceeds back in
the economy to create the perception of legitimacy.
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Criminal code definition of money
laundering.
•

The Criminal Code of Canada defines money laundering as
anyone who :
"uses, transfers the possession of, sends, or delivers to any
person or place, in any manner and by any means, any
property or any proceeds of any property with the intent to
conceal or convert that property or those proceeds, knowing
or believing that all or part of that property or of those
proceeds was obtained or derived directly or indirectly as a
result of a crime .
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Money laundering in a casino/CGC.

Individual brings cash, buys gaming chips, plays very little:
cashes out and requests a cheque

Individual brings cash, feeds the money into a slot machine:
collects the IVS tickets and requests a cheque
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What is terrorist financing?
•

Terrorist financing provides funds for terrorist activity. The main
objective of terrorist activity is to intimidate a popu lation or compel
a government to do something.

•

Terrorists need financial support to carry out terrorist activities
and achieve their goals. In this respect, there is little difference
between terrorists and other criminals in their use of the financial
system . Terrorists need to find ways to make sure that funds are
available for their use. They need to finance items such as
housing and everyday living expenses as well as obtain goods or
services needed to commit terrorist acts.
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What is the difference
between terrorist financing
and money laundering?
•

The most basic difference between terrorist financing and money
laundering involves the origins of the funds . Terrorist financing
uses funds for an illegal political purpose, but the money is not
necessarily derived from criminal activity. On the other hand,
money laundering always involves the proceeds of criminal
activity. The purpose of laundering is to enable the money to be
used legally.
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Working together.
BCLC , Casino and CGC (Service Providers), the Gaming Policy
Enforcement Branch (GPEB) and the Federal Government of
Canada work in partnership to prevent money laundering and
terrorist financing.

.
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Government of Canada.

♦

♦

Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada
(FINTRAC) Collects information about suspected money laundering or
possible terrorist financing activities in Canada and abroad.
Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act
(PCML TFA) The ACT establishes record keeping and customer
identification rules for gaming facilities and other financial service
providers such as banks and security businesses.
Learn more:
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Requirements under the ACT.
•

to implement specific measures to detect and deter money laundering and the
financing of terrorist activities and to facilitate investigations and prosecution of the
related offences

•

to respond to the threat posed by organized crime by providing law enforcement
officials with the information they need to deprive criminals of the proceeds of their
criminal activities, while protecting individual privacy

•

to help fulfill Canada's international commitments to fight multinational crime

■

Compliance regime

■ Record keeping
■ Client identification
■

Reporting (Large Cash Transactions, Casino Disbursement
Reports and Suspicious Financial transactions)
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Preventing money laundering.

•

Reducing crime increases the safety and security of our
communiti es and our country.

■

Establishing and following the trail of "dirty" money may assist
in identifying the criminal or terrorist organization involved.

•

Minimize the negative consequences associated with money
laundering and terrori st financing .

•

Protects the integrity of our cash-driven businesses and
financi al infrastructure .
In th e gaming industry, our reputation for integrity is one of the
most valuable assets we have.
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Your responsibility.
If you witness something suspicious or
unusual you must report it to your direct
supervisor.
It is the responsibility of your manager to
accept, faci litate and act on the
observations and inquiries from staff.
Fai lure to do so is considered noncompliance under the ACT and cou ld lead
to fines , imprisonment or both .
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Flow of information.
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Issuing cheques.
There are two types of cheques which can be issued by a
Gaming Service Provider - Convenience Cheques and Verified
Win Cheques .
There are specific policies surrounding cheque issuance which
must be followed by all Gaming Service Providers. If in doubt,
consult a Manager or Supervisor.
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Convenience cheque.
Convenience cheques can be issued to patrons who request
them up to a value of $10,000. These cheques are clearly
marked "Return of Funds - Not Gaming Winnings".

~

---

~
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Verified win cheque.
Gaming Service Providers can also issue verified win cheques.
A verified win is defined as the cash out minus the buy-in
amount. Verified wins must be approved by the appropriate staff
member.
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Verified win cheque for slots.
To verify a win on a slot machine, the gaming
service provider needs to verify the jackpot
slip that prints at the cage when a jackpot
has triggered .
Jackpots will lock up the slot machine.
Numerous small wins over time on a machine
are not eligible for a verified win cheque but
many be paid out with a convenience
cheque as long as the total amount is
$10,000 or less.
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Verified win cheque for tables.
Verified wins on tables are calculated
differently than at slot machines.
A table tracking card is used to keep track
of all buy ins at the gaming table.
Upon cash out the tracking card will be
used to calculate the 'Cash Out Minus Buy
in' for verified win cheques.
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Inform your supervisor.
Whenever a player has reached the large cash
transaction threshold in any of these four
circumstances, always inform your supervisor so that
they can fill in the Large Cash Transaction Record
(LCTR) .
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Delay of jackpot.
IMPORTANT: Do not wait until the
patron reaches or exceeds the large
cash transaction threshold . Ask for
patron identification when they reach
the $9,000 threshold .

TELLER
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Static 24 hour rule.
Static 24 hour period means that
regardless of the time of day or the Casino
or CGC hours of operation, we track a
patron's transactions from the time of their
first transaction and for 24 consecutive
hours after that.
Large cash transactions:
Buy-Ins ($10,000)
Foreign Exchange ($3000)
Disbursements ($10,000)
Player Gaming Accounts ($10,000)
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Patron Gaming Fund accounts.
Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) accounts are available to patrons at
some of the larger casino faci lities within the province. To open a
PGF account, the minimum to deposit is $10,000.
These accounts allow patrons to deposit funds into their accounts by
bank draft, certified cheq ue, wire transfer, electronic funds transfer
and cash or chips from a verified win .
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Debit use at cash cage.
Aside from PGF accounts, patrons also have another means to
access cash within a gaming facility and can avoid bringing large
sums of money into the facility . Patrons are able to use their debit
card at the cash cage for sums over and above ATM limits. This
option also increases the safety and customer service experience
for patrons.
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Collecting player information.
Know Your Customer:
Only current Government Issued Photo ID is acceptable identification required
for large cash transactions. The expiry date of the ID must also be recorded.

Valid ID:
•

Passport

•

Driver's License

•

Citizenship

•

Provincial ID

Note: If a patron tells you they have lost their ID, suggest to them to speak with
a lawyer or a Notary Public who can attest to their identification. Then scan the
proof of ID or attestation into the patron's subject profile within iTrak.
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What information is required ...
•

Full name

•

Date of Birth

•

Address - local or foreign

•

Occupation

•

Number on the valid government ID

Note. Patron identification information must
be updated every two years. If the ID is
expired , you will need to obtain new valid ID.
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Player's occupation.
The right questions to ask:
•

Business Man - What business are you in? Is your
business based in British Columbia? What is the
company name?

•

Retired - What did you do prior to your retirement?

•

Unemployed - What did you do previously? Do you have
a trade?

•

Student - What are you studying?

•

Use an interpreter to translate - Be sure to get clarity.
Unemployed cou ld be interpreted as reti red for example.

Note: Occupation must be updated on file every two
years.
playing it right
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Determining business relationship.
Under requirements of the ACT, gaming facilities are required
to identify those patrons with which they have a business
relationship .
A business relationship is established when two transactions
that require you to ascertain the identity of your client occur
within a maximum of five years from one another.
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Know your customer (KYC).
The ACT defines that once the business relationship is established, you
must also:
•

Conduct ongoing monitoring of your business relationship with your
clients

•

Keep a record of the measures you take to monitor your business
relationship and the information you obtain as a result

•

Some appropriate questions to ask:
• Has your address or occupation changed since your last visit?
• Where is your company located?
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Know your employee (KYE).
•

Although rare , some suspicious activity may also occur among
employees and there may be instances where an employee is in
collusion with a patron . If you witness any type of suspicious
employee behaviour, please report it immediately to your manager or
supervisor.

Please note. Along with customer due diligence, service providers as well as
BCLC should conduct appropriate background screening of new employees. A
program should be in place that allows for the understanding of a new
employee's background , any conflicts of interest and susceptibility to complicity
of a criminal nature.
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The do's and don'ts of information
gathering.
Sometimes a patron will ask you why you need their personal information and
what you plan to do with it. If asked , you should tell the patron that
government issued identification is required for all Buy-Ins or Disbursements
of a certain amount within a 24 hour period .
Reassure them that their personal information is strictly controlled and it is
against the law to disclose the information inappropriately.
Occupation may be particularly challenging to get. When you are asking
someone to elaborate on their occupation , try approaching them as an
interested service provider wanting to get to know them better.
Note: You must never discuss with any patron how to avoid being identified
under the PCML TFA.
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Why is this information required?
•

As much patron information that can be collected is
worthwhile as it can assist with any future investigations.

•

Although patron/company information may seem
unimportant, it can provide valuable details that will assist in
identifying undesirable patrons or their activities.
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Source of funds.
If a player arrives at the gaming facility with a large sum of cash and
there are concerns about the circumstances leading up to the
transaction, you must take enhanced measures and ask the source of
their funds . If not satisfied with the response provided, you may choose
to refuse the transaction .
The source of funds information can be recorded on the tracking sheet
and within the notes tab on the Fintrac Entry Module.
At this time , you may also advise the patron that for better customer
service and safety reasons they may want to take advantage of using
their debit card at the cash cage or opening a PGF account (only for
applicable lower mainland casinos and if dollar amount is over
$10,000) as an alternative to bringing cash to the gaming facility.
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Record keeping rules.
A gaming facility must keep all records for a period of five years.
•

Records of all large cash transactions:
•

Buy-Ins

•

Cash-Outs (Disbursements)

•

Foreign Exchanges

•

Patron Gaming Funds (PGF)

•

Suspicious Transaction Records

•

Signature Cards (PGF Accounts)

•

Client Applications (PGF Accounts)

•

Account Statements (PGF Accounts)

•

Business relationship record
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Third party cash out.
•

When one player gives IVS tickets or chips
to another player intending for them to cash
it out

•

Report this behaviour to a supervisor

•

Both players at this point must produce ID
to cash out.
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Unusual financial transactions.
Casino employees also can reduce money
laundering and other criminal activity in their
casino by identifying and reporting addition al
suspicious transactions .

FINTRAC defines every financial transaction,
where there are reasonable grounds to
suspect that the transaction is rel ated to
money laundering or criminal activity, as a
suspicious financial transaction .
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Unusual financial transactions
P2.
Cash Passing

•

Cash passing is when one patron
passes cash to another patron in the
Gaming facility openly or secretly.

Chip Passing

•

Chip passing is when one patron has
exchanged cash for chips at the casino .
The patron then passes some of these
chips openly or secretly to another
patron.
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Unusual financial transactions
P3.
Loan Sharking
•

The lending of money or gaming chips to a
patron at excessive rate of interest

•

Passing cash or chips as to avoid
detection

•

Passing cash or chips covertly (under the
table , in the washroom etc.)
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Unusual financial transactions
P4
Tax Evasion

Is defined as the offence of under reporting of
income. This is more common among those
patrons who may own their own business or
trades based employment.
Terrorist Property

Is defined as property (or cash) that is owned
or controlled by a terrorist group.
Includes individuals, groups, a trust, a
partnership, a fund , or an unincorporated
association or organization .
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Unusual financial transactions

PS
Politically Exposed Persons (PEP)
A PEP is defined as an individual who is in a political
position or in a position representing their country.
Examples are: Head of State, Ambassador, Military
General, Judge or a leader of a political party. Their
direct family members are also considered PEPs parent, child or spouse.
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Indicators of Suspicious Transactions
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More indicators of suspicious financial
transactions.
When filling out an LCTR the patron:
•

Uses aliases and different addresses

•

Spells name differently from one transaction to
another.

•

Uses a post office box or General Delivery
address

•

Client provides false information
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More indicators of unusual financial
transactions P2.
When dealing with Casino staff, the client:
•

attempts to develop close rapport

•

offers staff money, gratuities or unusual favors
for the provision of services that may appear
unusual or suspicious
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More indicators of unusual
financial transactions P3.
From conversation around the casino you are
aware that a player:
•

is the subject of a money laundering or
terrorist fi nancing investigation.

•

is suspected of being involved in illegal
activity from media or other open sources.

•

is known to you as having a questionable
legal reputation or criminal background .
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Your responsibility.
As a front line gaming employee, if you
witness something suspicious or unusual you
must report it to your supervisor. In your
experience, something doesn't look right,
report it!
It is the responsibility of your manager to act
on the observations and inquiries from staff.
Fai lure to do so is considered noncompliance under the ACT and could lead to
fines, imprisonment or both .
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The gaming facilities' responsibility.
•

Keep patron information and ID up to date

•

Conduct ongoing monitoring to detect
suspicious or unusual financial
transactions

•

Complete mandatory anti-money
laundering training & refresher training
every two years

•

Appoint a Compliance Officer

•

Develop and review anti-money
laundering policies & procedures every
two years
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Penalties for non-compliance.
•

Criminal
1. Summary Conviction: $50,000 fine or six
months imprisonment or both
2. Indictable: $500,000 fine or five years
imprisonment or both

•

Administrative
1. Minor Violation: Penalty: up to $1,000
2. Serious Violation: Penalty: up to $100,000
3. Very Serious Violation: Penalty: up to $500,000

***Multiple violations can result in total fines that
exceed these limits
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For more information.

If you have any questions about personal
information and privacy protection, please
speak with your supervisor/manager.
If it's urgent and you need to speak with
someone from BCLC , please ca ll Customer
Support at 1-866-815-0222 and we'll
arrange to get you the answers you need .
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Final test.
You have now completed the content portion of the AML
course.
Please click Next to complete your Final Test.
Keep in mind , once you start the test, you must complete it in
one sitting.
Note. You must score 80% on the final exam in order to
pass .
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BCLC AML Casino/CGC Online Training Course
1. Introduction
1.1 BCLC AML Cas/CGC Online Training Course
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2. Lesson 1: Money Laundering & Terrorist Financing
2.1 Lesson 1: Money Laundering & Terrorist Financing
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Integration (Slide Layer)
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2.5 Money Laundering in a Casino/CGC: How it Happens
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In livi k1 al I 1·infJS cnsh i11 s111nll I ill s. I uy__, g(. min g hi s,
I lays very little, th en ashes ut 1. I I i-e 1 1est~ c. Jhe 1ue
or large bills.
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Casino #2 (Slide Layer)

MoJl\ey LauJl\deriJl\9 iJI\ a CasiJl\o/CaC:
Met"'od #2.
In livi !uni L rin gs large sums of ·ash. fee Is the m ney into
a slot rn :.:1 hine, p lays very little. then · lie t s the IVS
tickets an re 1uests a cheq ue r fee I the IVS tickets
into a ti · et re lempti n ma hi1 e. ll1is I r ess is al
known as 1·efi ning.
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12Online Gaming (Slide Layer)

ll1divi ILk I 1ses illegiti1 ate ash ncl uys I re-1. c i l ere lit
car Is t n ake le1 sits nline. then \Vith ln:-tv11s fun ls int
a bank c.
unt after little or n play.
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Schemes (Slide Layer)

ScneW\eS ln.volvin.9 Casinos
In livi Jual btcti ns ~ash or -·hir s fro, a I ers n susr e tee!
t be a --ash facilit . tor. The I ers n I r vi ling the funds
chi.JrfJes excessive fee. (kn vm cS 'lac n sharking" and
81'e often nssocioted to crin inal rganizati ns w here the
cash 31, I chip-.. orifJinoted fi· m I ,. ceecls f ·'irne .
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2.6 What is Terrorist Financing?

Wha is t rror t inancin .,
• T
Tl

·

,

•

·

cing provid

e of t
_

fund for t
· ity i t intin
ti in .

,,,

1111 ner ,t

· t activity.

t,

Terrorists need fin ncial support to carry out terrori t

aeti · ·
Ii ti '
111

·

·

·

·
f

I

l

S

I

eclc
I
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2.7 Difference Between Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing

Difference between mon y I und
nd t ,;..._.,,.et In nc n
Tl

In

t l , 1c cl1 tt r n

n on y I u, 1 I, rir 1 1 invc Iv

tvv

n

n t ir or i t t111 11cir q 11 rJ

origin of the funds.

Terroris1 ~inancing

I

Moni,y Laundering
I
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Money Laundering (Slide Layer)

Difference between mon y laund rin
nd t rr ri t fin ncin

On the 0U1 1 I and, m ney
le undenng always
involve the proc ds

•

of criminal activity.
The purpose of I underin
is to enable th e money to
appear to come frot a
leg iti1 c te so urce.
Mon y

L. underine
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Terrorist Financing (Slide Layer)

Difference between mon y laund rin

nd t rr1 ri t financing

Terr ori st fin ancin uses
funds for n ille al
politi cal prnpose, but tlie
money is not
nee ssarlly derived
from crlmlna l activity.

Y. rrotist
Financing

3. Lesson 2: Your Responsibility
3.1 lesson 2: Your Responsibility
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3.2 Your responsibility.

Your
lt 1·.ijP111l
• 1111 ~(1~ •·

II

(/1 1,,

1

' fl• 1ltu1u 1111111< 1,I 1 11 lh• ->l l lrc1n·, 1<ll <> II.'., ll 1 11 1"' 1 I ,n tl ◄ lilyl 1 ,111
,, ,,1 .. 11111, ,I ,ti ,t lfll ~ 111.i 111111111,l(ltl 1, ► 1, I ,1 ,dlt 111· 1r1•1u111
111111

II 111 '" ""' 11 ·1I•,,.~ 1iqlit , , p ,1111 II ( 111, , 1 ,n• ,1I ~hi•, r, , ,· 111

l'1, "' , . I

r. ,h,

l) S

,tnd IIUlllltl• ,

1111111

111.. r 1 1<1•

t

.i

1111,

t , ., 1

lr1f1 ,

ecle
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3.3 The gaming facilities' responsibility.

The gaming facilities'

• 111 1, f ,111d1 ,1~ 1,111[i(t

111 • 11 )'I 111 1

pon ib1I ty.

(II

Ill ilhll.tl fill, 1ll I 11 Ir IJ ~'>ol t1nn
•

' 1111 .,

I•

Ill 1111f.i h•J dllli lllf II!

11, IJIIIII I I'. I Ii• ,t, I l1o11r1111q
• I

yl

,1111d11 11111

I ' ,. 11

f 1 1111l I ( ' "If , , Ill .~ 0 11, .,

• H, 1, .v ,11!1 111011, 1f.,111 , ft1111q f 111 ,

,11 r

f l u ,<1111 '" ~•, 111, h• f
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3.4 Penalties for non-compliance

rntroduct1on

C

he but o

o

or mo

tntorm 10n.

4. Lesson 3: Government Regulation and Service Providers
4.1 Lesson 3: Government Regulation and Service Providers
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Notes:
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4.2 Regulation Roles

Indus ry Roles in BC

BCLC

OPEB

Polle:
(JICi lT)

Qov't
C;

n, d

Pie,., chck on , ch bo x to I ,1rn mor .
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SP (Slide Layer)

Industry Role in BC
Service Providers
BCLC conllc · ts with th8 p1~1ll18 s=- 1:tor to p,o ..·1:hda,' to day or.;,wtbn al SA1vi:es £JI its gDlllin,;i
S rvice

Provider#

fn:ilil8S ·wht: h 1nclu,_· cro ,nos , bin•JOand
con-11,unitygornng centre or.er ors

't

1d .

Gan ing .'.:Br•kBS provi:181s Ne r8Jister.;id b·,, GPEB
and 81B 1esp:insil:B to, corrplying with all

Dppli:ab~ ru les and r8J ulmions as 1,1,gll os
corrply1ng wil h the tennsondconditbns c,f
rnntmct wrt h BCLC.
As ~n1i:e Prmi.P-1s a, ,:on tr : led t r;' BCLC to
provid? gaming .931vi:es, the 11 also ha,.e a
,esp::insihil~y to act•ii.93 80.. C of un usuol
tmnsa,: tions.
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BCLC's Role (Slide Layer)

Industry Roles in BC

Servi ce

Providen

BCLC

BCLC
BCLCcont11:Kts with the p1~.rc:d8 .':E-Ctor to
1:0::1£1!8 gmring on beh£Jlf of B LC.
BCLC is lso resr:onsible to, irnperrnnting Md
11"811 . in1J anti-ironey launcl:rin,J and terrorist
f1nmi-ing 11 oosuresat gaming f · 1l~ es
throughout the p1ovin,:e.
Th is includ?.s the responsibil~ 1 fo1 re~..1rting
suspi:bus trcu1 sa::tbns lo FINTRAC. We will
discuss this 111 c pth in Lesson 7.
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GPEB (Slide Layer)

Industry Roles in BC

Servioe
Provid ,.

BCLC

GPEB

Polioe
(JIGIT)

GPEB

The C~niing Poh:yanclEnfon:errent BranJ1
( PEB\ has regulato1yol'81sight O'.e1 oll grn ing in
111 · pr-i-•1ince. This includes1:1nsu11ng the integrrtyof
gm _ing . ge,ring ITTdust,ycornpanes. peopO "" )
1::qu1pment .
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JIGIT (Slide Layer)

1n BC

Police OIGIT)

The J:iint llkgal arring 117\esH. mbn Toon
isapi.;lw8un~f ~u.9:.<lontheint'=\)lilyof
gDm1ng in 81itish 0:)lu n'bia Their m:inrbte
1nclucles inve.shJc1t1ng and dis1upting 1l~g81
,:asinos ncl p1e,..E:11ting 1irrinolrty ond
p1 1:1±<:ls c,I ,:rrrra Iron' ente1ing bc<J ~1IT'llle
•Jllll'ing ,
Provi er~

OPEB

Police
(JIOIT)

'Ill
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Government of Canada (Slide Layer)

Industry Role in BC

Government of C nada
Fi non,: b l Trans -tions and Rer,-111s Ano t,sis 03nt1:
of OJ na.:fo (FINTRAC 1co l6c1s inforrn:it1: ,11 c:ih ut
su__..~ctt<J 111:in1:1y le unchl, ing or I:..:\Ssil 11:l le11 01 ist
finano: in - : tr•:rt es in Q u1.:d o ond obi j

Pre,::· js of Crim3 \/.-1c1ney l..Dun - 1ing ., ond Tenons!
Financing fa.c t iPOv1LTFA Th is A: t estoblishes
1• :01d kttping ancl custoITBr i:lent ih:at n rules for
gnn°ing fac rMies _nd other finoncit:ll S= rvi_c1 p,ovd ars
such s booksondsE<: urrt es busine.s.s8S
L8E1111 ,

1e· ww,,.,, fint m: .g_

Poli ce
(JIG IT)

Ci ov'1
C n. d.

lo:-01n rnor,;.,

Cll

4.3 How do you and the government
work together?
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How do you and the governm nt

ork tog th r?
•

I •p

11111'1 ' lr1 1 hll

f(lq,,I lflfotrll<ill• •fl

, II

hq~,11

fl • 111 lh1

lnp;1

1 I 1, •

ffl> Id f Ill ll t'•l•MflllllHll f••II' t
,lf>f~• •I Hd lt• l1H·,l',III•"• , 1111! <ti 11• II>' Ill I

1.11, 11. c 11 1111~1 .. ,1.. r, ,11111, ,,,,, till~" •
l JI II Ill I~· I ,Ii,( 1111 1l<1 11 ll ,11111
S Iii ~ ill' ~I 11 ,

1•,,11111 f•,111!, 1- •l\'J•
1,u11lr1ct 11 lli li , 111, · , 1111i1 q I t II •

Canada

1 •llr • .• 1111ll•• l•·1,1I C,u , 1111 1111 ,1,,f
t , Ill I l.1 W•Hk lnpw, 111 rm 111
I 11111, I

111q ttnd

t . rori•, f ,1 11<1·

s.

t:>clc
,
'
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4.4 Why prevent money laundering?

Why prevent mon

laund r1n ?

Re<:lucin- crime increas the safety
cornmuniti a ,dour country.

E t ishin
in 1d ntif •inc
Minimize th n
mone , I ,n e

rollo vin th
criniin I or t

d ec iri y of our

of "dirty" money rn y
t 01 nm 101 n 1 olv

cons I n
I t rrori t fin

oci

si

,ith

.

P otects the int rity of our c sh- nv n busines es
, nd ftn ncial intr tr ctur .
In th

min indu_ try. our reput lion for int

rity is one of

the most v luabl , ss s we h v
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4.5 What to do when you see something suspicious?

Wha to do when you ee om thin
PICOU
lry 1\.v1tn .,

n tl11q 11,11<i,.u ,, 11111111l youmust

report it to your direct supervisor.
f, illt< t rnvl

t>clc
5. Lesson 4: Casino Disbursement Reports & Large Cash Transactions
5.1 Lesson 4: Casino Disbursement Reports and Large Cash Transactions
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5.2 Requirements under PCML TFA
,,

• Requirements under the PCML TFA

Introduction
Comply

R

C

I

nltfy

II nl

ompl 1 r port
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5.3 Types of Reportable Financial Transactions

1 hen.1 .31 e three type,, of reportable
financial

,1 ans.,;rnons:

• Buy-Ins
• Foreign Exchange
• Oisbucsements/Cash-Out

Ci!ck on each tab t() learn more.
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Introduction (Slide Layer)

Types of Reportable Financial Transactions

Tl")?1i:: .:11~ three t\ ,.,es c~ 10:1:.v1t.:ibl'2
fir'ID n;b I l1Lmsocti,:,ns:
• Buy-ln.'.3

• Fc,1e iJn Exel :mg:• Disbu1 _me nt s· ash-Out

h;k on

c h tab to I In n,,:,1e.
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Buy-Ins (Slide Layer)

A buy-in re,qLrilE-S ll Lee IIJ3 C.::i..,h
Tronc.actlJn F'F.-port 1LCTR\ when
.::i patron bup in on £1 table me
0 1 sbt ma.::;h,ne for ·
• $10,000 or more in cash
• In C•IB 01 more trensel"llons
• DLII ing stafo 24 I LIi
period
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Suspicious Transaction (Slide Layer)

~;uspi:::bu::; Ttorr:ictbn Repi-:irtn 1STR1 CDn be fo1 an/ dr.lb1 nmr~ 1nt Tl-e.-:B reports re
identified bv CiJ ::1110 r:,pe,.:itor!l t:S .:in unu:::u: I ftmr :bl tronsaction

g21,2101i\1 fi 1:::t

Tll? '" TR 1epo11 is fi ed b,1 e "'LC This pr :ess wil l be- ,;:o\'81ed in more de-toil ,n Le-ss,:,n 7
of Ii,i::J CC>LII '.>?,
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Disburse (Slide Layer)

·vvl·Bn o patron c.03'1e-::-mrt IVS

ticket:;, 9.:in 1inJ d1ips 01 prk p .. t
w in, this b ,::oled ,. 0 li::bu1 .. m►.:-rrt
\Nhan D d~bu1!:>:'ment tota or
exceed $10,000 within .'.'I 24
luu1conse<::Lrtive pe11:i.:I, ,t requ11 _3
D Co3iro Disbur!Bmerrt Report
IC DR).
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Disburse (Slide Layer)

Types of Reportable Financial Transactions
•

Vt/I-e n Cl pntron CD3hBS-OLrt 1\/':.3
tickets, ~pminJ chips 01 £l j:lck pot
win. t his iscaled a di'.::blll!r-nlo:.-111
\NIB n £l dbbu1!>:'m~11t tota

exceed

or

i0,000 'Nithin Cl 24

lu ur consecutive ,_e rbd, it 1equi1es
Casi, ::, Disbur!:Bment Repo11
(CDR).

El
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5.4 Reportable Financial Transaction Thresholds

R portable Financial Transaction
Th
hod

CDR ($10 000 or more): 15 days to report

LCT ($10,000 or 111ote: 15 ays to re ort
STR (No threshold): 30 days to report

oolc
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5.5 Foreign Exchange

Foreign Exchan
tr n ction ticket for 3ny forei<Jn curr ncy xch, n e
ns ction
mour1L A tr r Jction 1ck t m ns , ecor that s ts out th

foll owin info,m ti on
• Th dote mo nt n curr ncy of th purch~s or$ I : n them thod.
mount and c 1rrency of the I yment m
or rec ived.
• If th tr
transac
in

c tJ
ck

,vidu

• For i n
Currency
10,000,

o

3.000 or more, the
to s ,t out th n m
out th tr nsnctJon.

c

e

000

One
c II

·

cun ency · ch n
ss
at of I oih of th

,n

o
u

th C
ts or
AC.

·

or ign

Notes:
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5.6 24 Hour Rule

24 Hour Rul
Tl1 24-hour rule ppliP if th r )Orlin entity or th employe know th t
th tmnsL ctions w re ni. de ·11thin 24 con ecultv I our of e.:ich other.
eit11er by or on I 1L If of the mne 1nd1vidu I.

It I plies only t
within • in I "
ntor . it is r port

th t ot I 10.000 or more
tion is for$ IO .000 or

z

3'

A.:
~ •le
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{(Z5. 7 24 Hour Rule continued

24 Hour Rul
Fo • non 24-hour q mir f c1lity, tr ns lions · 111
busrn s cJ~y. I lo vever, if the 1min f, c1lity knO\ of tr, r

\ •er rn de v 11thin, 24-hour r nod, overt 10
then it sho llci
r ported.

co,

secutiv

.Z

3--

Aeclc
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5.8 Identification Requirements for LCTs

I

nt1fication Requirem nt for LCTs

P trons need to show overnme t
photo ldentific tion vhen they have
lar e cash transactions.
BC C policy requires s rvice
providers to k p trons for
identific lion when their le e c sh
transaction re ches $9 .000 to
ensure p tron h s ID prior to
re chin th e $10.000 thr hol
If the p Iron cannot be identi fied.
the trans ction must er fus .

loolc
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5.9 Inform your Supervisor

Inform your up rv· or
Whenever a player re ches the large cash transaction threshold. inform
y c n fill in the ri e C sh r ns ction Record
(LCTR).

your supervisor so th t t

Remember, PCMLTFA requires LCT records . Failure to o o would
noncompli nee to the Act.

eclc
6. Lesson 5: Know Your Customer
6.1 Lesson 5: Know Your Customer
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6.2 Identification required
Know Your Customer (KYC)

Know You Customer

od

PGFOp

Ch

u /C red it Hold

EFTOv

'I

10

3rd P rty T1,,n

ction

For 1gn Exch,1n

,

Sic natur C,11 d
CDR
LCT

STR
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PGF Opened (Slide Layer)
Know Your Customer (KYC)

Photo identificatJoo is
requited n the fcibNng
circumstances:
PGf

PGFOpene d
Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) is opened

pt,re

Cheque!C recllt Hokl
EFT Over 1000
3rd Party Transac tion

I

f o reign Exc hanc s

L

s·

"atur C ard

CDR

[

LCT
S TR
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Cheque/ Credit Hold (Slide Layer)
Know Your Customer (KYC)

Photo identificatial is
required n the fdbNng
cirr:umstances·
PGF
Cl

Cheque/Credit Hold
Cheque for gamir gservices is he ld
[credit/hold cheque]

ne
ue/C redlt Ho ld

EFT Over S1000
3rd Party Transac tio n
f o reign Exc t1ang s

Signature c ard
r

CDR

LCT
STR
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EFT over $1000 (Slide Layer)
Know Your Customer (KYC)

EFT Over
Photo identificatioo is
,equimd n the fcik:Nmg
circumstances·
PGF O
Cheq

1000

An electronic funds transfer of 1000 or more is
conducted

nP

/C redit Hold

EFT Over S1000
3rd Party T nsac tlo n
foreign Exc har~es

[
r

s natur Car
CDR
LCT

STR
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3rd Party Transaction (Slide Layer)
Know Your Customer (KYC)

Third Party Transaction
Phot.o identificaboo is
required il the fdb1mg

Transaction is being conducted on behalfof athird

party.

cirr:umstances:

PGF OpeM I
Cl q ue/C reclft Ho ld

EFT Over 1000

3rd Party Transac tio n
f o r lgn Exc hanges
Signatur Card

CDR
LCT
STR
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Foreign Exchanges (Slide Layer)
Know Your Customer (KYC)

Foreign Exchange
Pharo identificaboo is
required n the fcik:JNng
circumstances.·

Foreign exchangeofS3000orrnore is conducted

PGf O ne
Cl que/Credft Hold
EFT Over 1000
3rd Party Transactio n

foreign Exc hang s

[

Signature Car I

CDR
LCT
STR
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Signature Card (Slide Layer)
Know Your Customer (KYC)

Signature Card
Photo identrficatioo is
required n the fdbNng

Pabon signs a signature c.ard

circumstances·
PGfOf ne
Cl q

/Credtt Hok1

EFT Over 1000
[

3rd P0rty Trarsactton

Foreign Exc t,c1r'l9 s

l

Slg"atur Card

CDR
LCT

STR
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CDR (Slide Layer)
Know Your Customer (KYC)

CDR
Photo identmcatxn is
,equimd n the fdb,mg
circumstances:
PGF

Casino Disbursement Report is required

ne<.J

Che ue/C redlt Hold
EFT Over 1000

3r Party Transac tio n
foreign Exe hang s
(

S ,,atur Car:

CDR
LCT
STR
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LCT (Slide Layer)
Know Your Customer (KYC)

LCT
Large Cash Transaction is conducted.
Photo identificatkn is
reqwmd n the fdhvl>fJ
circumstances:

PGF per c.l
Che

EFT

!Cred it Hold
ve.r 1000

3rd Party Transaction
foreign Exchc11 e

l

Signatur Card
CDR
LCT

STR
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( 2-5
STR (Slide Layer)
Know Your Customer (KYC)

Suspicious Transaction
Suspicious Transaction RePort is conduaed.

Phot.o identificatioo is
required n the tcibNng
circumstances:
PGF OJ ne I
Cheq

K; recllt Hok1

EFT Over 1000

3rd Party Tra

tlon

For lgn Exc hEmg
S nature Card

CDR
LCT

STR
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6.3 Acceptable ID

cc pt bl ID

Only current Government I sued Photo ID is cc ptable
identific~ tion r uirecl for lar e c, sh tr~ ns ctions. The
expiry ate of the ID must Isa be recor ed .
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6.4 Acceptable ID

Ace ptabl

ID

Dri v r's Li cense
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6.5 Acceptable ID

Ace pt bl

ID

P
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6.6 Acceptable ID

Ace pt ble ID

Citizenship
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6. 7 Acceptable ID

Ace pt bl

ID

Provinci I ID
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6.8 Unacceptable ID

Unacc ptab
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6.9 Unacceptable ID

Unacc pt bl ID

123 123

Social tnsu
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6.10 Unacceptable ID

Unacc ptabl

ID

School ID
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6.11 Unacceptable ID

Un cc ptabl ID

Any Expired Govemm nt ID
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6.12 Unacceptable ID

nacc ptabl ID

111111111

11111

Rew rd/M mber hip Cec rd (i. • Co tco
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6.13 What Information is Required

Wha· Information is A qui

d

• Full N. Ille

• D le of Birth
• Occup lion
• A dress - foe I or for · n

• Vahd photo govemme ,t ID
• Unique identifier num
gov rnment ID
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6.14 Player's Occupation

Players Occup t on

Occup tion 1s m ndatory field as
tron is v ue.
t more details. Click Next to s e some e ample conv rs tions.
Not •: II 1111111
I

111,, 1•plny,

,
II
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6.15 Occupation Businessman

Businessman
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6.16 Occupation Retired

Retired person

If patron 1s va ue about their
occupat,on,
t moro detail
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6.17 Occupation Student
-

Student

II
Iron s v ue about their
occu 1,on, t mor details.

of an occu

tu
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6.18 Occupation Unemployed
-

~

Unemployed Person

-

,

If a patron I va ue
occu t,on, t m01

mpl o n occu I on
1lh nun m oy d
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6.19 Politically Exposed Persons (PEP)

Politically Exposed Persons (PEP)
A liti
int rn t
nI omi

y

a
I
0
rtl
y
con rol resources.

n
I
f
ci

o
with

Tl1e inrluenc
17 s puts th m ,n
ition to ,mp ct
policy decision . Ir tttutlon • nd r lies
of proc dure in h lloc lion or
resourc and fin~ nc s. which c 11
m, ke them vulner e to corruI tion.
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6.20 Politically Exposed Persons (PEP)

Po itically Exposed Persons (P P)

Examples or a PEP re: He d of t e. Amb:issa or. Milit ry
eneral, Judge. Mayor or a le der of a pohllcal arty. Their dir ct
f mily mem ers re Isa con id r P P - p rent. cl1ild or

pou

.

It i the f cilities responsi 'lity o t II
BCLC if , EP is recogniz .
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6.21 Third Party Cash Out

Third P rty Cash Out
Third P rty C h Out 1s wh n 011 pl y r giv IV ticke s or
chi1 ~ to no h pl y r int 1d1t'I for 111 m to c h ,tout.
uir
th
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6.22 Types of records

ripes f

cord

A< .. ming facility must k p II recor
5 yenrs. Tt1 er cords incl de:
Records

or

II large c sh tr n

rel

1t to P M TFA for

riod of

ctions:

uy Ins
Cnsh•Out (Disburs ments)
Foreign Exch n es

P, tron G n In

unds (PG )

,spiciou Tr ns ction Recore.ls
Sign tLire Ci'.lrds {PG Accounts)
Client Applica ions (PGF Accoun )
A<".COLn t tat 1ents {PG AccoLints)
Pntron i

entity inform tion nd occur tion mus
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6.23 The Do's and Don'ts of Information Gathering

The Do'
At tim
nd v
over

Di t:x.1

•

nd Don't of Inform tion G
~ tron 111< y

s you 1Y you
pl n to
· t. If
,
i su did
nI
uir
l of 1
IO
thi

heir r on I inform lion
llould t II th p tron th t
II Buy -Ins or
4-ho
'od.

u th m that th ir person r information i strictly
controlled and it i ag in t th law to disclo
th
information inappropriat ly.

Note: You mu t n v r discu
with any patron how to
avoid being identified under th PCMLTFA.

7. Lesson 6: Issuing Cheques
7.1 Lesson 6: Issuing Cheques
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7.2 Calculating verif ied win cheque

in
Pie

e click one. ct num

C

qu

r to le, ,n more.

r--------------------------------------,

I
I
I
I

,.,_.

I
I

D

I

P

1

Patron's Legal Name

l
I

P

: Cash Out - Buy In =
l
I
I

'

; 05482 55448

L---·

•

•

'

lil f

-654478 25447

$

____________
~- - '

II• '

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
..,I

Notes:
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7.3 Issuing cheques

Issuing ch qu
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Issuing cheques (Slide Layer)

Issuing cheque
Please cfKk each box below to learn more_

To avoid patrons from hilving large arnot.rts of ca.'lt1 when leaving the ~ino, two types
of dle(Jll5 can be iswed by a Gaming Sfflfice ProviM - CC>rwmimce Cheques and
Verified Win Cheques..

llue ar-e specific policies 5UTotalding cheque iswance which mu5t be followed by all
Gaming Sfflfice Providers.. If in douJt,, COfflUlt a manager« Sl.f)ffVisor_
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Convenience cheques (Slide Layer)

Issuing cheques
Please crd: each box below to learn more_

Convenienm chequm can be i.mul!d 1o palrons who requert 1hem. Thee dlllqlAl5 am dearty
marked ·Reun of fulm - Not. Gaming WIIVlil'lfJI-Palronlli with P<iF illXOl.nbi have an Wllimiled meque 1hrehold. Patr-Orllli w ~ P<iF aa:owm

are limiled1o COf1Wl!flienD! chequm not e.JC&Eeding S10.000_

Convenienm chequm 5hould only P.VeJ"be iRw.d to p layl!B where 1hem is evidence of dficient
p lay_ Othenvisc 1he d-.-, 5hould be nmacd and 1he p layff 5hould l'llmive 1he fu-1dl in 1he same
fonnat. as 1he original buy in.. Fu- caih this would indude 1he same denomination. A UFf 5hould
also be SI.DTlitloo as this may be an alh!qrt 1o refine •dirty-fwlm• _
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Verified win cheques (Slide Layer)

Issuing cheque
Please cfKlc each box below to learn more_

Gaming Sav1ce Prov1dws can also 155Ue ver-lfied w i n ~
A verified win is defined a5 the ca!ih out m1,u; the buy-in ilfflOlffl.. Verified w1~ murt be
approved by the appropriate staff membet-_
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Verified for slots (Slide Layer)

Issuing haqua
Please crKlc each box. below to learn more_

To verify a win on a slot rnadline., the gaming
service provider needs to verify the jad(pot slip
that prints at the cage whm a jackpot has
triggered. Nt.merous 5ffll'III w ins ov« t ime on a
machine are not eligible for a vwified win dle(J.le
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Verified for tables (Slide Layer)

Issuing cheque
Please crd. each box. below t o learn more_

Vff"ified wiffi on tables are calrulated diffff"ently than at
slot machines..
table tradting rant is used to keep track of all
huy- iffi at the gaming table Upon cmh out. the tradting
card wil I be used to calrulate 1he total for vtYified wins..

A

Cash Out • Buy tn •

lhe formula for verified wiffi:
OBI out- GNl In = Vff"ified Win.

8. Lesson 7: Source of Funds & Unusual Financial Transactions
8.1 Lesson 7: Source of Funds and Unusual Financial Transactions
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8.2 Patron Gaming Fund Accounts

Paro

amin

P tro,
of the I

ir

T
I:>

II
rli

t

ccoun
nk dr fts
er. c;ourc

ccounts • r , v. 11 bl
,,.,1th1n th J rovu ce.
it i 10,000.

d {P
o f cili

n

Fu d Accounts

tr

h
n

ome

it fur

into f1 ir ccount
nsfe . Electronic tun cl
rom verified ,ins.

eclc
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8.3 Debit use at cash cage

Debit use a ca h c
ie rom r F ccount . p tror
h within o m .
.'
th f Ctlity.
c ge for ums ov
th s;ifety nd custom

h
vo
ti

n
I

o cc

s

ll

c

t:>clc
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8.4 Unusual financial transactions

Unu ua financial ransactions
AJ1 unus 1al fin ncial t, ans, ction is t, ~ nsnc ion in which th e is
re·:i o , I e grou 1ds to su
t tl1at t11 tr. ns ction n I y t t
rno11ey I 1n riri or oth r crimin t ct1v1ty.
rnpl incl 1

to

mounts of rnoney or

top t,on
• P·1 sing

, notl1er p
LCT repo

rc ·

cov rtly to

d cl t ct,on or
1ents
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8.5 Unusual financial transaction vs suspicious transaction report

Unu u I financial transaction vs
suspicious trans c ion report

By r ovJ. you m y h v
differ rice ? Th chfl
''Unu
·
unus
un unl
unsuspiciou

d"
cio
d
tn
is found to
) through th

tw

,ho r port
·

., - I
t.

c

ii
n

ir

,t ,
cious. /:v1
d
in

LC.

t:>clc
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8.6 Unusual financial transaction vs suspicious transaction report

nu u I financial transaction vs
suspiciou transac ion report

Submits

UFT

when a f,n ncial
trm s ction is
unu u I

n TR
ng UFT
it

Collect. & r vi

.,

TA

eclc
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8.7 Indicators of unusual financial transactions

unu

lnd1c to
tran
H v r ov r :-ic h

I 1n nci I

to I. Hn rllf• re
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LCT {Slide Layer)

Indicator of unu ual financial
r n Ci n
•

proviclin c
ion for n LCT,

Published by Arti culate ®Storyline

•

Uses aliases and different addresses
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Spells name differently from one
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•
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Gaming Facilities (Slide Layer)

Indicator of unu ual fin ncial
ran cti n
• Attempts ro develop dose
rapport
• Offers staff mon et,

Wil n 'IP"11in with
G.:irrnn c focility slJff.
the pc1tr n:

gratuities or unusual
favors for the provision
of services that may
appear unusual or
suspicious
• Re peatedly inquires on
process for subm itting

LCTs to FINTRAC
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Conversation (Slide Layer)

Indicator of unu ual inancial
tran

• Is the subject of a money I aund ering or

F1 0111 conversation
, rnund th e c1s1no. you

ter rorist fin an dng investigation
• Is sus peaed of being Involved In 111 egal
activity from m edla or other sou rce s
• Is now n to you as being associated to
criminal activity
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8.8 Checklist

Unusual Buy-Jn Indicators

Occui, , tion
lmm1gr tlon St:itu

Su piciou C, h
Unu u~I

P ck. gm /B mdltn
Unu U.l l Play
P, tl tn /L I
No R

ipt

Timin of Fun

Po

1bl C

h O liv ry

Sourc of W alth
Su•·pic,ous B h 1v1our
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Occupation (Slide Layer)

Occupation
Occupation

Th81r co:upatbn d ;s not suppoI1 e1.elof plct/

lmmkJrntl nStc.t
S~plclous C, h

Un tsllal
Pai~k II

gt undllng

UnltsU I Play
Pattern/ V I

No Rec ipts
Timir g or Funds
Possible Cash
SollrC

liv , ry

ofW alth

Susi lciolJS

l'k-Wlollr
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Immigration (Slide Layer)

Immigration
Occllpatlo n

Plltronc c,n vis~or \J"'!l.S n"'By hll'.~ hrrrtDlrons on th £1 11 unt of o: "hthe 1 r.nn trin· intoCmllcb
clef _ndrn ,;i on their ,:ount11 1 of ori•Jin

lmmlgratl n St tl

susp

tatu

us c.. 1,

Unusu
P, kaglngt uncfllr
Unusu I Play
Patt mt . vet

,I/Ji

.•••
••
•

No A cerpts

,.

Tlmh g of Funcls
Poss11>1e Cash

liv

ry

So urc of W nlth

Susple k>

l'laV ur
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Suspicious Cash (Slide Layer)

Suspicious Ca h
Occupation
Immigration St 1tl

T~11~s of l:o11isEt11:< lruge quanrn,es of low
denominotbns.

Sus pk.I us Cash
Unusual
Pack glr gt undlll 9

No

C

lpts

Tim Inc o f Funds
Possibli? C

h

Sourc of W alth
Suspicious

he: lour
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Packaging (Slide Layer)

Unusual Packaging/Bundling
OCCllpatlon

lmmkJmt· n St tus
Susplcl

l

C

Packaaing-'Bundling ,:,f bills th.nt is inconsist,;,nt
wah fin anci81instaut' ns fie. uno1ganized, in
elost i: s. etc. 1

S11

Un ISUal
Paci< gmg/ ur¥llfr g

Unusu I Play
Patt nv vel

No A celpts
Timing of Funds

Possi l>le Cash
Sourc ofW alth

Sus i iclous

haviour
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Pattern (Slide Layer)

Unu ual Play Pattern/Level
Occupation

Pia, p3t te1 n ·le·,.·~I is u,cons1stent to the patrons
notn

lmmkJmtlon Status
Sl plclOl
Un

ISU

Cash

I

Pack, Ing/ unclllr~
U nusu, I Play
Patt mt vel

No A ceipts
Timing of Funds
ry

Possible Cash Deli

Source ofW atth
Susplck:> IS

'"

ur
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Receipts (Slide Layer)

No Receipt
Occllpatlon

No Ix nk r.;ce1pts fc,1lalrge an :-iunts, cash

lmm~ration St

us

SusplclOUS Cc sh

Unusual
Pack gtr y/ unc.rn, g

No Rec lpts
Timing o f Fur Is

Poss!

So urc of W nlth
Sl ptckrns

he: lour
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T iming of Funds
OcCl lpatlo n
Immigration St

d:I hours for l<1rge +:nsh £r•JOJl.c1bihtyo uts1cl:! o f
rec LIIOJ' l:ankrng hours.

us

Susplc l llS Casl1

Unusu I Play
Pattern/ V I
No R celpts

Tlmll)( of funds
Possl bl!> Cc ~h

ry

Ii

So urc of W>alth
Sus i lck> l

,~

ur
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Cash Delivery (Slide Layer)

Possible Ca h Delivery
Occupation
Immigration St
suspicious c

us

Plo.. 1?11001.es tobF-o, disop1_: ms intoc:i WDSh1oomor
1elfr le ncl IBDppoor" w ~h 1
011:Je £1n'ounts of croh.

h

Um,su

Pack, lng/Bundllr g
Unusu I Play
Pattern/ vel
N<> R ce lpts
Tlmlr)(

f Funds

Possible Cc h

.tlv,,,ry

Sourc ofW ,Ith

Susplcknis

hav ur
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Source of Wealth (Slide Layer)

Source of Wealth
Occupation

Their s:iurc8 of Wt'Blth dces not su1:r-01t 8'• el of

lmm~ratlon st., us
S

p

pb,r.

IOUS Cc Sh

Unusu I Play
Patt rn/ VE' I
No Rece ipts

..

Tim Inc of Funds

Possl b Cash Dellv ry
So urc ofW alth
Sl r,lclo llS

follr
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Suspicious Behaviour (Slide Layer)

Suspicious Behaviour
Occupation
lmm~Jratlon Straus

Sus pie l

Su spic us beh~wiour rnn ,:on"B frorr £1 patron, £In
errploy82, cir b:>th

C, 11

Umsu
Pack II g/Bunlflll g

No A celpts

Tfmlnc of Fune.ls
Possible Cash

liv , ry

Sourc ofW , Ith

Suspicious

l'lclV ur
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8.9 Indicators of Un usual Transactions
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8.10 Source of funds

urce of fund

ve

111 I 1u f
st

H

I kr ,o n ro

m nt ,,, commo, ly I f rr I to I11 I

r. th SCLC AML D
ourc~ of fund int rvI • ., cm b· r CNCI don th tr ,ckmg h
not s 1 ,b on I FINTRAC ntry modul

I

1n

.,I

rim nt

\'

1!1 111 ti

9. Lesson 8: Scenarios
9.1 Lesson 8: Scenarios
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9.2 Scenario #1
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- Correct (Slide Layer)

Correct nswer.
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Chck on the othe r op!J ons to fmd the nght answer.
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(Slide Layer)

I

Click on the other opllons to find U1e right answer.
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9.3 Scenario #2
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Click on lhe other optJ ons to find the nght ans._. er.
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(Slide Layer)

Click on the 0U1er opllons to find the rtght answer.
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Correct answer.

Click r Je>4 to continu e
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Correct answer.

Chck t Jext to continue
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Sorry! Incorrect answer.

Click on the other options to find the right answer
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Click on the other options to find the right answer
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This is partially correct.

Click on the 0U1e r opbons to find tl1e nght answer.
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Click on the other options to find the right answer.
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This is partially correct.
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This is partially correct.
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Is there anything lse suspicious about this transaction?
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This is partially correct.

Is there anything else suspicious about ths transadio n?
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Sorry! Incorrect ns wer.

Click on the other opbons to find U1e nght answer.
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Correct answer.
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10. Contact Information
10.1 Contact Information
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11. Final Test

11.l Final test
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F'na t

t.

You h v no v corn et
cours .

tf'i cor'\ r por ion of the AML

Pie se click N xt to complete your firr1I t
Kee in mind. once you le rt the t
one sittinc .

t.

t. 1ou must compl te 11 1t'l

Note : You must score 7 •A on the final test in or er to
pas.

b>elc
11.3 Draw from AML Question Bank
Draw 20 questions randomly from AML Question Bank

11.4 Results Slide
(Results Slide, 0 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Results for
11.3 Draw from AML Question Bank

Result slid e properties
Passing Score
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Congr a ulatlons . you pa~sed.

Print Results
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X
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Print Results
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11.5 BCLC AML Cas/CGC Online Training Course

b>e
B
Onlin . Training Gou e

2. AML Question Bank

Click all that apply:
(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.
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I

Correct

Choice

I

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.
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Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.

Correct (Slide Layer)

?
Click, II thJt Jpply:
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?
Click all that Jpply:

Click all that apply:
(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Click II thn af ply:

eclc
•

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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Click JII th at ,1pply:

(True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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I

Correct

I

Choice
True
False

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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True

Correct
That's right!

Published by Articulate ®Storyline
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True

Incorrect
You did 10 sele

the correc response.

f'.

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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I

Correct

I

Cho ice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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?
(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted}
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I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not se lect the correct response .
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That's right! You select d he correct response.
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Incorrect (Slide Layer)

You dtd no selec th correct response.

(Tru e/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted}
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I

Correct

I

Choice
True
False

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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That's right!
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You did nm: sele

the correc· response .

....

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted}
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Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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?

Tha 's right! Yous lect d he correc· response.

Continue
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?

You did no c;elec th correc response.

Select all that apply:
{Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Select II th t

I

Correct

p ly :

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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Correct (Slide Layer)

elec t al l that apply:
Correct
That's right!

au selected he

correc ►

response.

Continue
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elect all that apply:
Incorrect
You did no- selec the correc response.

{Mu ltiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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Correct
Tha 's r ight! You

lected he correct response.
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Incorrect (Slide Layer)

lnco rrect
You did no selec· th co1 rec response.

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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VVhat sh

Correct
Tha 's right! You~ lected he correc response.
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lnco rrect
You did no selP

th correc response.
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(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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I

Correct

Choice

I

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct respon se.

Feedback when incorrect:
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You did not select the correct re sponse .

Correct (Slide Layer)

ect
s right!
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Incorrect (Slide Layer)

rrect
id no sel c th correc response.

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select t he correct response.
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Con inue
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Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right I You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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2 5"2Correct (Slide Layer)

Cor ect
That's rlgh I Yous lected he correc response.
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Incorrect (Slide Layer)

··

Incorrect
You d1 d no~ "el i:,c• th correc response.

I •

•

Select all that apply:
(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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l ct <1II th< t apply:
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I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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Correct (Slide Layer)

Select · 11 tl,at pply:
Correct
Tha 's rlgh
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Select all that pply:
Inco rrect
You drd no sele

h correc response.

(True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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Correct (Slide Layer)

That's 1lgh ! Yous lected he correc response.
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Incorrect {Slide Layer)

Inco rrect
You did no sele

he correct response.
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(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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I

Correct

Choice

I

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You se lected the correct response .

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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Tha ·s right! Yous lected he correct response.
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'2,G,2Incorrect (Slide Layer)

You did no selec~ the correc response.

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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Correct (Slide Layer}

Continue
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Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted}
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I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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Correct (Slide Layer)
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Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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Correct (Slide Layer)

Correct
Tha 's right!

ou s lected he correc response.

Concmue
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Incorrect
You did no sele

the correc response.

(Multiple Choice, 1 poin ts, 1 attempt permitted}
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Correct

I

Choice

X

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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Correct (Slide Layer)

Correct
That's right! Yous le ed he correc response.
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Incorrect (Slide Layer)

Incorrect
You did no selec th cot rect response.
e?

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attemp t permitted)
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Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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Tha 's right!
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You drd no sele

th correct response.

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response .

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not se lect the correct response .
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Correct
That's right! ou s le ed he correct response.
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Incorrect
You d1 d no selec

he correct response.

Select all that apply:
(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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Select all that pply:

Cor ect
Thar's rrght! You sele ed he correct response.

eclc
f.
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(Tru e/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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Tha ·s r ight!
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You d1 d no sele

the correc response.

(Mu ltiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right I You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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Select all that apply:
(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You se lected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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BCLC0000199 .224

BCLC0000199

21I
Correct (Slide Layer)

'

..

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.225

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate e, Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199 .226

BCLC0000199

2tj~

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right I You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.227

BCLC0000199

Correct (Slide Layer)

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.228

BCLC0000199

115

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(Tru e/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate ®Storyline

www .a rticulate.com

BCLC0000199.229

BCLC00001 99

2i'

t+>cle
I

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate~ Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199 .230

BCLC0000199

Correct (Slide Layer)

Published by Articulate'"' Storyline

www.articulate .com

BCLC0000199.231

BCLC00001 99

2?1
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate ®Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.232

BCLC0000199

b>clc
~

I

,

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .

Published by Articul ate<!> Storyline

www,arti culate.com

BCLC0000199,233

BCLC0000199

3Cb
Correct (Slide Layer)

Correct
That's right! You selected he correc respons 0

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

•

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.234

BCLC0000199

?Dl
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

{True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Artlculatelil Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0000199.235

BCLC0000199

?;Dt(

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.

Published by Artlculatef>l Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.236

BCLC0000199

(

Correct (Sllde Layer)

Published by Articulatelll Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0000199.237

BCLC0000199

3of
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Publtshed by Artlculaten Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.238

BCLC0000199

)0?

Feedback when correct:
That's rlshtl You selected the correct response.

Feedback when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate" Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.239

BCLC0000199

%
Correct (Sllde Layer)

Published by Articulate$ Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.240

BCLC000019~

(

Incorrect {Slide Layer)

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate~ Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.241

BCLC0000199

3D1S
(

Feedback when correct:

That's right! You selected the correct response.
Feedback when incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate• Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.242

BCLC0000199

(

Correct (Slide Layer)

Published by Articulate 8 Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.243

BCLC0000199

3/6
(

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate@) Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000 199.244

BCLC0000199

3ll
(

Feedback when correct:

That's right I You selected the correct response.
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate" Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.245

BCLC0000199

~~?-(

Correct (Slide Layer)

Published by Articulate" Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0000199.246

BCLC0000199

3t)
(

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

{True/false, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Artlculate6> Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.247

BCLC0000199

~ I L-f
(

Feedback when correct:

That's right! You selected the correct response,
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response,

Published by Articulate., Storyline

www .a rticulate,com

BCLC0000199.248

BCLC0000199

Correct (Slide Layer)

Published by Articulate* Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.249

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

{True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulateil' Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0000199.250

BCLC0000199

)lt

Feedback when correct:

That's right! You selected the correct response.
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulateei Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.251

BCLC0000199

':)(i
(

Correct (Sllde Layer)

Published by Articulatelll Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0000199. 252

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

{Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

(
Published by Articulate 61 Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.253

BCLC0000199

Feedback when correct:

That's right! You selected the correct response,
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate" Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.254

BCLC0000199

32l
Correct (Slide Layer)

Published by Articulate" Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0000199.255

BCLC0000199

~~
(

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(Multfp/e Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate• Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.256

BCLC0000199

(

Feedback when correct:

That's right! You selected the correct response,
Feedback when incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate 11 Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.257

BCLC0000199

~2~
(

Correct (Slide Layer)

Published by Articulate& Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.258

BCLC0000199

32.5
(

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate" Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.259

BCLC0000199

5/h
(

Feedback when correct:

That's right! You selected the correct response.
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate" Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.260

BCLC0000199

3;;_1
i

Correct (Slide Layer)

Published by Artlculate 11 Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.261

BCLC0000199

)~(
(

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted}

Published by Artlculate 411 Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.262

BCLC0000199

(

Which statement is true:

(!)

()

X

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feed back when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate@) Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.263

BCLC0000199

Correct (Slide Layer)

l
Published by Articulate• Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.264

BCLC0000199

33{
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate• Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0000199.265

BCLC0000199

Feedback when correct:

That's rightl You selected the correct response.
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Artlculatee Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.266

BCLC0000199

(

Correct (Slide Layer)

(
Published by Artlculate 8 Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.287

BCLC0000199

(

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulatei;, Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.268

BCLC0000199

':>?$

(!:J

X

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response,
Feedback when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate" Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.269

BCLC0000199

-,¾
Correct {Slide Layer)

Published by Articulate® Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.270

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

Select all that apply:
(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Publlshed by Artlculatef; Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.271

BCLC0000199

~3g
(

Sekmt all that apply:

Feedback when correct:

That's right! You selected the correct response.
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulateg Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.272

BCLC0000199

Correct (Sllde Layer)

Select all that apply:

Published by Articulate 0 Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0O00 199.273

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

Select all that apply:

(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate 0 Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0000199.27 4

BCLC0000199

3lf{

Feedback when correct:
That's right I You selected the correct response.

Feedback when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response,

Published by Articulate& Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.275

BCLC0000199

Correct (Sllde Layer)

Published by Articulate"' Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.276

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulatel'l Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199,277

BCLC0000199

(

() Folse

X

True
False

Feedback when correct:

That's right! You selected the correct response.
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

(
Published by Articulate" Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.278

BCLC0000199

(

Correct (Sllde Layer)

(

Published by Articulate 11 Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.279

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(!)Ttue

()Fal~
... .......
,

(

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate., Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.280

BCLC0000199

(

(

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response,
Feedback when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response,

Published by Artlculate 41 Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0000199 .281

BCLC0000199

Correct (Sllde Layer)

Published by Articulatee Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.282

BCLC0000199

(

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate$ Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.283

BCLC0000199

(

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response,

Feedback when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response,

Published by Articulate• Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.284

BCLC0000199

35{
Correct (Slide Layer}

Published by Articulate® Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199,285

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

{True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Artlculatee> Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.286

BCLC0000199

True
False

Feedback when correct:

That's right! You selected the correct response,
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Artlculatee Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.287

BCLC0000199

Correct (Slide Layer)

Published by Articulate 19 Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.288

BCLC0000199

SS5
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

Select all that apply:
{Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate~ Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0000199.289

BCLC0000199

3~
(

Select all that appfy:

Feedback when correct:
That's right I You selected the correct response.

Feedback when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate~ Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0O00 199.290

BCLC0000199

35)
Correct (Slide Layer}

Select all that apply:

Published by Articulate 0 Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.291

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Sllde Layer)

Select all that apply:

(True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate@) Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0000199.292

BCLC0000199

Feedback when correct:

That's right! You selected the correct response.
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

(_

Published by Articulatee Storyline

www.artlculate.com

BCLC0000199.293

I
•

I

BCLC0000199 .

Correct (Sllde Layer)

Published by Articulate 9 Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.294

BCLC0000199

2G(
Incorrect {Slide Layer)

Select all that apply:
(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate® Storyline

www.arttculate.com

BCLC0000199.295

BCLC0000199

3fo-i,
(

Select all that apply:

Feedback when correct:

That's right! You selected the correct response.
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate@) Storyline
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BCLC0000199.296

BCLC0000199

3'97
Correct (Sllde Layer)

Select all that apply:

Published by Artlculatel!) Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.297

BCLC0000199

%lf

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

Select all that apply:

Select all that apply:
(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate~ Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.298

BCLC0000199

5;5
(

Select all that apply:

Feedback when correct:
That's rlghtl You selected the correct response,
Feedback when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response,

Published by Artlculate 11 Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.299

BCLC0000199

'3Gb

(

Correct (Sllde Layer)

Select all th at apply:

Published by Articulate,;, Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.300

BCLC0000199

~7

(

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

Select all that apply:

(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Artlculatell> Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.301

BCLC0000199

~tg
(

Feedback when correct:

That's right I You selected the correct response,
Feedback when incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Artlculate 8 Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.302

BCLC0000199

Zh?
(

Correct {Sllde Layer)

{

Published by Articulatee Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.303

BCLC0000199

370
(

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

(

Select all that apply:
(Multiple Response, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulatee Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.304

BCLC0000199

(

Select all Hml apply:

Feedback when correct:

That's right I You selected the correct response,
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate@) Storyline

www.artfculate.com

BCLC0000199.305

BCLC0000199

';:fl2
Correct (Slide Layer)

Select all that apply:

Published by Articulate!!) Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.306

BCLC0000199

3~
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

Select all that apply:

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate~ Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.307

BCLC0000199

37L/
(

Feedback when correct:

That's right! You selected the correct response,
Feedback when Incorrect:

You did not select the correct response.

Published by Artlculate 8 Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.308

BCLC0000199

375
(

correct (Slide Layer)

. ·c·"-1U I

Published by Articulatelll Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199 .309

BCLC0000199

7Jt6
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

Incorrect
You did no sel

the correc response.

Con inue

,

..

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Publish ed by Articulate ® Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.310

BCLC00001 99

eclc

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right I You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select t he correct response.

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.311

BCLC00001 99

37t
Correct (Slide Layer}

,.

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.312

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

{True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate @) Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.313

BCLC00001 99

eclc
•

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.314

BCLC0000199

Correct (Slide Layer)

Correct
That's right! Yous lected he correc respons~.

Published by Articulate ®Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199 .315

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

Inco rrect
You did no sel

the correc response.

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted}

Published by Articulate® Storylin e

www. articulate.com

BCLC0000199.3 16

BCLC0000199

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.317

BCLC0000199

33'-f
Correct (Slide Layer)

I You select d he correc responsP.

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000 199 .318

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

t
s lee- th correc response.

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 at tempt permitted)

Publish ed by Art icul ate e> Storylin e

www .a rticul ate. com

BCLC00001 99.3 19

BCLC0000199

l:>clc

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .

Published by Articulate ®Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.320

BCLC0000199

Correct (Slide Layer}

Correct
Tha

'srlght! ousele ed hecarrectresponse.

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199 .321

BCLC0000199

36'6
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

lnco rrect

b>elc

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate @) Storyline
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BCLC0000199.322

BCLC0000199

eclc
•

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199 .323

BCLC0000199

Correct (Slide Layer)

le ed he correc· response.

Published by Articulate ®Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.324

BCLC0000199

Zit{
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

he correct response.

{True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate ®Storyline

www .a rticulate.com

BCLC0000199.325

BCLC0000199

-:/i2

~elc
•

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.326

BCLC0000199

Correct (Slide Layer)

Cor ect
Tha 's right! Yous lected he correc- response .

•

••

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.327

BCLC0000199

3ff
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

lnco rrect
You did nor sel<>c.- the co1 rec response.

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulatel!) Storyline

www .arti culate.com

BCLC0000199 .328

BCLC0000199

315

t:lclc

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select t he correct response .

Published by Articulateei Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199 .329

BCLC0000199

3ft,
Correct (Slide Layer)

Correct
Tha 's right! Yous le ed he correc response.

Published by Articulate ®Storyline

www.articulate .com

BCLC0000199.330

BCLC0000199

Incorrect (Slide Layer)

lnco rrect
You dtd no s lee the correc- response.

b,clc

{Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate@Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.331

BCLC0000199

eclc
•

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .

Published by Articulate~ Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199 .332

BCLC0000199

~1
Correct (Slide Layer)

selected he correc response.

Continue

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.333

BCLC0000199

t;CD
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

th correc response.

{Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.334

lfo I

BCLC0000199

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right I You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199.335

BCLC000O199

lfo~
Correct (Slide Layer}

That's rlgh ! Yous lect d he correc response.

l:>clc

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.336

BCLC0000199

/fD)
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

no

0

c

correc response.

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.337

BCLC0000199

CftJt/

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199.338

BCLC0000199

1/-65
Correct (Slide Layer)

Published by Articulate ®Storyline
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BCLC0000199 .339

BCLC0000199

lfd
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

{Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted}
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BCLC0000199.340

BCLC0000199

L/o7

eclc

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right I You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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www .articulate.com

BCLC0000199 .341

BCLC0000199

L(£>5
Correct (Slide Layer}

nse.
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BCLC0000199 .342

BCLC0000199 · .

iCf
Incorrect (Slide Layer)

e~ the

co, rec response.

oolc

(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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BCLC0000199.343

BCLC0000199

fj/i)

b>clc
•

I

Correct

I

Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not se lect the correct response .

Published by Articulate ® Storyline

www.articulate.com

BCLC0000199 .344

BCLC0000199

11! I
Correct (Slide Layer)

Correct
Tha 's right! You selected he correc response.
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BCLC0000199.345

BCLC0000199

t{)/
Incorrect {Slide Layer)

Inco rrect
You drd no sele

the correc response.

Continue

{Multiple Response, 10 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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Tha ·s rlgh ! Yous lected h correct I esponse.
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Incorrect
You dtd no sele

th correc response.

{True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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You did no selec the correct response.

(True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when Incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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That's right!
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Continue

{Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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(True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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Tha 's right!
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(Multiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted}
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Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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(True/False, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted}
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Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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You dtd no· selec the correc response.

Pick the one answer that best describes this scenario:
(Mu ltiple Choice, 1 points, 1 attempt permitted)
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Choice

Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response .
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Pick th e or
Tha 's rlgh ! You sPle ed he correc· response.
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Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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You did no selec. th co1 r c response.
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Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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That's right! You_ lectPd h correct r sponse.
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Feedback when correct:
That's right! You selected the correct response.

Feedback when incorrect:
You did not select the correct response.
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Appendix 4:

These lists should be considered a solid basis for assessing the risk a casino patron presents regarding money laundering, terrorist activity, or
illegal activity/proceeds of crime. Common sense and a "know your client" perspective must always be applied. Figure 3 shows the risk criteria that
Corporate investigators and service provider staff should be aware of regarding money laundering.
Figure 1: Risk Criteria
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GCGC Management Training
January 12, 2015, Hard Rock Casino Vancouver
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Agenda
• Gaming Registration Requirements
- Overview

• Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
- Money Laundering Basics

-

Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) anc/ Terrorist Financing Act
FinTRAC
Compliance Regime
Reporting Requirements
Customer Due Diligence/Know Your Customer (CDD/KYC)
Monitoring
Penalties and Sanctions

• Canada's Anti-spam Legislation
• Corruption of Foreign Officials Legislation
2
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I Gaming Overview
• Generally a person has a right to engage in a particular business, subject
only to broad government regulations.
• Gaming is the opposite.
• In Canada, all gaming is illegal unless it falls under one of the narrow
exceptions provided in the Criminal Code.
• Three main exemptions are provided:
- province may conduct and manage a lottery scheme under provincial
legislation;
- federal govt may permit and regulate pari-mutuel betting on horse
racing; and,
- Province may license charitable gaming events for charitable
purposes.

GCGC_ PROD_0049493

IRegistration Overview
• One of the ways in which a province will regulate gaming is by requiring
the registration of those in the industry.
• The primary purposes of registration are:
- to ensure individuals or organizations with criminal histories do not
enter or participate in the industry;
- to protect the integrity of the gaming industry by ensuring individuals
and organizations are suitable; and,
- to ensure fiscal soundness of service providers.

GCGC_ PROD_0049493
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Registration Overview
Registration
• Statutory obligations associated with registration:
- duty to keep registration current;
- duty to disclose material changes and events;
- duty to ensure associates and suppliers related to gaming services
are registered or approved by the regulator;
- permit access to company facilities and records;
- cooperate with audits and investigations;
- monitor share acquisition thresholds and share constraints;
- create and maintain specified functions and departments; and,
- comply with terms of registration.
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I Money Laundering Basics

Money Laundering

A

G~E A1 CA t, AD IAN

G-t)
GAMING
-;,.,,c C ORPOR ATION
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IMoney Laundering Basics
What is money laundering?
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I Money Laundering Basics

A GEARXff:l'c;

<-:J} CORPORATION

Saul giving Jesse Pinkman advice on money laundering basics.
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IMoney Laundering Basics
What is Money Laundering?

• Process through which profits from criminal activity (dirty money) are
converted into funds that appear to have been acquired through legal
means (clean money).
• Purpose is to obfuscate the true provenance of the wealth.
• Those engaged in money laundering do not want to be associated
with or otherwise have the origin of the funds traced back them.
• Ultimate goal is to have the funds appear to have been derived from
unquestionably legitimate sources.
• Usually achieved by moving illicit funds through a number of
transactions and hands to disguise origin.

- l(6<l
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Money Launtlering Basics
Stages of Money Laundering
Fundsfi·om criminal activity are placed
in the legitimate economy (e.g. a bank)

I. Placement

2.

Layering

3.

Tai11tedfimds are converted to otherforms
through a series ~f transactions to obscure
origin and ownership.

Integration

F1111c/.5 are inserted into the
.financial system under
a veil of legitimacy.

10
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Money Laundering Basics
Money Laundering Concepts - Other

Refining
Stored Value
Instrument
Chip Walking

Process through which small de110111inatio11

bills are exchanged for larger denomination bills

Prepaid credit cants, K(fi cards, casino chips

Buying-in with a large amount of cash, then
leaving with chips after no or nominal play

11
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Money Launtlering Basics
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This case was generated following the receipt of a suspicious transaction report from a casino. The individual mentioned In the
report was the subject of a previous FINTRAC case disclosure to law enforcement. The subject was allegedly involved in advance
fee and telemarketing scams, and had defrauded victims by advising them that they had won millions of dollars, but had to pay
"taxes" before the winnings could be collected.
The principal subject made cash deposits to a business bank account, which was also credited with cash deposits made by third
parties. FINTRAC suspected that these deposits were related to fraud schemes. The funds were withdrawn and used to
purchase casino chips. The subject engaged in minimal gaming, and redeemed the chips in cash, depositing the payout to the
front money account. Once the front money account had accumulated sufficient funds, the subject made a withdrawal by
requesting a casino cheque. The casino cheque was negotiated at a financial institution, and the funds were used to purchase a
bank draft payable to the subject. FINTRAC suspected that the bank draft was deposited to an account held by the subject at
another financial institution.
An associate of the subject engaged in slmllar activity. An account held by this individual at a financial Institution was credited
primarily with electronic fund transfers ordered by various Individuals . FINTRAC suspected that the credits were related to
fraudulent activity with an international dimension, a feature of many advance fee fraud schemes . These funds were used to
purchase bank drafts payable to a casino, which were deposited to the Individual's front money account. The individual
engaged in minimal gaming activity. FINTRAC suspected that this individual also withdrew the funds held in the front money
account once sufficient funds had accumulated, requesting cash or a casino cheque as desired.
Red flags associated with this case:
Financial institutions reported that financial transactions related to the subject's business accounts were not consistent with the
reported business activity. The transactions included a number of large cash deposits, which were followed by large cash
withdrawals.
One of the subject's business accounts received third party cash deposits, purportedly from employees depositing funds into
their employer's business account. However, a number of these deposits took place after the company had been dissolved.
Casinos reported that the subject had conducted a number of large cash purchases of casino chips. One casino reported that
the subject made a large cash deposit to a front money account, using $20 bills. On two other occasions, the subject reportedly
used the casino to exchange over $20,000 in American currency to Canadian currency.
A financial institution reported that the subject deposited a cheque drawn on the account of a casino. The proceeds from this
deposit were used to purchase a bank draft made payable to the subject. The amount of the casino cheque was within 10% of

GCGC_PROD_0049493

'-16~
the casino chip purchases the subject had made in the previous 1Omonths.
This case highlights the use of a casino value Instrument, front money account and currency exchange as methods of money
laundering. Illicit funds were placed into the financial system by way of cash deposits, in some cases by third parties, and
electronic funds transfers to the business and personal accounts of the individuals. Both individuals undertook a series of
layered transactions using a combination of money laundering methods and techniques, including cash withdrawals, bank
draft purchases, casino chip purchases, casino chip redemptions, cash deposits to a front money account, cheque deposits to a
front money account, and the withdrawal of front money account funds In the form of a casino cheque

GCGC_PROD_0049493
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/ Money Laundering Basics
What is Terrorist Financing?
• The process of generating funding for terrorist activities.
° Can involve raising money from legitimate sources such as profit

from legitimate business operations or charitable donations.
• Can involve raising money from illegal activities such as drug
trafficking, arms dealing, fraud, kidnapping and extortion.

13
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Money Laundering Basics
Money Laundering vs. Terrorist Financing
Two primary differences:
1. Source
Money laundering - the source Is always criminal in nature.
Terrorist financing -funds are for a criminal political purpose but may
come from either legal or illegal sources.

2. Trail
Money laundering - trail is circular leading back to person who initiated it with the
ultimate goal of retaining the wealth and making it look
legitimate.
Terrorist financing - trail is linear leading from the origin to the planned terrorist
activity.
14
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Federal Anti-Money Launtlering Requirenients
Legislation
• Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act
• Enacted in 2000.
• Intended to fulfill Canada's AML commitments as a member of the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF).
• Regulates those sectors of the economy seen as being particularly
vulnerable to money laundering.
• Casinos fall within regulated sectors and are a prescribed reporting
"entity".
• Cornerstones of the Act are record keeping, customer/client
identification requirements and reporting.

15

The Financial Action Task Force, established by the G-7 Summit held in Paris in 1989, is an inter-governmental □ body whose
purpose is the development and promotion of national and international policies to combat money D laundering and terrorist
financing
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirenients
Financial Transactions and Analysis Centre of Canada (Fin TRAC)

• Created by PCMLTFA.
• Is a financial intelligence unit.
• Mandate to assist in the prevention, detection, investigation, and
prosecution of money laundering offences through financial analysis
• Is not a policing agency - is a regulatory body.
• Annual budget of~ $30M.
• Is authorized to monitor, audit and otherwise regulate business with
reporting obligations to Fin TRAC.
• Has ability to recommend criminal charges under the Act or assess
administrative monetary penalties.

16
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Compliance Regime/Plan

• PCMLTFA requires reporting entities to implement a compliance
regime/plan.
• GCGC is required to have a compliance plan under its terms of
registration.
• Five basic elements:
Appointment of a compliance officer
Written, current AML policies and procedures
Documented risk assessment
AML training for all employees
Biannual independent compliance audit
17
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Federal A11ti-Money Laundering Requiren1e11ts
Reporting Requirements - Large Cash Transaction Reports

• Large Cash Transaction Reports (LCTs)
- Applies to any cash transaction of $10,000 or more
- Or series of transactions that total $10,000 over a 24 hour period
- Applies to purchases of chips, tokens, plaques, deposits to
accounts, payments on markers, and bets of currency
- Must be made within 15 days of the transaction

18
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Reporting Requirements - Suspicious Transaction Reports

• Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs)
- Applies to transactions of any amount where there are grounds to
suspect:
transaction is related to the commission of or attempt at a money
laundering offence; or,
transaction is related to the commission of or attempt at a terrorist
financing offence

- Must be made within 30 days of the transaction

19
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requiren1ents
Reporting Requirements - Large Casino Disbursement Reports

• Large Casino Disbursement Reports (LCDs)
Applies to a transaction of, or a series of transactions over 24
hours that total, $10,000 or more involving:
_

redemption of chips
account witl1drawals
payment of winnings
cashing of cheques or other instruments

- comps

- Must be made within 15 days of the disbursement

20

Note comps.
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirenients
Reporting Requirements - Terrorist Property

• The Criminal Code prohibits all persons from dealing directly or
indirectly with the property of a "listed person" or "terrorist group",
or entering into transactions involving this class of property.
• Listed persons and terrorist organizations are published on a list
maintained by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial
Institutions.
• The list is available on line at the address provided in the Compliance
Manual & Plan.
• Employees must check this list prior to opening an account.

21
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Reporting Requirements - Terrorist Property - Continued

• Should the company or an employee become aware of, or come into
possession or control of, terrorist property a report must be made
immediately to the RCMP and CSIS.
• Employees must also report this information to their supervisor or
manager.
• The supervisor or manager must ensure the transaction is
immediately stopped and the property secured.
• Where a report is made a copy must be provided to FinTRAC.
• Reports to Fin TRAC cannot be made electronically - must be made in
the prescribed paper form.

22
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirenients
Reporting Requirements - Electronic Funds Transfers & Foreign Exchange
• EFTs of $1000 or more require customer identification.
• EFTs of $10,000 or more must be reported to Fin TRAC.
• EFTs are not currently permitted in GCGC casinos.
• EFTs do not include: debit, credit card, direct deposits, cash
withdrawals.
• A record must be kept for all FIX transactions.
• F/X transactions of $3000 or more require customer identification.

----23
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Reporting Requirements - Third Party Determination

• BCLC and GCGC policy do not allow 3P transactions.
• If there are grounds to believe a transaction at a casino is being
conducted on behalf of a 3P, an STR should be considered.
• Employees must attempt to identify the parties involved and set out
the reason they believe the person is acting on behalf of another.

24
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Require,nents
Customer Due Diligence/Know Your Customer (CDD/KYC)
• GCGC employees are required to identify customers where:
- a customer gamjng account is opened;
- a cheque for gaming services is held (credit/hold cheque);
- a customer signs a signahtre card;
- a large cash transaction is conducted;
- a casino disbursement report is required;
- a suspicious transaction report is required;
- a foreign currency exchange of $3000 or more is conducted;
- an electronic fonds transfer of S1000 or more is conducted; or,
- it is suspected a transaction is being conducted on the part of a
third party.

25
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirenients
Customer Due Diligence/Know Your Customer (CDD/KYC)
• Identity must be established using original, cuITent
government issued documents bearing a photograph:
- passport;
- driver's license;
- permanent resident card; or,
military, police, first nations identification cards.
• There is a prohibition on opening accounts until ID is
established.
• Once identity has been established, ID does not have to reconfirmed where the customer is known to staff.

~

-
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Monitoring

• PCML TFA requires an independent audit of AML measures every 24
months.
• GCGC is routinely audited by BCLC and the regulator in BC.
- Security & Compliance compiles and analyzes the results of all
audits.
• GCGC maintains its own operational policy audit regime in NS.

27
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Federal A11ti-Money Launderi11g Requirenients
0

N w ** - Customer Risk Assessment and Monitoring

• Requirements took effect February 13, 2014.
• Purpose of the changes:
- to emphasize customer due diligence obligations;
- improve Canada's compliance with FATF requirements; and,
- further strengthen Canada's AML regime.
• Key points for GCGC:
- "business relationship" is now defined under the Act.
- We are deemed to enter into a business relationship:
1. anytime a person holds an account with us, and
2. where 2 transactions occur within a 5 yr period that require
us to identify a person.

28
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Fetleral Anti-Money Laundering Require111e11ts

• "On-going monitoring" is required of all persons with whom we
have a business relationship.

• This requires:
- risk assessment of all persons with whom we have a business
relationship;
- demonstrable and appropriate placement of each person in a
risk category ( e.g. low, medium, high); and,
- demonstrable tracking and monitoring, based on risk, of
transactions with each person with whom we have a business
relationship.

--29
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Administrative and Criminal Penalties

• The PCML TFA provides for both administrative and criminal
sanctions.
• Fin TRAC is given the discretion to decide whether to proceed
administratively or criminally.
• It must choose one or the other and once a choice is made the other
avenue is then precluded.
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirenients
Administrative Penalties

• Administrative penalties cannot result in a criminal record or
incarceration.
• Fin TRAC is given the ability to impose monetary penalties for
violations of the Act.
• Administrative penalties may be classified as "minor", "serious" or
"very serious".
• Fin TRAC may impose an administrative monetary penalty of up to:
- $1000 per offence for minor violations;
- $10,000 per offence for serious violations; and,
- $500,000 per offence for very serious violations.

31

Examples
Minor - failure to keep prescribed record, failure to submit LCT
Serious - opening an account w/o ascertaining client identity
Very serious - fai lure to submit STR
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Require11ients
Criminal Penalties

• The PCML TFA provides for both summary conviction (less serious)
and indictable (serious) offences.
• A person may be convicted of a criminal offence for violations of the
Act related to:
_ opening an account without establishing identity;
- failing to keep required records; or,
- failing to maintain a compliance program.

• If found guilty a person may be liable to:
- on summary conviction a fine up to $50,000 and/or up to 6 months In
jail; or,
- on indictment, a fine up to $500,000 and/or up to 5 years in jail.
A
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"Person" includes GCGC, an employee or director or officer.
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirenients
Criminal Penalties
" The PCML TFA also makes it an offence to:
- fail to report a prescribed transaction; or,
- alert a customer to the making or contents of an STR
• Failure to file an STR - fine of up to $500,000
• Disclosing an STR - up to two years in jail.
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Criminal Liability - Employees, Directors and Officers

• Safe Harbour for Employees
- Employees are protected from prosecution where they have
provided a required report to a supervisor.
• Director and Officer Liability
- Directors and Officers can be held criminally liable for any
offence where they directed, authorized, assented to or
acquiesced to the offence.
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I CASL
An Act to promote the efficiency and adaptability of the
Canadian economy by regulating certain activities that
discourage reliance on electronic means of carrying
out commercial activities, and to amend the Canadian
Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission
Act, the Competition Act, the Personal Information
Protection and Electronic Documents Act and the
Telecommunications Act.
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CASL - Key Concepts
• Establishes Rules for sending of "commercial electronic messages"
(CEM)
• A CEM is any message that is intended to encourage participation in
commercial activity.
• Commercial activity includes:
a. offers to purchase, sell, barter, or lease a product, goods or land;
b. offers to provide a business, investment or gaming opportunity;
c. advertises or promotes anything in a) orb); and,
d. promotes a person as person who does anything in a) orb).
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/ CASL - Key Concepts
• A electronic message is a message sent by any means of
telecommunication, including text, sound, voice or image and includes:
- E-mail
- SMS messaging
- Text messages

• Does not currently apply to voice messages (telemarketers)
• Applies to both subject lines and body of text.

37
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I CASL - Key Concepts
Three Primary Rules for Sending a CEM
l. Consent

Senders must have implied or express
consent from a recipient prior to sending
a CEM.

2. Identification

3. Unsubscl'ibe

Senders must clearly identify themselves
i11 the message, or a11yo11e 011 whose hehalf
the messa~e is sent.
Senders must include in the message a
fimctio11ing mechanism that allows the
recipient to immediately 1111s11bscribe.

38

In addition CASL amended the Competition Act to prohibit false or misleading representations when sending a CEM
For example:
Subject line says" You have won a prize"
But when you open the e-mail it only offers a chance to enter to win a prize.
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I CASL - Key Concepts

Consent
• Burden of proof is on sender to prove consent.
• Not required where:
- Providing a quote or estimate in response to a request.
- Facilitates or completes a transaction already agreed to.
- Provides warranty or product safety information.
- Provides info about an existing account, subscription etc.
- Provides info about employment relationship or related benefits.
- Delivers goods or services including product updates.
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I CASL - Key Concepts
Implied Consent Exists:
• Where there is an existing business relationship and where:
- Recipient has purchased or leased goods/services in last 24 m
•

Recipient has accepted business in last 24 m
Bartering between sender and recipient has occurred in last 24 m
Contract is in place or has not been expired for more than 24 m
Sender is responding to an inquiry made in last 6 m

Where there is an existing non-business relationship
(charitable/political/voluntary organizations)

• Where an address is conspicuously displayed (e.g. web page)

I

• Where recipient has provided address to sender
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CASL - Key Concepts

Express Consent:
• Must be obtained where consent cannot be implied.
• Must be obtained before sending a CEM.
• Must clearly and simply set out the purpose for which consent is
sought.
• Cannot be buried in the terms of an agreement.
• Must include information identifying the sender.
• Cannot be obtained by sending a CEM.

41

Cannot be obtained by sending a CEM as any message sent containing a request for consent to send a CEM is deemed to be a
CEM. This limits opportunities to obtain express consent to:
Where the sender interacts with the recipient the sender can ask for consent. Examples include meeting the recipient in
person, where the recipient contacts the sender for information, signs up for an on-line account or purchases a product.
Where there is implied consent. During the life of the implied consent period (24 months) the sender can send a CEM seeking
express consent.
Where consent is not required to send a CEM (see above).
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CASL - Key Concepts

Identification
• All CEMs must include the identity of the sender or person on whose
behalf the GEM is sent.

• All CEMs must include contact information that will allow the recipient to
easily and readily contact the sender.

• The contact information must remain valid for 60 days after the CEM is
sent.
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I CASL - Key Concepts
Unsubscribe
• GEM must include a functional "unsubscribe mechanism" that is easy
and simple to use.
• The recipient must be able to unsubscribe by the same method the
GEM is sent - e.g. return e-mail or return text message etc.
• A person wanting to unsubscribe must not be required to incur any cost
to do so.
• Mechanism must remain valid and working for a minimum of 60 days
after the CEM is sent.
• Unsubscribe requests must be given effect without delay, and in any
event not more than 10 business days from the time the unsubscribe
message is sent, not received.
43

Cannot be obtained by sending a CEM as any message sent containing a request for consent to send a CEM is deemed to be a
CEM. This limits opportunities to obtain express consent to:
Where the sender interacts with the recipient the sender can ask for consent. Examples include meeting the recipient in
person, where the recipient contacts the sender for information, signs up for an on-line account or purchases a product.
Where there is implied consent. During the life of the implied consent period (24 months) the sender can send a CEM seeking
express consent.
Where consent is not required to send a CEM (see above).
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I CASL - Key Concepts
Enforcement & Penalties
• Enforced by the CRTC through AMPs
• AMP - up to $1 M for individuals and up to $1 OM for organizations
• Private Right of Action allowing anyone to sue for breach of the Act
- May claim $200 per violation to max of $1 M per day.
• Corporate Veil is pierced:
- Officers, directors and agents can be held liable for any
violation "directed, authorized, assented to, acquiesced in, or
participated in ... ".

44
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I CFPOA

Corruption of Foreign Public
Officials Act
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/ CFPOA- Key Concepts
• Driven by and based upon OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of
Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions.
• Goal and purposes include:
- Promote commercial fair dealing
- Protect government integrity
- Increase accountability
•

Recently amended - June 2013.

• Applies to both individuals and corporations.

46
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CFPOA- Key Concepts
• Applies to businesses, professionals and trades of any kind.
• "Foreign Public Official" means:
a. a person who holds a legislative, administrative or judicial position
in a foreign state;
b. a person who periorms public duties or functions for a foreign
state; and,
c. an official or agent of a public international organization.
• "Foreign State" means a country other than Canada and includes:
a. any political subdivision of that country;
b. the government, and any department or branch, of that country or
of any political subdivision of the country; and
c. any agency of that country or political subdivision of that country.
47
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I CFPOA-

Key Concepts

• Creates broad general offence of bribing a foreign public official to gain
an advantage.
• Prohibits:
- directly or indirectly;
- giving, offering, or agreeing to give or offer;
- a loan, reward, advantage, or benefit of any kind to a foreign public
official;
- as consideration for an act or omission by the official in connection
with the official's duties; or
- to induce the official to use her/his influence any acts or decisions
of the official's government or employer.
•

Covers benefits conveyed through agent or other intermediary.
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I CFPOA-

Key Concepts

• Offence to keep books or records to further, or disguise, bribes to
foreign officials.
• Defenses/Permitted payments:
1. Payments to a public official that are required under the laws of
the foreign state.
2. Reasonable expenditures made in good faith directly related to
promoting products or services or payments made under
contract.
3. Facilitation payments made to expedite the performance of
routine government functions (e.g. the processing of a permit).

49
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I CFPOA- Key Concepts
Paying a bribe and books and records offences are
both punishable by:
- up to 14 years in incarceration.
- a fine in any amount.

---50
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CFPOA- Key Concepts

Scenario
A company provides the use of a vehicle to a foreign public official who is
in a position to influence the business of the company with the foreign
jurisdiction.

The same company assists the foreign public official with travel and
accommodation expenses to attend an industry wide trade event in
Canada.

51

Niko Resources Ltd. - Niko Resources Ltd. is a publicly traded company based in Calgary, Alberta . On June 24, 2011, the
company entered a guilty plea for one count of bribery. The company admitted that, through its subsidiary Niko Bangladesh, it
provided the use of a vehicle (valued at $190,984) in May 2005 to AKM Mosharraf Hossain, then the Bangladeshi State Minister
for Energy and Mineral Resources, in order to influence the minister In his dealings with Niko Bangladesh. In June 2005, Niko
Resources Ltd . paid travel and accommodation expenses for the same minister to travel from Bangladesh to Calgary to attend
the GO EXPO oil and gas exposition, and paid approximately $5,000 for the minister to travel to New York and Chicago to visit
his family .
As a result of the conviction, Niko Resources Ltd . was fined $9.5 million and placed under a probation order, which puts the
company under the court's supervision for three years to ensure that audits are completed to examine the company's
compliance with the CFPOA. The Canad ian Trade Commissioner Service has placed a hold on providing services to Niko during
the period of court supervision
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Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act
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Process through which profits from criminal activity (dirty
money) are converted into funds that appear to have been
acquired through legal means (clean money).
Purpose is to hide the true source of wealth.
Those engaged in money laundering do not want to be
associated with or otherwise have the origin of the funds
traced back them.
Ultimate goal is to have the funds appear to have been derived
from unquestionably legitimate sources.
Usually achieved by moving illicit funds through a number of
transactions and hands to disguise origin.

Money laundering is the
Process through which profits from criminal activity (dirty money) are converted into funds that appear to have been acquired
through legal means (clean money).
Purpose is to hide the true source of wealth .
Those engaged in money laundering do not want to be associated with or otherwise have the origin of the funds traced back
them.
Ultimate goal is to have the funds appear to have been derived from unquestionably legitimate sources.
Usually achieved by moving illicit funds through a number of transactions and hands to disguise origin .

Criminals ranging from drug dealers, to human traffickers, to corrupt executives have the exact same Issue - they need to
conceal the source of their illicit funds and to do that their money needs to be cleaned .
Why do they need to clean their Illicit funds?
To avoid seizure
Avoid prosecution
Evade taxes
Increase their profits and
Appear legitimate
It is currently believed that 2 - 5% of global GDP (or $800 billion to 2 trill ion USO) is laundered per year.
Gross domestic product
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PLACEMENT

INTEGRATION

LAYERING

Stages of Ml
Placement - Funds from criminal activities are placed in the legitimate economy i.e. a bank
Layering - tainted funds are converted to other forms through a series of transaction to obscure the origin and ownership of
the funds
Integration - funds are inserted into the financial system under a veil of legitimacy
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Enacted in 2000
Intended to fulfill Canada's AML commitments as a member of
the Financial Action Task Force (FATF).
Regulates those sectors of the economy seen as being
particularly vulnerable to money laundering.
Casinos fall within regulated sectors and are a prescribed
reporting entity.
Cornerstones of the Act are record keeping, customer/client
identification requirements and reporting.

Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA)
Enacted in 2000
Intended to fulfill Canada's AML commitments as a member of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF).
Regulates those sectors of the economy seen as being particularly vulnerable to money laundering.
Casinos fall within regulated sectors and are a prescribed reporting entity.
Cornerstones of the Act are record keeping, customer/client identification requirements and reporting .
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Canada's financial intelligence unit
Mandated to assist in the detection, prevention, and
deterrence of money laundering and the financing of terrorist
activities.
Is authorized to monitor, audit and otherwise regulate reporting
entities.
Legislative authority to issue administrative monetary penalties
and can recommend criminal charges for violations of the Act.

Financial Transactions and Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC)
Canada's financial Intelligence unit
Mandated to assist In the detection, prevention, and deterrence of money laundering and the financing of terrorist activities.
rs authorized to monitor, audit and otherwise regulate reporting
entities .
Legislative authority to issue administrative monetary penalties and can recommend criminal charges for violations of the Act.
- FINTRAC is not a policing agency - it's a regulatory agency
Annual budget of - $30M
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The process of generating funding for terrorist
activities
Can involve raising money from legitimate
sources such as profit from legitimate business
operations or charitable donations
Can involve raising money from illegal activities
such as drug trafficking, arms dealing, fraud,
kidnapping and extortion

Terrorist Financing is
The process of generating funding for terrorist activities
Can involve raising money from legitimate sources such as profit from legitimate business operations or charitable donations
Can Involve raising money from illegal activities such as drug trafficking, arms dealing, fraud, kidnapping and extortion
Terrorist financing is required not only to fund the specific terrorist plot but also to meet the broader organization's fees and
expenses.
They need to pay rent, buy supplies, sometimes they need to attend special training courses .
It is a criminal offense to knowing collect or provide property either directly or indirectly for the purposes to carry out terrorist
crimes.
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Two primary differences:
1. Source
Money laundering - the source is always criminal in nature
Terrorist financing - funds are for a criminal political purpose but may
come from either legal or illegal sources
2. Trail
Money laundering - trail is circular leading back to person who initiated
it with the ultimate goal of retaining the wealth and
making it look legitimate
Terrorist financing - trail Is linear leading from the origin to the planned
terrorist activity

ML vs Terrorist Financing
Two primary differences:
1. Source
Money laundering - the source is always criminal in nature ]Terrorist financing - funds are for a criminal political purpose but
may D
come from either legal or illegal sources
2. Trail
Money laundering - trail is circular leading back to person who in itiated it with the ultimate goal of retaining the wealth and
making it look legitimate
Terrorist financing - trail is linear leading from the origin to the planned terrorist activity
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Five basic elements:
Appointment of a compliance officer
Written, current AML policies and procedures
Documented risk assessment
AML training for all employees
Bi-annual reviews of the AML Compliance
Program

Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act - PCMLTFA - requires reporting entities to implement a
compliance program.
GCGC is required to have a compliance program under Its terms of registration.
Five basic elements:
Appointment of a compliance officer
Written, current AML policies and procedures
Documented risk assessment
AML training for all employees
Bi-annual reviews of the AML Compliance Program
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Applies to any cash transactions of $10,000 or more
Or series of transactions that total $10,000, or more, over a
24 hour period
Applies to FX transactions, purchases of chips, deposits to
accounts, payments on markers, and bets of currency
Must be submitted within 15 days of the transaction

Large Cash Transactions Reports:
Applies to any cash transactions of $10,000 or more
Or series of transactlons that total $10,000, or more, over a 24 hour period
Applies to FX transactions, purchases of chips, deposits to accounts, payments on markers, and bets of currency
Must be submitted within 15 days of the transaction
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Applies to cash disbursement transactions of $10,000 or
more
Or series of transactions that total $10,000, or more, over a
24 hour period
Applies to redemption of chips, account withdrawals,
payment of winnings, cashing of non-negotiable instruments,
and comps
Must be submitted 15 days of the disbursement

Casino Disbursement Reports:
Applies to cash disbursement transactions of $10,000 or more
Or series of transactions that total $10,000, or more, over a 24 hour period
Applies to redemption of chips, account withdrawals, payment of winnings, cashing of non-negotiable instruments, and comps
Must be submitted 15 days of the disbursement
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Applies to transactions of any amount where there are
reasonable grounds to suspect:
Transaction is related to the commission of, or attempt
of, a money laundering offence
Transaction is related to the commission of, or attempt
at, a terrorist financing offence
Must be made within 30 days of the transaction

Suspicious transaction Reports
Applies to transactions of any amount where there are reasonable grounds to suspect:
Transaction is related to the commission of, or attempt of, a money laundering offence
Transaction is related to the commission of, or attempt at, a terrorist financing offence
Must be made within 30 days of the transaction
In the BC market the sites will log unusual financial transactions within iTrak and BCLC will then submit them to FinTRAC.
All other markets submit the STRs directly to FinTRAC.
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• EFTs of $1000 or more require customer identification
• EFTs of $10,000 or more must be reported to FinTRAC
• EFTs do not include: debit, credit card, direct deposits,
and cash withdrawals
• A record must be kept for all FIX transactions
• F/X transactions of $3000 or more require customer
identification

Electronic funds transfers (EFT) & Foreign Exchange (FX)
EFTs of $1000 or more require customer identification
EFTs of $10,000 or more must be reported to FinTRAC
EFTs do not include: debit, credit card, direct deposits, and cash withdrawals
A record must be kept for all FIX transactions
FIX transactions of $3000 or more require customer Identification
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The Criminal Code prohibits all persons from dealing directly or indirectly
with the property of a "listed person", "terrorist group", and
from entering into transactions involving this class of property.
Listed persons and terrorist organizations are published on a list maintained
by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions.
The list can be found at:
and/or within the GCGC Compliance Manual.
Employees must check this list prior to opening an account.

Terrorist Property Reports
The Criminal Code prohibits all persons from dealing directly or indirectly with the property of a "listed person", "terrorist
group", and □ from entering into transactions Involving this class of property.
Listed persons and terrorist organ izations are published on a list maintained by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial
Institutions.
The list can be found within the GCGC Compliance Manual.
Employees must check this list prior to opening an account
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Should a GCGC employee become aware of or come into possession or
control of terrorist property, a report must be made immediately to the
RCMP and CSIS.
Employees must also report this information to their supervisor or
manager.

Should a GCGC employee become aware of or come into possession or control of terrorist property, a report must be made
immediately to the RCMP and CSIS.
Employees must also report this information to their supervisor or manager.
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The supervisor or manager must ensure the transaction is
immediately stopped and the property secured
Where a report is made a copy must be provided to FinTRAC
Reports to FinTRAC cannot be made electronically - must be
made in the prescribed paper form

The supervisor or manager must ensure the transaction is immediately stopped and the property secured
Where a report is made a copy must be provided to Fin TRAC
Reports to Fin TRAC cannot be made electronically - must be made in the prescribed paper form
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Reasonable Measures must be taken to
determine if a guest is performing a reportable
transaction (i.e. LCT and CDR) on behalf of
another individual (third party)
In circumstances where reasonable measures
failed to determine third party involvement the
following must now be documented and retained
for a period of 5 years:

Facilitator:
In June 2017 the Act introduced additional Reasonable Measures requirements.
Reasonable measures are not limited to: Asking the guest if they are performing the transaction on behalf of someone else;
Reasonable Measures must be taken to determine if a guest is performing a reportable transaction (i.e. LCT and CDR) on behalf
of another individual (third party)
In circumstances where reasonable measures failed to determine third party involvement the following must now be
documented and retained for a period of 5 years :
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The measure(s) taken
The date on which the measure(s) was taken
The reason why the measure(s) was
unsuccessful

The measure(s) taken
The date on which the measure(s) was taken
The reason why the measure(s) was unsuccessful
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•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

employees are required to identify customers where:
a customer gaming account is opened;
a cheque for gaming services is held (crediUhold cheque);
a customer signs a signature card;
a large cash transaction is conducted;
a casino disbursement report is required;
a suspicious transaction report is required;
a FX currency exchange of $3000 or more is conducted;
an EFT transfer of $1000 or more Is conducted; or,
it is suspected a transaction is being conducted on the part of a
third party

customer Due Diligence
GCGC employees are required to identify customers where:
a customer gaming account is opened;
a cheque for gaming services is held (credit/hold cheque);
a customer signs a signature card;
a large cash transaction Is conducted;
a casino disbursement report is required;
a suspicious transaction report is required;
a FX currency exchange of $3000 or more ls conducted;
an EFT transfer of $1000 or more Is conducted; or,
it is suspected a transaction is being conducted on the part of a third party
In circumstances of Suspicious transactions It's important to note that the obtaining of a guest's ID is not required when It's believed that asking the guest for their ID will
tip them off that an STR ls being created.
Valid ID:
Identity must be established using original, current government issued documents bearing a photograph:
passport;
driver's license;
permanent resident card; or,
military, police, first nations identification cards.
There ls a prohibition on opening accounts until ID is established .
Once identity has been established, ID does not have to re-confirmed where the customer is known to staff.

GCGC_P 00_0051431
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The PCMLTFA provides for both
administrative and criminal sanctions
FinTRAC is given the discretion to decide
whether to proceed administratively or
criminally
It must choose one or the other and once a
choice is made the other avenue is then
precluded

FinTRAC has lots of authority granted to them under the Act.
If a reporting entity is found to not be following the Act, FinTRAC can impose administrative or criminal sanctions against the
entities' board of directors and it's employees.
FinTRAC gets to decide between admin istrative fines or criminal charges against entities.

GCGC_ PROD_0051431

• Administrative penalties cannot result in a criminal record
or incarceration.
• Administrative penalties are classified as "minor'.
"serious" or 11 very serious".
• FinTRAC may impose an administrative monetary penalty
of up to:
- $1000 per offence for minor violations;
- $10,000 per offence for serious violations; and,
- $500,000 per offence for very serious violations

FINTRAC may impose monetary penalties for violations of the Act.
Administrative penalties cannot result in a criminal record or Incarceration.
Administrative penalties are classified as "minor", "serious" or ''very serious".
FinTRAC may impose an administrative monetary penalty of up to:
$1000 per offence for minor violations;
$10,000 per offence for serious violations; and,
$500,000 per offence for very serious violations

GCGC_PROD_0051431

• The PCMLTFA provides for both summary conviction
(less serious) and indictable (serious) offences
• A person may be convicted of a criminal offence for
violations of the Act related to:
• opening an account without establishing identity;
• falling to keep required records;
• failing to maintain a compliance program; and
• alerting a customer of the making of or the
contents of an STR

Criminal Penalties
The PCMLTFA provides for both summary conviction (less serious) and indictable (serious) offences
A person may be convicted of a crimfnal offence for violations of the Act related to :
opening an account without establishing identity;
failing to keep required records;
failing to maintain a complfance program; and
alerting a customer of the making of or the contents of an STR

"Person" includes GCGC, an employee or director or officer.
If found guilty, a person may be liable to:
on summary conviction: a fine up to $50,000 and / or up to 6 months in jail; or,
on Indictment: a fine up to $500,000 and/ or up to 5 years In Jail.
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• Safe Harbour for Employees
- Employees are protected from prosecution where they
have provided a required report to a supervisor
• Director and Officer Liability
- Directors and Officers can be held criminally liable for
any offence where they directed, authorized, assented
to or acquiesced to the offence

There is safe harbour for employees if they have previously informed their supervisor of a suspicious transaction and it was not
reported to FinTRAC OR
If an employee reported the transaction in iTrak and BCLC failed to report the transaction to FinTRAC.
Directors and officers can be held criminally liable for any offence where they directed, authorized, or willingly turned a blind
eye to ML/TF activities at their site.
Addltionally - they can be subject to significant fines for falling to have appropriate policies and training In place to ensure
compliance with the Act.

GCGC_PROD_0051431
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Gaming Overview
•

Generally a person has a right to engage in a particular business, subject only to broad
government regulations.

0

Gaming is the opposite.

0

In Canada, all gaming is illegal unless it falls under one of the narrow exceptions provided
in the Criminal Code.

•

Three main exemptions are provided:
province may conduct and manage a lottery scheme under provincial legislation;
federal govt may permit and regulate pari-mutuel betting on horse racing ; and,
Province may license charitable gaming events for charitable purposes.

3

Registration Overview
•

One of the ways in which a province will regulate gaming is by requiring the registration of
those in the industry.

•

The primary purposes of registration are:
to ensure individuals or organizations with criminal histories do not enter or
participate in the industry;
to protect the integrity of the gaming industry by ensuring individuals and
organizations are suitable; and,
-

to ensure fiscal soundness of service providers.

4

Registration Overview
Registration
•

Statutory obligations associated with registration:
duty to keep registration current;
duty to disclose material changes and events;
duty to ensure associates and suppliers related to gaming services are registered or
approved by the regulator;
-

permit access to company facilities and records;

-

cooperate with audits and investigations;
monitor share acquisition thresholds and share constraints;

-

create and maintain specified functions and departments; and,

-

comply with terms of registration.

5

Registration Overview
Registration ypes
•

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
-

Corporate Registration

-

Ancillary Service Providers

-

Associated Companies/Shareholders

-

Personal Registration - Senior Employee (D&O), Senior Employee (Gaming
Management), Gaming Worker

6

Registration Overview
egistration ypes
•

GPEB Corporate Registration
-

Registrants are required to submit detailed financial and corporate records to
determine suitability

-

Due diligence of directors and officers, determining suitability prior to appointment
Establish Terms of Registration i.e. Compliance Plan, appointing a Compliance
Officer, regular review of financial information, compliance log (activities of the
company)

-

Public companies, ensure that shareholders are duly registered

7

Registration Overview
Registration ypes
•

•

Ancillary Service Providers
-

Building and Equipment Maintenance

-

Janitorial

-

Retail and concession sales of food

-

Promotional Service providers

Associated Companies
-

Shareholders

-

Institutional Investors

GREAT CANA01 N
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Registration Overview
Registration Types
0

GPEB Personal Registration
Senior employees are required to submit detailed financial and personal information
including criminal , civil, family disclosure
Ensure suitability through a higher level of scrutiny
-

Gaming workers submit to basic due diligence including a criminal record check

9

Registration Overview
egistration
Alcohol & Gaming Commission of Ontario
-

Modernization of gaming in Ontario

-

Transition from a "command & control" model to a standards-based model which is
less prescriptive

-

In 2012, enacted several statutory and regulatory amendments to the Gaming Control
Act which includes changes to registration process

Risk-based process (renewals vs. new applicants)
-

Applicants deemed high-risk would have to provide detailed personal and financial
information (ie. Tax returns, bank statements, mortgage statements, credit card
statements, etc.)

10

Registration Overview
egistration
Alcohol & Gaming Division of Nova Scotia
-

Registration is required by all individuals and companies working at or with a casino
Based on monetary thresholds and moving towards a "sensitive" vs. "non-sensitive"
category at an annual spend of $15,000

-

Examples of sensitive - suppliers of gaming products, ATM/cash service providers,
locksmiths, engineers, etc.

11
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Money Laundering Basics

Money Launderin
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Money Laundering Basics
What is money laundering?
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ATTORNEY AT LAW

---
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Money Laundering Basics

14

Money Laundering Basics
What is Money aundering?

$

Process through which profits from criminal activity (dirty money) are converted into
funds that appear to have been acquired through legal means (clean money).

•

Purpose is to obfuscate the true provenance of the wealth .

•

Those engaged in money laundering do not want to be associated with or otherwise
have the origin of the funds traced back them.

•

Ultimate goal is to have the funds appear to have been derived from unquestionably
legitimate sources.

•

Usually achieved by moving illicit funds through a number of transactions and hands
to disguise origin.
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Money Laundering Basics
Stages of Money aunderin

. Placement

' /,

Funds from criminal activity are placed
in the legitimate economy (e.g. a bank)

"ii

2.

Layering

3.

Tainted funds are converted to other forms
through a series of transactions to obscure
origin and ownership.

Integration

Funds are inserted into the
financial system under
a veil of legitimacy

16

Money Laundering Basics
Money aundering Concepts - Other

Refining
Stored Value
Instrument
Chip Walking

Process through which small denomination
bills are exchanged for larger denomination bi/

Prepaid credit cards, gift cards, casino chips

Buying -in with a large amount of cas h, th en
leaving with chips after no or nominal play

17

Money Laundering Basics
What is Terrorist Financing?

The process of generating funding for terrorist activities.

•

Can involve raising money from legitimate sources such as profit from legitimate
business operations or charitable donations.

•

Can involve raising money from illegal activities such as drug trafficking, arms
dealing, fraud, kidnapping and extortion.

18

Money Laundering Basics
Money Laundering vs. Terrorist Financing
Two primary differences:
1. Source
Money laundering - the source is always criminal in nature.
Terrorist financing - funds are for a criminal political purpose but may
come from either legal or illegal sources.
2. Trail
Money laundering - trail is circular leading back to person who initiated it with the
ultimate goal of retaining the wealth and making it look
legitimate.
Terrorist financing - trail is linear leading from the origin to the planned terrorist
activity.
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
egislation
•

Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act

Enacted in 2000.
•

Intended to fulfill Canada's AML commitments as a member of the Financial Action
Task Force (FATF).

0

Regulates those sectors of the economy seen as being particularly vulnerable to
money laundering.

•

Casinos fall within regulated sectors and are a prescribed reporting "entity".
Cornerstones of the Act are record keeping, customer/client identification
requirements and reporting.

20

Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirement
Financial Transactions and Analysis Centre of Canada (FinTRAC)
•

Created by PCMLTFA.
Is a financial intelligence unit.
Mandate to assist in the prevention, detection, investigation, and prosecution of
money laundering offences through financial analysis

•

Is not a policing agency - is a regulatory body.

0

Annual budget of~ $30M.

0

Is authorized to monitor, audit and otherwise regulate business with reporting
obligations to FinTRAC.

•

Has ability to recommend criminal charges under the Act or assess administrative
monetary penalties.

21

Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Compliance Regime/Plan

0

PCMLTFA requires reporting entities to implement a compliance regime/plan.
GCGC is required to have a compliance plan under its terms of registration .

°

Five basic elements:
.

Appointment of a compliance officer

.

Written, current AML policies and procedures

.

Documented risk assessment
AML training for all employees

.
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Biannual independent compliance audit
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirement
Reporting Requirements - Large Cash Transaction Reports

0

Large Cash Transaction Reports (LCTs)
- Applies to any cash transaction of $10,000 or more
- Or series of transactions that total $10,000 over a 24 hour period
- Applies to purchases of chips, tokens, plaques, deposits to accounts, payments
on markers, and bets of currency
- Must be made within 15 days of the transaction
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirement
Reporting Requirements - Suspicious Transaction Reports

•

Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs)
- Applies to transactions of any amount where there are grounds to suspect:
-

transaction is related to the commission of or attempt at a money laundering
offence; or,
transaction is related to the commission of or attempt at a terrorist financing offence

- Must be made within 30 days of the transaction

24

Federal Anti-Money Laundering equirements
eporting

equirements - Large Casino Disbursement Reports

Large Casino Disbursement Reports (LCDs)
- Applies to a transaction of, or a series of transactions over 24 hours that total,
$10,000 or more involving:
-

redemption of chips

-

account withdrawals

-

payment of winnings

-

cashing of cheques or other instruments

-

comps

- Must be made within 15 days of the disbursement

_/'I
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirement
Reporting Requirements - Terrorist

roperty

The Criminal Code prohibits all persons from dealing directly or indirectly with the
property of a "listed person" or "terrorist group",
or entering into transactions involving this class of property.
Listed persons and terrorist organizations are published on a list maintained by the
Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions.
•

The list is available on line at the address provided in the Compliance Manual & Plan.

•

Employees must check this list prior to opening an account.
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirement
eporting Requirements -

errorist Property - Continued

Should the company or an employee become aware of, or come into possession or
control of, terrorist property a report must be made immediately to the RCMP an
CSIS.
Employees must also report this information to their supervisor or manager.
The supervisor or manager must ensure the transaction is immediately stopped and
the property secured.
•

Where a report is made a copy must be provided to FinTRAC.

•

Reports to FinTRAC cannot be made electronically - must be made in the prescribed
paper form .
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirement
Reporting Requirements - Electronic Funds Transfers & Foreign Exchange

EFTs of $1000 or more require customer identification.
EFTs of $10,000 or more must be reported to FinTRAC .
•

EFTs are not currently permitted in GCGC casinos.

0

EFTs do not include: debit, credit card , direct deposits, cash withdrawals.

•

A record must be kept for all F/X transactions.

•

F/X transactions of $3000 or more require customer identification.

28

Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Reporting Requirements - Third Party Determin ation

@

BCLC and GCGC policy do not allow 3P transactions.

If there are grounds to believe a transaction at a casino is being conducted on behalf
of a 3P, an STR should be considered.

•

Employees must attempt to identify the parties involved and set out the reason they
believe the person is acting on behalf of another.

29

Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Customer Due Diligence!Know Your Customer (CDDIKYC)

GCGC employees are required to identify customers where:
- a customer gaming account is opened;
- a cheque for gaming services is held (credit/hold cheque);
- a customer signs a signature card;
- a large cash transaction is conducted;
- a casino disbursement report is required;
- a suspicious transaction report is required;
- a foreign currency exchange of $3000 or more is conducted;
- an electronic funds transfer of $1000 or more is conducted; or,
- it is suspected a transaction is being conducted on the part of a
third party.
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Federal Anti-Money aundering Requirements
Customer Due Diligence/Know Your Customer (CDD/KYC)

Identity must be established using original, current
government issued documents bearing a photograph:
- passport;
- driver 's license;
- permanent resident card; or,
- military, police, first nations identification cards.
• There is a prohibition on opening accounts until ID is
established.
• Once identity has been established, ID does not have to reconfrrmed where the customer is known to staff.
/
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirement
Monitoring

PCMLTFA requires an independent audit of AML measures every 24 months.

•

GCGC is routinely audited by BCLC and the regulator in BC.
- Security & Compliance compiles and analyzes the results of all audits.

GCGC maintains its own operational policy audit regime in NS.

32

Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requiremen
** NEW ** - Customer Risk Assessment and Monitoring

•

Requirements took effect February 13, 2014.

•

Purpose of the changes:
to emphasize customer due diligence obligations;

•

-

improve Canada's compliance with FATF requirements; and,

-

further strengthen Canada's AML regime.

Key points for GCGC:
-

"business relationship" is now defined under the Act.

We are deemed to enter into a business relationship:
1. anytime a person holds an account with us, and
2. where 2 transactions occur within a 5 yr. period that require us to
identify a person.

33

Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements

•

"On-going monitoring" is required of all persons with whom we have a business

relationship.
•

This requires:
risk assessment of all persons with whom we have a business relationship;
-

demonstrable and appropriate placement of each person in a risk category (
e.g. low, medium, high);
appropriate assignment of the intended nature of the business relationship;
and,

-

demonstrable tracking and monitoring, based on risk, of transactions with
each person with whom we have a business relationship.

34

Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Administrative and Criminal enalties

The PCMLTFA provides for both administrative and criminal sanctions.

•

FinTRAC is given the discretion to decide whether to proceed administratively or
criminally.

•

It must choose one or the other and once a choice is made the other avenue is then
precluded.
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Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Administrative Penalties

Administrative penalties cannot result in a criminal record or incarceration .

°

FinTRAC is given the ability to impose monetary penalties for violations of the Act.

ca

Administrative penalties may be classified as "minor", "serious" or "very serious".

•

FinTRAC may impose an administrative monetary penalty of up to:
- $1000 per offence for minor violations;
- $10,000 per offence for serious violations; and,
- $500,000 per offence for very serious violations.

36

Federal Anti-Money Laundering Requirement
Criminal Penalties
0

The PCMLTFA provides for both summary conviction (less serious) and indictable
(serious) offences.

e

•

A person may be convicted of a criminal offence for violations of the Act related to:
-

opening an account without establishing identity;

-

failing to keep required records; or,

-

failing to maintain a compl iance program.

If found guilty a person may be liable to:
-

on summary conviction a fine up to $50,000 and/or up to 6 months in jail; or,

-

on indictment, a fine up to $500,000 and/or up to 5 years in jail.

37

Federal Anti-Money Laundering equirement
0

Criminal Liability - Employees, Directors and Officers

Safe Harbour for Employees
- Employees are protected from prosecution where they have provided a required
report to a supervisor.

Director and Officer Liability
- Directors and Officers can be held criminally liable for any offence where they
directed, authorized, assented to or acquiesced to the offence.
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Questions

_ _ ~ uest1ons
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COMPLIANCE TRAINING QU Z

1. List two statutory obligations of a registrant.
2. In BC, list a type of business which would require registration as an Ancillary Service Provider?
3. In Ontario, what is the type of review process used for registrants?
4. In Nova Scotia, list a type of supplier that would be considered "sensitive".
5. What are the 3 stages of Money Laundering?
6. When does GCGC enter into a Business Relationship with a guest?
7. FINTRAC may impose an administrative monetary penalty ofup to:
•

$1000 per offence for

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ violations

•

$10,000 per offence for

•

$500,000 per offence for _ _ _ __ _ _ _ violations

violations; and

8. List 3 examples of a Suspicious Financial Transaction/ Unusual Financial Transaction.

Thank you for attending!
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Define M oney Laundering

Why Racing Venues are at Risk

Explore our responsibilities, and reporting

Identify Common Racing Suspicious Indicators / Red Flags
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_ M oney Laund ering is a worldwide probl em. It's hard to determine how
mu ch money is laund ered but it's estimated! to be abouit $590 billion ·o
$1.S rillion (U.S.) worldwide eac year
C Great Canadi an Gami ng Corporation and employees like you, are a very
impo an part of this fight aga inst money laundering and t errorist financing
□ How

do you contribute? You recognize, monitor and report suspicious
tran sa ctions

C And if your j ob requires, you also record the transactions and/or creat e
reports (like Large Cas h Transaction Reports) or assist va ri ous departments
with surveillance reviews that can provide va luable information to include
in STRs or UTR (B.C. only), that the Financial Transactions and Ana lysis
Centre of Canada {FINTRAC) needs to do their job
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It is a process ...

The process of exchanging 'dirty money', derived from criminal activity
(like fraud, drugs, human trafficking) for 'clean money' in a legitimate
place like a casino or bank...

ha
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e
0

A criminal has lots of dirty money. They need to try and hide where the
money came from and make it look like it was made legitimately...

-

•r•h•

n er g?

How is this done? While the techniques for laundering funds vary
considerably and are often highly intricate, there are genera lly three
stages in the process ...
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3 St ages of Money Launderin g

-
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Th e 'dirty' money is introduced into th e fin ancial syst em.
Example: A cash deposit (e. g. drug money) into a bank
account

This is th e most vuln erabl e s age for th e money launderer. It
is th e easiest st age to get caught, th e crim e has bee n
committed and now hey have to deposit th eir dirty cash.
Racetracks may be a poin' of introduction du ing this
process .
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age 2 -

"

1ng

he layering begins...the money launderer w ants t o move and
covert th e dirty mo ey o make i difficult o '- race where the
cash ca me from in the first pl ace. This is the most complicated
and complex st age.

M ve - M oney launderers will often use many businesses and
people t o help t hem. Th ey will move their cash, often by w ire
· rans er, across many different countries.

nv
- The goal is t o make many, many co mplex fin ancia l
transactions and convert the cash into another form, like casino
chips, drafts/ certified cheques, buying and se lling s ocks, real
est at e, or ca rs.
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Sage 3-

egra

0

1

nee the layers of transactions are comp lete, the money has been clea ne and ca now be
sed to purchase legitim ate assets .

A criminal has lots of dirty money. They need to try and
hide where the money came from (crime) and make it look
like it was made legitimately ...
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K o le ge Assess

e

Wh a are th e hree stages of money launderin g?

A)

lntegratio , Layering and Pl acement

B)

Tra nsforming di rty money into dea n money by using
a process

C)

Layering, Placement and lntegra ion

D)

Placement, Layerin g and Integrati on
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, M oney Launde ers will attemp o disguise or onvert thei fund s· make i dif i ul '" o -'-ra e
it's origin s wh erever the oppor unity is available, including Racetracks.
Because Race racks are a "cash" rich environment, th ey are not immune
Laundering or Terrorist Financing ran sactions.

suspec· ed M oney

Suspect s may assume th at Ra cetrack employees are not t ained in
tran saction s hereby believing i is an easy w ay o launder th ei Proceeds

ion of suspicious
ime.

, Racetracks ca n get very busy and Criminals may hink that w e will notice hei suspicious
behavior or transactions.
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a

he gaming industry is very regu lated. There are two main pieces o·r law hat w e fo llow and
that impact how w e do business in re la ion o detec ing and reporting Sus icious Ac ivi ies:

The Criminal Code of Canada

2.

The Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act {PCMLTFA}

,- The Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre {FINTRA C} acts under the authority of the PCMLTFA.
·❖ Although

there are no current requirements for Racing Venues to report Suspicious Transactions- GC C is taking a
pro-active approach by implementing reporting requirements to ensure hat all of their lines of business will
identify and report Suspicious Transactions.

a

e
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Laundering Procee s of C ime

s. 462.31 (1)
Th e Crimin al Code creat es offences f or anyo ne who :
,-

uses,

.,-

transf ers th e possessio n of,

,-

sends or delivers to any person or place,

,-

transports,

r

transmits,

,-

alt ers,

).-

disposes of

,-

or otherwise dea ls with, in any manner and by any mea ns,

any pro perty o r any proceeds of any property with intent t o co ncea l or conver· that proper·y or th ose
proceeds (proceeds of crim e)

GCGC_PROD_63328

e

e ce

II

ec ess ess''

Introd uce amendments o he Crimina l Cod e:
,..- Creates an O fence for "a nyone" · o be held crim inally respon sible for being "reckless" in
dea ling with Sources of Funds.
N

S is a la k

f ega

'-he

nse

en es

.r

s a '•i ns.

,-This cou ld include failure to report and possibly lack of accuracy of repor ing.
, This affect s all of those involved in any st ep in th e process in dea ling wi· h sus ected Proceeds
of Crim e, Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing.

GCGC_PROD_63328

Proceeds of Crime (Money L und erin ) and
Terrorist inancing Act (PCML F )
The Proceeds of Crime {Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA) req uired the
creation of a financial intelligence agency called the Financial Transactions and Reports
Analysis Centre of Canada {FINTRAC) .
Organizations and industries that accept, manage and move large volum es o money, s ch as
banks, insurance companies and casinos, need to comply with the PCMLTFA, i eluding
reporting transactions to FIN RAC.
reat Canadian Gaming Corporation who operate (wholly or in limited partne ships) acing
Venues across Canada, have taken a pro active stance and initiated procedures wi h respect o
financi al transactions at non-gam ing operations.

GCGC_PROD_63328

Th e Proceeds of Crime {Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act {PCMLTFA) and its
Regulation s ou line tha· w e mus :

T ain our employees to recognize and report suspici ous ac ivi y a d transa

ions.

2.

M ake sure w e have a compliance offi ce r and review our policies a d pr ce u es eve y ' wo
yea rs.

3.

M ake sure w e have th o rough ant i-mo ney laundering policies and p ocedures in
identify:
,-

When we need t o get identification and occupatio n from patron s

,-

What type of reports we need to se nd t o FINTRAC

,

Who our high-risk pat ro ns are, based on how th ey do business with us

,-

How long we must keep repo rts for

lace ha·

GCGC_PROD_63328

I

A
What is FINTRAC?- Independent
Federal government financial
intelligence agency creat ed in 2000
and given authority to ensure we
comp ly with the PCMLTFA

Th eir purpose? - To help prevent,
det er, detect money laundering,
t errorist finan cing and threats t o the
security of Canada
Th eir Job?
They Collect - All reportin g entities

reports
They do not charge or convict
people, that is up t o the police and
cou rt system

They Analyze - The money, where

and who it comes from and where
and who it goes to
hey Disclose - Financial
intelligence (th at comes from our
report s) to law enforcement {RCM P,
local police), CRA, CSIS

GCGC_PROD_63328

"

c1ng

isk

M any orga nizati ons in Ca nada, such as banks, rea l es at e companies and asin s are
required t o eport and discl ose inform a' ion to INTRAC- w e are c lled ep ing en i ies
• All of us have one thing in common ...
W e dea l with la ge amounts of cash and offer many differen se vices ... beca use of this, w e
are at risk f or money laundering and terro rist fin ancing
" During Raci ng periods, w e are busy, whi ch makes it hard to see what pa ons a e doing
some imes and money launders may eli ve hat our employees are n "" trained · o
recognize suspicious t ransactions
• All of these things places us at risk and t his is why w e must eport
employees like you!

FIN RAC and train

GCGC_PROD_ 63328

K o

e ge Assess

e

Why are Racing Venues at ri sk for money laundering? Selec
all th at apply.
A)

W e may dea l with large amounts of cash and
winnings to be paid t o Racetrack patrons.

B)

Mon ey launderers may think w e don'
employees to recognize and report
suspiciou s
transactions.

C)

Very busy, crimin als m ay not think w e will notice
th eir suspicious behavior or transaction s.

D)

None of th e above.

ram
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AC
► Th ere

0

I

g

is no curre nt requiremen t o re port Raci ng Transactions to FINT A .

, GCGC is being pro-active in having suspicious transactions repor ed o INTRAC · o e sure t ha
w e are in alignment wit h Anti M oney Laundering processes across all o ou lines o business.

, Repo rting t o FINTRAC will be done th rough t he Security and Surveill ance Departm e

s.
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0

r 1ng

e Tr

sac o s
0

A Non- aming Volunta y Information Record (VIR) will be submi' '"ed wh e e a us omer has
attempted to pe form a ransac ion ela· ed to suspec ed Money Launde ing or -e r ris
Financing offences.

Wh ere an employee believes hat a cus omer is a tempting a Suspicious

ans

10n:

,....- 5 op the Transaction immedia ely
r Notify your Supervisor or M anager

~

-..j
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n ger rS
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er 1s

, Confi m th e transaction has been stopped

, Con i m ha

he Cash o Cheque has been secured

, Notify the Securi y and Surveillance Departments
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FINTRAC requires that we
obtain valid (not expired)
It could be a piece of
government Issued photo
foreign Identification that ts
identification at the
equivalent to a Canadian
$10,000 or more threshold - 7 piece
of identification llke a ~
or a $3,000 CON equivalent
passport,
driver's license or
foreign currency exchange
Identity care!.
within a 24-hour gaming - - -

Here are some
examples of
acceptable
ident ification:

~

canadian Permanent
Reside ntcard

Citizenship card

- 7

Secure Certificate of
Indian Status

day.

t
Driver's License

Passport

~

- 7

I

e

NEXUS Card

de

\V
Canadian Armed
Forces Identification ~
Card

Ontario Photo Card

I

Possession and
Acquisition License

~

B.C. Services Card

-7

A
r s
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W e have a lega l obligati on to submit an STR [and/or a UTR-8.C. only] to FINTRAC wh en we see suspicious transactions tha
lead us t o feel that w e have "reasonable grounds to suspect"' that th e patron's transac ion(s) may be relat ed to money
launderin g (or t errori st fin ancing) .

Reasonable grounds to suspect mea ns w e don't have to prove th at money launderin g occurred it just mea ns th at there
may be a possibili y th at a money laundering offence happened .

Simple

Suspicion

Reasonable
Grounds

to Suspect

Reasonable
Gro unds t o
Believe

On the
Face of It

Balance of
Probabilities

This is our evidence sca le, a solutely cert ain is the most evidence you need t o prove that someone is guilty. Reasonable
grounds to suspect means all you need is a red fl ag, a suspicious indicat or that leads you to assess and report a patron's
transaction t o your supervisor/man ager/reportin g entity/FINTRAC.
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0

gnize?----------ustomer requested that
their ho eracing/Parimutual winnings be paid to
a third party individual

Customer attempts to open
a horseracing/Pari mutual
account under the name of
a third party

Patron refuses to or is
hesitant to provide
identification or occupation
at the $10,000 threshold

Identification - Patron tries
to provide a copy of their
identification (picture on
cell phone or photocopy)

Customer horseracing/Pari
mutual account activities
are not consistent with
typical account activities

Customer sells their
horseracing/Pari mutual
winning ticket , thereby
allowing the winner to
collect their winnings
without being identified

Horseradng/Pari mutual
employees and or owne
performing transaction
that appear to be
assodat to Criminal

Customer utilizes
counterfeit Financial
Instruments
{ redit Cards/Money
Orders)

Custome r utilizes musty or
extremely dirty bills

ustomer presents currency
that is packed or wrapped
abnormally

Activity

Customer offers you
mon y, gratuities or
unusual favours for the
provision of services that
may appear unusual or
suspiciou

ustomer starts onducting
frequent cash transactions
in large amounts when thi
has not been a normal
activity in the past

GCGC_ PROD_63328
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Sometimes a Raceway may receive cas h th at looks quest ionable; w e ca ll this suspicious
cas h.

Suspicious cas h is a suspicious indicat o r and a UTR/STR should be prepared fo r FINTRAC.

Exa mples of suspicious cas h:

Bund led cas h wit h elastic bands (may be different colou;s)

2.

Cash co loured by dye or ink, w hich may indicat e cash ca me from a bank rob bery

3.

Cash in an unusual co ntainer such as a back pack/gym bag/ large enve lo pe/shoe box

c..

Cash w ith an usual odour such musty or moldy smell

5.

Mu lti ple large bundles of cash wrapped in currency straps

GCGC_ PROD_63328
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Wh a is · he definition of mon ey laund erin g?

A)
)

Th e process of turning 'dean' money into 'd irty'
money.
Dirty money is made from committing crimes.

C)

The process of turning 'd irty' money into 'clean'
money.

D}

W ashing dirty money in a coin laundromat until it's
cl ea n.
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K o

ssessme

I have a respon sibili y to recognize suspicious ransactions
and repo t th em to my supervi sor/manager.

False

True

:-
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ssess e

What are some suspiciou s indica ors? Select all hat apply.
A)

A patron who is unemployed and spends a lot of cas h
making w agers.

B)

A patron wh o attemp s o conduc ""ransac ions for
nder $10,000 in a ga ming day to avoid providing
identificat ion .

C)

A pa ron who brings in a bag fu ll of cash th at is
wrapped in elastics.

A patron who places w agers for a few hours
provid es identificati on wh en request ed and is an
enginee r.
D)

GCGC_PROD_63328
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en

Wh at is the mos•' comp lica ed and complex stage of money
lau nderi ng?

A}

Integratio .

B)

Placement.

C}

All hree stages of money laundering are
comp licated.

D)

Layering.
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e

A La ge Cash T ansaction mus be reported by your
supervisor or manager wh en a patron reaches:

A)

$1,000.

B)

$10,000 .

C}

$3,000.

D)

$0
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K

le ge Assess e t

I ent i y he law th at t ells us th at w e have o obtai
iden ification from a patro n, recognize and repo t suspicious
ransactions and t ain ou r empl oyees?

A)
)

Ga ming Control Act .
Procee ds of C ime (Money Launderin g) and Te ro ri st
Financing Act .

C)

Crimin al Code of Ca nada.

D)

Liquor Li ce nse Act .

~

\)

Q
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le ge Assess e

0
Wh a is t his?

A}

Cash in a bag.

B)

Twen y dollar bills.

C)

Suspicious cash.

D)

lots of cas h.
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K o !e ge Assess
How do you help Canada and FINTRAC figh mo ey
launde ing and terrorist financing? Selec all that apply.

A)

By working in a Casino or Raceway.

B)

By recogni zing and reporting suspicious activity and

tran saction s.
C)

By not recognizing and repor ing suspicious activity
and tran sac" ions.

D)

By my supervi sor or manager recording accura e
transactions and/or creating reports for FINTRAC.

GCGC_PROD_63328

Thank you for being an
important part of C ad 's
fight against money
laundering and terrorist
financinge

~
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Jee 1ve
Defin e M oney Laund erin g

Describ e Relevant Law, FINTRAC, Why Casinos are at Risk

Explore our responsibiliti es, FINTRAC Reports and
...------- Penalt ies for Non-Co mpli ance
Identify Co mmon Casin o Suspicio us Indicators / Red Flags
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C

:J M oney l aundering is a worldwid e problem . It's hard to det ermine how

much money is laundered but it's estimated o be abou $590 billion to
$1.5 triUio (U.S.) worldwide each year

C Great Canadian Gaming Corporation and employees like you, are a very
im o an part of this fight aga inst mon ey laundering and t errorist financing
-. How do you contribute? You recognize, monitor and report suspicious
transactions

C And if your job requires, you also record the transactions and/or create
reports (like l arge Cash Transaction Reports) or assist various departm ents
with surveillance reviews that ca n provide va luable information to include
in STRs or UTR (B.C. only), that the Financia l Transactions and Ana lysis
Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) needs to do th eir job

GCGC_PROD_63329

It is a process...

The process of exchanging 'dirty money', derived from criminal activity
(like fraud, drugs, human trafficking) for 'clean money' in a legitimate
place like a casino or bank...

a

0

IS

ne
A criminal has lots of dirty money. They need to try and hide where the
money came from and make it look like it was made legitimately...

-

r +,

•••

How is this done? While the techniques for laundering funds vary
considerably and are often highly intricate, there are generally three
stages in the process ...

a

0

er1 g7
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he
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g r cess

OJ)

3. Integration

C
~

Q)

-a

C
::::s

ro

.....J

>Q)

2. Layering

C

0

~
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0

Vl
Q)
OJ)

ro

+-'
V')

1. Placement

cY)

3 St ages of Mon ey Laundering
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S age 1- P ce e
The 'dir y' money is i traduced into he inanda l syst em .

Example: A cash deposit (e.g. drug money) into a bank
account
This is th e mos vuln erable st age for th e money laund erer. It
is the easiest st age to get ca ught, the crime has been
commi t ed and now they have to deposi th eir dirty cash .
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S age 2 - La er g
0

The layering begins... he money launderer w an s t o move an
covert th e dirty money t o make it difficult o race where th e
cash ca me from in he fi rst place. This is th e most complicat ed
and co mplex s age.
M ove - M oney launderers will often use many businesses and
people t o help them. They will move th eir cash, of1 en by wire
transfer, across many different co untries.
Co ve - The goa l is o make many, many co mplex fin ancia l
t ransac ions and convert t he cash into ano· her form, like casi no
chips, drafts/ certified cheq ues, buying and selling stocks, real
est at e, or ca rs.

GCGC_PROD_63329

age 3 - I

gra

Once the layers of ransactions are complete, the mon ey has been d ea ne an
used to purchase legi imat e asse s.

a now be

A criminal has lots of dirty money. They need to try and
hide where the money came from (crime) and make i look
like it was made legitimately...

----..
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Wh at are th e three st ages of mon ey laundering?

A)

In egration, Layering and Pl acement

B)

Transformin g dirty money into cl ea n money by using
a process

C)

layering, Placement and Integration

D)

Placemen , l ayering and Integration
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a

Th e gaming indus· y is very regula ed. There are two main pieces of law tha w e ollow and
th at impact how w e do business in relation to de ecting and reporting Sus icio s A iv.ties:

The Criminal Code of Canada

2.

The Proceeds of Crime {Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act {PCML TFA}

r Th e Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre {FINTRAC} acts under the authority of the PCMLTFA.

r

0

a C e

0
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Laundering roceeds of Crime
S.

462.31 (1)

The Criminal Code creates offences for anyone who :
,-

uses,

,

transf ers th e possession of,

,-

se nd s or delivers to any perso n or place,

.,-

tran sports,

,-

transmits,

,

alters,

,

disposes of

,-

or otherwise dea ls with, in any manner and by any mea ns,

any property or any proceeds of any property with intent to co ncea l or conver th at property or those
proceeds (proceeds of crim e)
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e

en

In ro uced amendments to the Crimin al Code:
Creat es an Offence for "a nyone" o be held crimina lly responsib le fo being "reckless" in dea ling
with So rces o funds.
S N SS is a la k

rega r

nsequ en es

es

ns.

This cou ld include failu e to repor and possib ly lack of accuracy o- repor i g.
This affects all of those involved in any step in he process in dea ling wit h suspect e P oceeds o_,.
Crime and Mon ey l aunderi ng.

O"

--J
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Proceeds of Crime (Mon ey und ring) an
)
Terrori st inan cing Act ( CML
The Proceeds of Crim e (Money Launderin g) and Terrorist Financin g Act (PCMLTFA) required the
creati on of a fin ancia l intelligence agency ca ll ed t he Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre of Canada {FINTRACJ .

Orga nization s and industries that accept, m anage and move large vo lumes of money, such as banks,
insurance companies and casinos, need to comply with the PCMLTFA, including repor· ing t ansac ions
to FIN RAC.
Currently th e Crown Co rporation s are responsible for th e reporting oft ansac ions to INTRAC.
Great Canadian Ga ming Corporation who operat e (wholly or in limited partnerships) casinos across
Ca nada, report to th e Crown Corporations and Ga ming Regulators and adh ere to any o'" their
procedures with respect to fin ancial transaction s.

GCGC_PROD_63329

Th e Proceeds of Crime {Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act {PCMLTFA} a d its
Regulations outline hat w e must :

Train our employees to recognize and report suspiciou s activi'y an

· ran sac·-io s.

2.

M ake sure w e have a compliance officer and review our policies a nd procedu es eve y wo
yea rs.

3.

M a e sure w e have thorough anti-money laundering policies and procedu es in pla e ha
id entify:
,-

When w e need t o get identification and occupation from patrons

r

What type of reports w e need to se nd to FINTRAC

,

Who our high-risk patrons are, based o n how they do business with us

,-

How lo ng we must keep reports for

GCGC_PROD_63329

Fl

A
What is FINTRAC? - Independent
Federal govern ment financial
intelligence agency created in 2000
and given authority to ensure we
comp ly w ith the PCML TFA

Th eir purpose? - To help prevent,
deter, det ect money laundering,
t errorist fin ancing and threat s t o the
security of Canada
Their Job?
They Collect - All reportin g entities

reports
Th ey do not charge or convict
people, that is up to th e police and
court syst em

They Analyze - The money, where

and who it comes from and where
an d who it goes to
They Disclose - Fin ancial

intelligence (that comes from our
reports) to law enforce ment (RCMP,
local police), CRA, CSIS

GCGC_PROD_63329
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• M any orga niza ions in Ca nada, such as banks, rea l est at e co mpanies and asi os are
required o report and discl ose inform ati on to FINTRAC- w e are ca ll ed ep ing en ities
.. All of us have one thing in common ...
• W e dea l wi h la ge amounts of cash and offer many different services ... be ause f · his, w e
are at risk f or money laund ering and errori s•· fin ancing
0

M ost of our casinos are open ail day every day, wh ich all ow s access to ou se rvi ces at any
t ime. We are also busy, which makes it hard o see wh at pa rons a e doing some imes and
money launders ay believe tha o ur employees are no trained o recog ize suspicious
transacti ons

• Al l of th ese things places us at risk and · his is why w e mus re ori o FIN RAC and train
employees like you!

~
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le ge Assessme
Why are cas inos at risk for mon ey laundering? Se!ec all that
apply.
A)

We dea l with large amount of ca sh and offer many
different services {like foreign currency exchanges,
verified win cheques).

B}

Mon ey launderers may hink w e don''- train
employees to recognize and repo rt
suspiciou s
ransactions.

C)

Very busy, crimin als may no· think w e will notice
their suspicious behavior or tran saction s.

D)

None of th e above.
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FINTRAC requires casinos t o ensure that employees are:

v

Requesting va1ia government pnoto iaentitication wnen a patron reacnes a certain tnresliold
(e.g.$10,000) in a 24-hour gaming day (buy-in or cash out) as well as their occupation.

~
Ensuring pat ron identification information up-to-dat e {e.g. their driver's license expiry date, address).

v
Identifying if a third-party is involved in a transaction.

~

Recoriiing all patron s gaming transactions accurately so that reports can be sent to FINTRAC (like Large casli
Transaction Reports).

v
v

Keeping patron records-

Recognizing and reporting suspicious transactions.

u

s

NSI I I I S
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A

If we don't follow our
responsibilities, FINTRAC can
issue penalties to the casino or
lottery corporation called
Administrative Monetary
Penalties (AMPS).

e

I es

Here's what those penalties
look like:

0

(a) $1 to $1,000 in the case of
a minor violation;

s

(b) $1 to $100,000 in the case
of a serious violation; and

(c) $1 to $500,000 in the case
of a very serious violation.

GCGC_PROD_63329

FINTRAC can refer a case of
extensive non-compliance to
the police. These are the
criminal penalties for a person.

Failure to report suspicious
transactions: up to $2 million
and/or 5 years imprisonme nt.

Failure to report a large cash
transaction or an electronic
funds transfer: up to $500,000
for the fi rst offence, $1 million
for subsequent offences.

0

0

0

1es

m
Failure to meet record keeping
requirements: up to $500,000
and/or 5 years imprisonment.

Failure to provide assistance or
provide information during
compliance exam ination : up to
$500,000 and/or 5 years
imprisonment.

Disclosing t hat you created a STR or
the det ails of the STR [or UTR]: up to
2 yea rs imprisonment.

GCGC_PROD_ 63329

Minor_ Incorrect Ph one
Number

------7"

Serious - Fai lure to
obtain/record sufficient
government ID

er al
0
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Ii e
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le ge Assess

e

Wh at respon sibili ies does a casino/employee have? Select
all th at apply.
A)

A casino doesn't have many FINTRAC respon sibilities.

)

If I ge identification from a pa ron, I have o ensure
i ' s valid governm ent issued pho- o iden'"ification .

C)

Every employee has a responsibility to recognize and
repor suspiciou s transac ions.

D}

Every employee shou ld be aw are if a third-par y is
involved in a transaction .
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Casino employees who record patron t ransactions, have an obligation t o accurat ely
record them so th ese two main report s ca n be sent t o INT AC when th e patron reaches
th e $10,000 or more threshold in a 24-hour gaming day:

1.

Large Cash Transaction Reports (LCTR) I ash buy tran sactions of $10,000 or
more (single $10,000 or smaller ran sactions that add up t o $10,000).

f}{amp e: Cash purchase of casino chips, chip purchase vouchers or slot ticket s.

2.

Casino Disbursement Reports {CDR) / ash or Cash equiva ero (e.g. Clhe ues)
disbursement of $10,000 or more (single $10,000 or smaller transactions that
add up t o $10,000).

Exam le: Redeeming casino chips or t able jackpot for cas h or verified win
cheq ue.

GCGC_PROD_63329

Casino employees who record patron transaction s, have an obligation to
obta in and record a patron's occupation at th e $10,000 or more thresho ld
in a 24-hour gam ing day.
FINTRAC requires a specifi c j ob title. What a patron does for a living ca n't
be vague. As an auditor, you should be ensuring th at th e employee
captured a detailed occupation.
Aski ng the patron for their job titl e at their company is probably th e easiest
way to ask for an occupati on. Let's assum e you are asked for your j ob title
and thi s is what you said :
"Supervisor at a casino", we ll that's great! But .. .it does n't t ell FINTRAC w hat
you do there. It just tells us what kind of place you w ork and that you're a
supervisor, but what department, what's your actu al j ob title?
The employee will have to ask you aga in, "Wh at kind of supervisor are you?
What department do you work in ?

I am an audit supervisor at a casi no. Th at's it! Not on ly does it t ell us your
j ob title "audit supervisor" but you even to ld us what kind (audit).
See the next slide for some acceptable and unacceptabl e occupations.
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le an

Reta ii Executive

Executive Director of Retai l at Loblaws

Sa lesperso n

Furniture Sa lesperson

Assembly Line

Assembly Line Worker-Genera l Motors

Self-Employed

Self Employed-Hair Dresser

Owner

Owner-Pet Food Store

Nai l Sa lon

Nail Technician

Lucky Investments

Owner-Investment Compa ny-Lucky Investments

Construction

Roofer and Welder

Supervisor

Audit Supervisor

Assistant

Rea l Estate Assistant
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Acceptable or Unacceptab le Jo Ti· le/Occupations?

Consultant

Acceptable

Unacceptable

2.

Groce ry S ore Clerk

Acceptable

Unacceptable

--,

Bari st a-St a rb ucks

Acceptable

Unacceptable

Acceptable

Unacceptable

--' •

Electrical Bu siness
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, Here are some
example,s of
acceptable
1
identification:
,
I-A .ii..._-,..... .&..-'.-.... ~

-

'

·Canadian Permanent:
Resident card

_

1

--~

~-··-

-=- -

,!'.

Citizenship Card

r -- - ( Canadian Armed
' Forces Identification ~
,.
Card
~

.

.

I

r" ~. --.-- .-- - ~ - ..,
'

I
I

Ontario Photo card, '

~- .'._ - _._

- -- ____j

B.C. Services card

---3,>

.

.

~.....__.

FINTRAC
Reports Id entification
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As an auditor, if you are required t o review your gaming sites'
Casino Disbursement Reports or Large Cash Transaction
Reports you may co me across identificatio n (ID} th at isn't see
very oft en, like a Refugee Protection Claimant Document:
Th is document contains all required information fo r FINTRAC:
1.
Unique identifier number
2.
Phot o
3.
Pat ron name
Ensu re th e employee recorded (for any piece of ID):
t.
Patron name
5.
Type of id entificatio n (e.g. B.C. Services Card, Oth er
(Refu gee Prot ection Claimant Document)
,..
::,_
Unique id entifier number
7.
Expiry dat e (if ID has one)
8.
Issuing co untry and ju risdiction
9.
Dat e identification verified (e.g. your Fl TRAC reporting
dat abase may ca pture th is electronica lly)
Also ensure th e patron's residenti al add ress (n o P.O. Box or
Genera l Delive ry) and dat e of birth is recorded.
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One of the most va luabl e reports that we send to INTRAC is our suspicious tra saction reports.
There is no monetary threshold for a STR, it can be for any amount. It ca n also be for a com leted or
attempted tran saction(s).
Remember FIN RAC' s job?
They Collect - All reporting entities reports
They Analyze - The money, where and who it comes from and

where and who it goes to
They Disclose - Financial intelligence (that comes from our
reports) to law enforcement (RCMP, loca l police), CRA, CSIS
The STR or the Unusual Transaction Report (UTR) used for an STR, becomes a pan of the Ni omcial
intelligernce" that FINTRAC can disclose to law enforcement.
Th erefore it's so important to make sure we provide accurate detail s abo ut why w e find the patron's
tran saction(s) suspicious. It is also an offence to disclose detail s of our TR or S , so w e must keep the
details confidentia l.

GCGC_PROD_63329
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W e have a lega l obligation to submit a STR [and/or a UTR] to FINTRAC and/or lottery corporation wh en we see suspiciou s
transaction s that lead us to feel th at w e have "reasonable grounds to suspect" that th e patron's ransacion(s) may be
relat ed to money launderin g (or t errorist fin ancing).

Reasonable grounds to suspect mea ns w e don't have to prove that money laundering occurred it just means th at th ere
may be a possibili y th at a money launderin g offence happened.

Simple
Suspicion

Reasonable
Grounds
to Suspect

Reasonab le
Grounds to
Believe

On the
Face of It

Balance of
Probabilities

This is our evidence sca le, a solutely certain is th e most evidence you need to prove th at someone is gui lty. Reasonable
grounds to suspect means all you need is a red fl ag, a suspicious indicator th at leads you t o assess and report a patron's
transaction s.
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Wha is a Suspiciou s Tra saction
apply.

eport (S R) ? Select all that

A)

A report that con ains deta ils about why a patron' s
tran sactions w ere suspicious. Those detai ls wi ll also
come from a UTR.

B)

A report hat is prepared wh en a patron reaches th e
$10,000 thresho ld.

. 0
0
I

C)

A report that is prepa red wh en you have reasonable
ground s o suspect th at th e possibili y of money
laundering has happened.

D)

Ai l of the above.
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Structuring - Multiple cash buy-ins
under $10,000, trying to avoid
giving identification

Source of Funds - Patron refused or
doesn't provide a good explanation
or bank receipt for source of funds

Minimal or No Play- Patron buys

Identification - Patron ref uses to or

high value casino chips ($1,000 &
$5,000) and plays/wagers very
minimal or doesn't play at all, then
cashes out their chips

is hesitant to provide identification
or occupation at the $10,000
threshold or tries to provide a
photocopy of their ident ification

Occupation -The patron's level or
volume of spending at table games,
doesn't match their occupation (e.g.
student, unemployed)

Unusual Spike - There is a sudden
change in how much the patron is
spending (e.g. increase wagering,
larger casino chip buys, increase
amount of PGA deposits, large chip
purchase voucher buys, increase in
slot play)

Multiple
Names/Addresses/Occupations
Patron has used multiple names,
addresses that may even be used by
other people and frequent change
of occupation

Chip Pass - Passing of casino chips
between patrons (thi rd-parties) on
the gaming floor or other areas of
t he casino (e.g. washrooms,
smoking areas)

s

s ~c
0

0

sl
ecogni ze?
Refining - Patron inserts cash (e.g. $20s)
into slot machine and claims
accumulated credits as a jackpot win.
Requests $100 bills or verified win
cheque

Minimal or No Play- Patron feeds a slot
machine and an alert is sent to
Surveillance. A review reveals the patron
was inserting $20's and cashing out for

$100's

0

1ca

rs -

a

Refining - Patron is seen feeding a slot
machine with $20 bills and immediately
cashing out for a slot ticket which is
redeemed for $100 bills at a ticket
redemption machine {audit should note
the time of the TITO ticket disbursement
and time on ticket redemption machine
cash out, if minutes apart, patron is
probably refining)

Unusual Identification Information on
CDR/LCTR - Patron provides a phone
number linked to another country,
province or business that doesn't appear
to make sense, occupation or business ls
in another country or cannot be found on
google, address is far from casino {e.g.
300kms), identification is from another
country

s
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Third Party- Patron is accompanied by a
third-party, someone watches or is
instructed by someone else to conduct a
transaction

Adverse Media Search - When patron's
name, address, phone number is
searched and adverse media is located
(e.g. links to fraud, human trafficking,
drugs), may be gaming with proceeds of
crime

GCGC_PROD_63329
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Someti mes a cas ino rece ives cash that looks questio nable; w e ca ll this suspicious cas h. In
Ontario, we notify Surve illance immediat ely and our ga ming investigations unit/ branch.

Suspicious cash is a suspicious indicat or and a UTR/STR should be prepared fo r FINTRAC
and/or lottery co rpo rat ion.

Exa mples of suspicious cash:

Bundled cas h w ith elastic bands (may be different colours)
2.

Cash coloured by dye or ink, which may indicat e cash ca me from a bank robbery

3.

Cash in an unusual container such as a back pack/gym bag/large envelope/shoe box

4.

Cash w ith a usual odour such musty or moldy smell

5.

Multiple large bundles of cash w rapped in currency straps
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Wh at is th e definition of money laundering?

A)

Th e process of t urning 'clean' money into 'dirty'
money.

B)

Dirty money is made from commi ting crimes.

C)

Th e process of turning 'di y' money into 'clea n'
money.

D)

W ashing dir y mon ey in a coin laundromat until it's
cl ea n.
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K o le ge Assess en
I have a espo sibi lity o recognize sus icious transactions
and eport hem.

·o
0

False

True
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Wh at are some sus icious indica ors? Select all th a apply.
A)

A pa ron who is unemployed and spends a io of cash
buying casino chips.

B)

A patron who always buys-in for under $10,000
in a gaming day to avoid providing identification.

C)

A atron who brings in a bag full of cash th at is
wrapped in elastics.

D)

A patron who plays for a f ew hours at a able ga me,
provides identification wh en request ed and is
an enginee r.
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Wh at is th e mos complicat ed and complex st age of money
laundering?

A)

Integration .

B)

Placement.

C)

Ali three st ages of money laundering are
complicat ed.

D)

layering.
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A Large Cash Transactio n Report mus be crea' ed wh en a
patron reaches:

A)

$ 1,000.

B}

$10,000.

C}

$3,000.

D)

$0

GCGC_PROD_63329
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What is th e name of th e piece of law that t eiis us that w e
must obtain identification from patrons, recognize and report
suspiciou s ransactions and train our employees?

A)

Gam ing Control Act.

B)

Proceeds of Crime (Mon ey Laund ering) and Terro rist
Financing Act.

C)

Crimina l Code of Canada.

D)

Liquor License Act .
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le ge Assess e
Wh at does LCTR st and for?

A)

La ge Cas h Transf e Re ort.

B)

Casino Disbursement Report.

C)

Log Comp let ed Tra sac· ion Repo rt.

D)

l arge Cash Transaction Report.
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Wh at kind of iden ifica ion is acce p· able? Selec· all the apply.

A)
)

Expired iden ifica ion .
Gover ment iss ued pho o ide

ifica ion.

C)

Hong Kong Driver' s License.

D)

Ca nadian Permanen Resid ent Card.
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Wh a is his?

A)
B)

Cash in a bag.
wen y-dollar bi lls.

C)

Susp icious cash.

D)

Lots of cash.
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Wh en a pa ron provid es an occupation such as "Con racto r"
wh at should be he next qu estion? Se lec all th a· apply.

A)

Do you make good money?

B)

Wh at kin of contractor? Wh at is your jo b itl e?

C)

Ca n you bui ld me a house? Ca n I assume you are a
house con rac' or?

D)

I' m sorry th at is too vague, I need to kn ow wh a ki nd
of co ntract or you are, what t ype of cont ract or?

GCGC_PROD_63329
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What iden ifi catio informatio needs to be recorded on a
CDR o LCTR? Selec all that app ly.

A)

Patron nam e.

B)

Color of patron's hair.

C)

Type of iden ification, coun ry and issuing
jurisdiction .

D)

ldentifica ion number and expiry da e.

0
0
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How do you help Canada and FINTRAC figh mon ey
launderi g and er orist financing? Selec all tha apply.

A}

By working in a casino.

B)

By recogni zing and reporting suspicious ac ivity and
tra saction s.

C)

By not recognizing and reporting suspiciou s activity

and ran sac ions.
D}

By recording accurate tran sac ions and/or creating
reports for Fl NTRAC.
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Thank you for being an
important part of Ca ada's
fight against money
laundering and terrorist
financing.
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OctS,2018

ATTENTION: RAJ MUTTI
Vice President Operations West
Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
95 Schooner Street
Coquitlam, BC V3K 7A8

VIA EMAIL

Dear Raj,
On October 2, 2018, I received the attached BCLC Letter for enhanced compliance which I forwarded on
to you and your team at RRCR.
As you are aware, FINTRAC reporting is an obligation for all our locations. It is not an option, and it
cannot contain any errors whatsoever .
.(

It is becoming evident to our Compliance Department that the sites are not taking their responsibilities
in this regard seriously enough. I will point to the problems at Hard Rock that were recently identified as
another example of where the system is broken and the site management is not correcting the issue
immediately.
Both BCLC and our own Compliance Department are continuing to see errors there despite management
being made aware of the issues.
This is unacceptable behavior.
This current letter from BCLC was issued to River Rock, but they will also be reviewing all other GCGC
properties in November 2018 and will address them in the same manner if they find errors. I strongly
recommend that the reasonable measures forms at all sites be reviewed immediately. They are very
straight forward forms and should be easy to complete. Any questions regarding this process should be
directed to Management and/or the Compliance Department.
The sites need to have people that are responsible to review FINTRAC reporting on a daily basis.
Management at the sites should be held accountable for ensuring these processes are in place and
working. BCLC should not be finding errors and resorting to measures in our OSA to resolve them. The
letter from BCLC is subject to FOi and could become a public document.
It has the potential to damage our credibility and reputation as a leader in our industry.

95 Schooner Slrccl • Coquillom • BC • V3K 7A.8 • lei. 604-303-1000 • fox . 604-5 I6-5362 • www.gcgoming.com
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GCGC Gaming Compliance officers will continue to monitor the actions at the sites and nothing less than
100% compliance in this area is acceptable. While human error will always play into reporting of this
nature it is expected that the sites implement a review process that will catch errors prior to submission
to BCLC.
I appreciate your immediate attention to this matter and look forward to your resolution plans. Any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at your earliest convenience.

Regards,

'
Patrick
Ennis
Vice President, Corporate Security & Compliance
cc:
cc:

John Russo - Vice President Legal
Compliance File

9S Schooner Street• Coq11itl11m •BC• V3K 7A8 • tel. 604-303-1000 • fax. 604-S16-S362 • www.gcgaming.com
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April 4, 2017

ATTENTION: Michael Kim

VIA EMAIL

General Manager, Casino Operations
River Rock Casino Resort
8811 River Road,
Richmond, BC V6X 3P8
Dear Michael,
A review of LCT reporting at RRCR from March 12 to 27, 2017 has identified the following:
•

29 LCT's were not reported as required under the 24 hour 'static reporting' requirement of a
continuously operating site

•

(

2 LCT's were not reported for a single transaction of $10,000 or greater.

The review revealed that not all players are being tracked over a 24 hour period and the table tracking
cards are being collected and closed at 7 am by some management. BCLC Polley Section 3-8.1 Cage Large Cash Transaction, Foreign Exchange and Disbursement Reporting is outlined below:
1.3 For clarity, a 'static period' begins with the patron's first transaction; and
1.3.1 In a continuously running site, ends 24 consecutive hours after the first transaction;
1.3.2 In a non-continuously running site, ends at the close of operational hours, unless
1.3.2.a The site becomes aware or has reason to know that a known client has conducted two or more
cash transactions of less than $10,000 each within a 24-hour period on two separate operational days
that add up to $10,000, a FINTRAC entry report shall be created.
This is a direct violation of BCLC CSPP and the Proceeds of Crime and Anti -Money Laundering Laws set
out by Fin TRAC and could result in penalties and fines for the Company.
It is imperative that we remain in compliance with directions set out by BCLC and Fin TRAC laws in
regards to our buy-in reporting. The fact that Table Games Management has conflicting views of this
policy at a senior level Is very disconcerting.
As a result, we require that all Dealer Supervisors, Gaming Managers, Table Games Managers, Cage
Supervisors, Cage Shift Managers, Cage Manager and Director, Table Games review the BCLC Polley
Section 3-8.1 Cage - Large Cash Transaction Foreign Exchange and Disbursement Reporting Policy, sign
each page as being read, and sign the attached acknowledgement form and submit to HR for record on
their employee file.

95 Sohooncr Slreel • Coquitl11m •BC • V3K 7/\8 • !cl. 604-303-1000 • fox . 604-516-5362 • www.gcgaming.com
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Should any further discussions or clarification on this or any other topic be required I am more than
happy to meet, discuss and provide guidance to your team on any areas of Compliance.

Regards,

Patrick Ennis
Executive Director, Corporate Security & Compliance
cc:

Terrance Doyle, Chief Operating Officer- Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
Raj Mutti, VP - Operations West, Great Canadian Gaming Corporation

95 Schooner Street• Coquillnm •BC• V3K 7A8 • tel. 604-303-1000 • fox. 604-516-5362 • www.gcgnming.com
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June 8, 2016
ATTENTION: Roland Monterio
Executive Director
River Rock Casino Resort
8811 River Road,
Richmond, BC V6X 3P8

VIA EMAIL

Roland,
As you are aware a regular customer who had been put on the BCLC sourced funds sanction list was
allowed to buy in with $97,000 cash, mostly in small bills, on June 5 th at RRCR. The management team
made the decision that they had previously sourced him as receiving a casino disbursement of $97,000
and they would allow the buy-in to occur. The problem with this decision is that the previous
disbursement was paid out in $100 bills. It is of the utmost importance that we remain in compliance
with directions set out by BCLC in regards to sanctions. This player clearly returned with different money
and did not provide any evidence of its source yet the team still accepted it. Upon reviewing the
situation and interviewing the staff that made the decision it became clear that some confusion exists
around sourced funds with senior gaming management. It concerns me that this type of confusion can
exist at a senior level. I addressed the issue with all of them and had them distribute a memo to gaming
staff to correct any confusion around the issue. It is the expectation of GCGC that this issue will not
come up again at the site.
Should any further discussions or clarification on this or any other topic be required by your team I am
more than happy to meet, discuss and provide guidance on any areas of Compliance that they feel they
would like clarified.
Regards,

Patrick Ennis
Executive Director, Corporate Security & Compliance

cc: Terrance Doyle, Chief Operating Officer, Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
95 Schooner Street• Coquitlnm •DC• V3K 7/\8 • tel. 604-303- 1000 • fox. 604-516-5362 • www.gcgnming.com
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June 13, 2017

Attention: Rob Kroel<er
Vice President, Corporate Security & Compliance
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
74 West Seymour Street
Kamloops, BC V2L 1E2
Re:

BCLC High Limit Baccarat Evaluation (the "Report")

We are in receipt of the Report which we also understand has been circulated to a number of industry
participants. We do not dispute the analytical analysis contained in the Report. We do however dispute
the unsubstantiated assertions regarding financial facilitators, as set out in the Report. The purpose of
this letter is to request the immediate retraction of the Repor~ and the issuance of an amendment to
the Report, which would be distributed to all parties who received same. Our reasons for this request
are set out below.
The Report cites under heading "Elimination of Financial Facilitators" the following statement:

"Prior to the Fall of 2015, several of the casinos In the BCLC market turned a blind eye to
a group of third party individuals known as 'Jinancia/ facilitators"" (emphasis added).
This statement has materially significant ramifications for Great Canadian Gaming Corporation ("Great
Canadian"), its officers, directors and employees, if this statement does not expressly exclude any
facilities operated by Great Canadian.
The statement that a "blind eye" was turned contemplates that direct and purposeful action was taken
to allow criminal activity and, as such, the service provider aided and/or abetted criminal offences.
Great Canadian has never turned a blind eye to any unlawful conduct, in any manner whatsoever. The
statement is not supported by any factual circumstance or evidence and contradicts the significant
positive efforts that Great Canadian has taken to ensure the financial Integrity of its operations. Great
Canadian has taken significant steps to develop anti -money laundering procedures and has undertaken
staff education and training in financial transaction monitoring and reporting. An example of Great
Canadian's efforts in this regard is the extensive video surveillance installed at our highest revenue
property the River Rock Casino Resort. The video surveillance is unmatched by any other facility in BC,
in particular in our parking and hotel areas specifically to capture activities related to financial
transactions carried on outside of the gaming area. There are 1469 cameras at River Rock, 493 of which
are dedicated to the parking and hotel areas. There are 2 separate Surveillance rooms and a separate
Security monitoring room providing capacity for 15 observers to be working during peak hours. They
provide us with much more Insight into what happens on our properties than any other site In BC and go
far beyond the requirements set out by BCLC policy requirements. Great Canadian makes a very
95 Schooner SI reel • Coquitlnm • BC • VJK 7/\8 • tel. 604-303- 1000 • fox . 604-516-5362 • www.gcgam.ing.com
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conscious effort to ensure that we have the evidence and the knowledge of what happens everywhere
on our sites so we can provide the public and our staff with the safest environment possible and ensure
financial integrity in our facilities. Our systems are also designed to provide law enforcement and
regulators with the evidence to identify criminals should illegal activities occur. Large cash buy-ins with
suspicious indicators that occur at River Rock generate a complete review of how that cash got into the
casino. In the 3 months from Oct 2014 to Dec 2014, when casinos were apparently turning a blind eye,
River Rock alone generated 245 Unusual Financial Transaction Reports. 149 of these reports were for
cash deliveries, drop off or exchanges made with customers. They identified 14 separate vehicles by
makes, models and plate numbers and 46 different subjects that were involved in these actions. All of
which were then filed as STR's by BCLC, reported to the RCMP Integrated Proceeds of Crimes unit and to
GPEB. This information provides law enforcement with intelligence on potential criminal activities and
results in province wide BCLC barring's of some subjects keeping criminals and criminal activity out of all
casinos in BC making the casinos a safer place. Neither Great Canadian, nor its directors, officers or
employees have ever turned a blind eye to any unlawful activity; but rather, Great Canadian has taken
purposeful unique steps to ensure that no unlawful activity occurs in our facilities.
Accordingly, we require an immediate retraction of the Report and that a correction or amendment be
delivered to all recipients thereof. The amendment/correction should clearly and unequivocally retract
the statement or alternatively expressly exclude Great Canadian facilities from the general statement
referring to "several of the casinos in the BCLC market. ..".
Given the severe and possible criminal implications of the Report, we require your immediate attention
to this matter.

Yours truly, )
••··'

.,...,..-. ·•--.
.

,·

G

••J

'

JI_

-

CANADIAN GAMING CORPORATION

Patrick Ennis
Executive Director, Corporate Security & Compliance
cc:

Terrance Doyle
Chief Operating Officer
Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
Raj Mutti
Vice President, Operations West
Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gamins
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

95 Schooner Street• Coq\1itlnm •BC• V3K 7A8 • tel. 604-303-1000 • fox. 604-516•5362 • www.gognming.com

River Rock UFT/STR Review
Project Overview
As a result of inconsistencies found in November 2015 of River Rock UFT reporting, a
review was undertaken by BCLC to examine the period from Sept 1, 2014 to October
31, 2015 to determine the extent of the problem . A request was made to River Rock
staff and they subsequently supplied hard copies of the RR daily drop sheets for this
period which consisted of sheets from the Salon Prive, Phoenix Room and main cash
cages.
These sheets were reviewed month by month examining every cash buy-in and
documenting the disposition of the funds. This included buy-ins which had been
reported by UFT file creation, PGF use, buy-ins from previous wins and debit card
withdraws . All daily drop sheets have been catalogued by month and contain notes that
reference the results of each entry review.
All cash buy-ins found that were not reported as unusual by RR surveillance (with the
creation of a UFT) have since been documented and a BCLC file has been created for
each entry. All known data for each incident has been summarized and an STR has
been created and filed to Fintrac within the 30-day reporting requirement from the time
this information became known which is compliant with the PCML TF A Where a patron
was found to have more than one incident within a single month, those reports have
been filed under one STR for that patron.
A random sampling 2-month review was also completed for other Lower Mainland
Casinos using the same method of review that was used for River Rock drop sheets.
There were 2 months sampled (October/November) for these sites and there were no
similar issues found and the AML unit is confident this issue is restricted to the River
Rock casino

Results of Review
The following monthly reviews cover the number of single incidents found per month
and the number of STR reports filed to Fintrac for that period:
Month
September 2014
October 2014
November 2014
December 2014
January 2015
February 2015
March 2015
April 2015
May 2015

Incidents
11
14
16
11
10
7
14

STR's Filed
9
13
12
11
10

28

19
18

25

7
14

BCLC0000

June 2015
July 2015
August 2015
September 2015
October 2015

31

54
44

44
27

28
37
33

36
19

Summary of Results
Total number of incidents found for this review period: 336
Total number of STR's filed to Fintrac for this review period: 2

Total number of incidents of SOK or under: 22 (68%)
Total number of incidents over SOK: 10 (32%)
Summary of over $SOK buy ins

Total number of missed single buy-ins $SOK to $99K: 45
Total number of missed single buy-ins $1 OOK to $200K: 51
Total number of missed single buy-ins 200K and over: 13

FINDINGS
Overall results indicate that approx. 32 % of these missed files are over $SOK and 68%
were under $50K. The analysis confirms that in the over $SOK category these are
almost exclusively in higher dominations, such as $50 bills and $100 bills. There was
also a smaller number of buy in's which included extremely large amounts of cash in
mixed or smaller bills. ($5, $10, $20, $50) The number of these files found is relatively
small in comparison to the number of similar fact files that were actually reported by site
staff.
There are numerous instances of multiple buy-ins conducted by one person in a 24 hour
period all under $50K which totalled to significant amounts in one day none of which
were reported as unusual .
The analysis also confirmed a number of instances of individual buy in's under SOK in
small bills that WERE reported at the time by RR staff. Further analysis of these
incidents has not been conducted to date to determine what caused them to be reported
in the first instance.

BCLC0000111.C

SUMMARY
The majority of the transactions reviewed certainly appear to confirm that RRCR was
acting under a threshold reporting criteria and based on the analysis the following
assumptions are made
a. Under $SOK buy in's were generally not reportable as suspicious
b. In general RRCR deemed that only $20 bills are suspicious
c. There appears to be a number of high-value patrons that the site became
comfortable with and simply overlooked some of their suspicious large cash buyins irrelevant of denomination.
Since the remedial training sessions and prioritization of reviewing all files the AML unit
have yet to find a single incident in the daily drop sheets that has not been properly
reported. The daily reviews will continue in the short term future to ensure this issue is
resolved completely moving forward and remedial training sessions for the other large
sites will be scheduled to ensure consistency in Fintrac reporting.

Cost Analysis
Review start date- December 19th , 2015
Review finish date- February 11 th , 2016

Total hours for review (inclusive of RR staff training) - (As of February 11, 2016)
Total Hours: 784.75 Hours
($33,354)
Additional expenses (eg: additional Travel, Mileage, 0/T, Hotel for RRCR Training)
($788.58)
TOTAL EXPENSES incurred (as of Feb 11 th 2016)

~4, 142

Completed by AML Unit
Feb 12, 2016

BCLC0000111.03
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Message
From :

Sent:
To:
CC:

Peter Demonte
2015-05-22 5:50:33 PM
Louis Wan
Patrick Ennis

BCRRC Surveillance Shift Managers

Subject:
RE: Paul Jin (UPDATE)
Attachments: image002.jpg; image003.png
Thank you Louis.
We have opene d up an Inciden t (I N2015 -26735 ) doc ument ing t hat White Sien na possibly Pau l JIN droppe d off SID

#101816. He t hen ente red the hotel to room #875 (A ordin g to SO R?). He t hen lef t room an d we nt into th e Salon. He
had not hing wi t h him w hen he left t he Sienna or t he room #875.
Th ank you,

Peter Demonte
Surveillance Manager
T:
D:
C:
E:
River Rock Cas ino Resort - 881 1 River Road, Richmond, B.C.

You are receiving this email because you have a business relationship with the River Rock Casino Resort or have
requested information for Great Canadian Gaming Corporation in the past. If th is is in error, or if you would like to
unsubscribe from this list, please visit http://www.greatcanadlancosinos.com/business unsubscribe.aspx.

~

This Is Exhlbl t;i .... ....'.' refe.rred to In the
Affidavit of ..... J!/J..IY.JtJC....(:;;r.)Oif................ ..
sw~ (or affirmed) before me at

; ;i·~~
From: Louis Wan

Sent: Friday, May 22, 2015 1:49 AM

•·• ·· 2~d~i

A C omm ss oner for Taking Affidavits
within British Columbia

To: Peter Demonte

Cc: Patrick Ennis; BCRRC Surveillance Shi~ Managers
Subject: FW: Paul Jin (UPDATE)
Wh it e Sienna w as heading Westbound on River Road and stopped under t he skybridge briefly. It didn' t go in the
dr iveway o f t he Hotel.

Louis Wan, Shift Manager, Surveill ance
T:

C:

River Rock Casino Resort · 8811 River Road, Rich m ond, B.C.
E:

GCGC_PROD _007 4967
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You are rece iving this emai l beca use you have a business relationship with the River Rock Casino Resor t or have requested intormation for Great Canadian Gaming
Corporation in th past. It thi s is In error, or II you would like to unsubsuibe from thi s list, please visit

http://www.qreotconodioncaslnos.com/buslness 11nsubscrlbe.ospx

From: Louis Wan
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2015 1:22 AM
To: Peter Demonte
Cc: Patrick Ennis; BCRRC Surveillance Shift Managers
Subj ect: Paul Jin
SE/S/M CARSON informed me tonight FSOC unit (Federa l Serious & Organized Crime) was in Monitoring to live monitor
the activities of Paul Jin's white Sienna parking in the driveway of the Hotel. JIN was believed to be the driver of the
vehicle with another unknown passenger.
SID 101816 got dropped off and he went up to Room 825 before
coming back down to Salon.
was seen talking to
SID 31644 and playing in Phoenix Room . I was told
by CARSON that Paul JIN is being followed by two teams of FSOC. Please see CIMS 15-5412 Asst to police& Form 86 sent
to GPEB.

Thanks

Louis Wan, Shift Manager, Surveillance
C:
River Rock Casino Resort - 8811 River Road, Richmond, B.C.
E:

T:

You are rece iving this email because you have a business relationship with the River Rock Casino Resort or have requested Information for Great Canadian Gaming
COrporalion In lhe past. If this Is In error, or If you would like lo unsubscrlbe from this list, please visit

http://w1vw. qreotcanodloncosinos.com/buslness unsubscribe.ospx
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Message
From:
Sent:

Louis Wan
2014-12-13 12:29:45 AM
Patrick Ennis
Arlene Strongman

~

·:.... ~ referre_d to In the
; BCRRC Surveillance Shif~~mfsof ...
~.~~"{or affirmed) before me at
Subject:
SFT with chip/cash drop off between Nov 21 & Dec 12
,B.C.
Attachments: imageOOl.jpg
thls ..
To:

CC:

This Is Exhibit ~...

]h. .cf....EtJ.0.1.s ............ .. . .

~ .~ ,m. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

Z~da~ ~. . . . . ........ 206.?L.

Pat,
Please see below for suspicious SFTs with cash/chips drop off between Nov 21 & Dec 12:
Nov 21 - 14-58868(L/P and driver unknown).
Nov 21 - 14-58902 -

SID 99395, with a bag containing BOK in all $20, gets dropped off by a white Infinity SUV

SID 44622 picks up a bag containing 100K in all $20 from

white Toyota Sienna (L/P

& driver unl<nown).
Nov 22 - 14-58998 SID 13910 gets dropped off by a champagne colored Honda Odyssey Minivan L/P
925WLT (driver unknown) carrying a bag containing lO0K in all $20.
SID 78666 gets picked up/dropped off by a silver Mercedes Benz SUV L/P AF318J
Nov 23 -14-59353 (driver unknown) carrying 20 x SK chips.
SID 151536 gets dropped off by a dark colored Toyota RAV-4 (L/P & driver unknown)
Nov 24 -14-59481carrying a bag containing $109,680 in all $20.
Nov 24 -14-59511644WR6 (driver unknown).

SID 10226 picks up a bag containing 100K in all $20 from a black Volvo SUV bearing L/P

SID 13910 gets dropped off by a gray Honda Odyssey (L/P & driver unknown)
Nov 24 -14-59517 carrying a bag containing 100K in all $20.
Nov 26 -14-59795 SID 99395 gets dropped off by a black Mercedes Benz SUV (L/P & driver unknown)
carrying a bag with $45,040 in all $20.
SID 109890 gets pi ·keel up/d 1opped off th,ee tii11e by d while BMW ~etlan (L/P & driv r
N v 27 - 4-59813 unknown) and passes 110K in mostly $20 to
SID 1099'10 on three different occas ions.
Nov 27 - 14-60014 -

SID 20497 picks up a bag containing 60K in $50 from a silver colored sedan (Make, L/P &

driver unknown).
Nov 29 - 14-60173 SID 118456 picks up 20 -30 x SK chips from a gray colored Acura SUV bearing L/P
SID 39905.
the n starts playing for
272MXV wh ich is associated with a BCLC barred for loansharking
WE I Kesi SID 144419.
Nov 30-14-60356 SID 74341 picks up a bag from JIN Paul SID 118418. White Toyo a Sienna is Involved and th
bag containing $180,020 in all $20.
Nov 30 - 14-60507 (L/P and driver unknown) .

SID 13910 picks up a bag containine $100,060 in all $20 from a white Toyota Sienna

GCGC_PROD_0018751
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Nov 30 -14-60525 - ZHANG Yu SID 95916 picks up a bag containing $50,040 in all $20 from a black SUV (L/P & driver
unknown).
Dec 01 - 14-60672 (L/P & driver unknown).

SID 74341 picks up a bae rontainine $140,0'10 in mostly $20 from a white l oyota Sienna

Dec 02 - 14-60862 SID 74341 picks up a bag containing 80K in all $20 from a black Mercedes Benz bearing L/P
AD855X.
SID 124473 & unknown female are ocupants.
SID 90767 gets dropped off with a bag containing 80K In mostly $20 by silver
Dec 05 - 14-61177 Toyota Sienna bearing L/P 067TTJ driven by
SID 74341.
Dec 05 -14-61178 SID 167582 gets dropped off by a silver Toyota Sienna bearing L/P 067TTJ (driven
unknown) carrying a bag with $80,020 in all $20.
Dec 05 - 14-61305 driven by
Dec 05 - 14-61316 an unknown driver.

SID 109890 gets r icked llp/d, opred off by a gray colo, ed Toyota SlJV bearing L/P AGS 76W
SID 154165. then B/1 30K in all $20.
SID 115965 gets dropped off by a brown Mini Copper bearing L/P 345WWW driven by
B/1 190K In mostly $20.

Dec 05 -14-613S8 driven by an unknown driver.
Dec 06 -14-61499 -

SID 13910 gets dropped off by a silver Mercedes Benz GL 550 bearing L/P 798LAA
B/1 $100,020 in all $20.

SID 109890 brings SOK in all $20 and passes all to

SID 109940 for buy in.

Dec OG - 14-61522 SID 74341 gets dropped off by a white Toyota Sienna (L/P & driver unknown) carrying a bag
containing $298,560 In mostly $20.
Dec 06 - 14-61523 SID 140770 gets dropped off by a silver Mercedes Benz (L/P & driver unknown) carrying a
bag containing 60K in all $20.
Dec 07 - 14-61729 SID 151536 gets dropped off by a silver Acura bearing L/P 00SPRJ driven by
with a bag containing $49,980 in all $20.

SID 104369

Dec 08 - 14-6 1871 - 1)
SID 109890 gets dropped off by a white BMW sedan (L/P & driver l tnknown) twice c:lnd
passes 100K in mostly $20 to
SID 109940.
2)
SID 109940 gels dropped off by a black SUV bearing L/P AGS 76W driven by
SID 154165 w ith SOK in all $20.
Dec 09 - 14-62047 SID 13910 gets dropped off by a sllver colored Mercedes Benz (L/P & driver
unknown) with a bag containing $100,054 in mostly $20.
Dec 10 - 14-62149 SID 109890 gets dropped off by a whi te BMW sedan (L/P & driver unknown) with $100,040
SID 109940 for buy in.
in mostly $20. t hen passes all to

Vehicle breakdown:Whlte Toyota Sienna : 5 drop offs Involved (one confirmed dropping off by Paul JIN)
White Infinity: 1 drop off
Gray/champagne colored Honda Odyssey: 2 drop offs
Dark colored Toyota RAV-4: 1 drop off

GCGC_ PROD_0018751
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Whi te BMW sedan: 4 dro1 offs
Silver colored sedan : 1 drop off
Gray co lored Acura SUV L/P 272MXV: 1 drop off
Unknown black SUV: 1 drop off
Mercedes Benz AD855X: 1 drop off
Silver colored Toyota Sienna L/P 067TTJ: 2 drop offs
Gray co lored Toyota RAV-4 L/ P AG 76W: '} drop offs
Brown mini Copper L/P 345WWW: 1 drop off
Mercedes Benz GL 550 L/P 798AAA: 1 drop off
Silver Mercedes Benz: 2 drop offs
Silver Acura L/P 005PRJ : 1 drop off

Louis Wan, Shift Manager, Surveillance
T:
C:
River Rock Casino Resort - 8811 River Road, Richmond, B.C.
E:

GCGC_ PROD_0018715
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Message
From:

Sent:
To:
CC:

Subject:
Attachments:

Louis Wan
2015-06-14 4:54:51 AM
Peter Demonte
BCRRC Surveillance Shift Managers
Supervisors [
Paul Ji n's white Sienna
image001.png

BCRRC Surveillance
Patrick Ennis

FYI SID 67404 with 145K got dropped off by a white Sienna associated with Paul JIN this afternoon as per
Jack. Please refer to RRCR 15-30694 SFT.
Thanks

Louis Wan, Shift Manager, Survelllance
T:

C:

River Rock Casino Resort - 8811 River Road, Richmond, B.C.

You are receiving this email because you have a business relatlonshlp with the River Rock casino Resort or have requested Information for Great Canadian Gaming
Corporation in the past. If this is In error, or If you would like to unsubscribe from this list, please visit

htto://www.qreatco11adio11coslnos.com/buslness unsubscribe.aspx
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Message
(

From:

To:

Louis Wan [
2015-04-24 7:33:51 PM
Peter Demonte

CC:

Patrick Ennis

Sent:

]
; BCRRC Surveillance Shift Managers
BCRRC Surveillance Supervisors
]

Subject:
RE: JIN, Paul notification
Attachments: image002.png; image003.jpg
All o pe rators h ave been infor m ed. Wi ll let yo u know if he is see n .
Th an ks

Louis Wan, Shift Manager, Survelllance
T:
C:
River Rock Casino Resort -

8811 River Road, Rich m o nd, B.C.

E:

From: Peter Demonte
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:31 PM
To: BCRRC Surveillance Shi~ Managers; BCRRC Surveillance Supervisors

Cc: Patrick Ennis
Subject: FW: JIN, Paul notification
Importance: High
Hello,
Pl ease see BCLC re quest below. Also keep m e po sted if t hi s does o ccu r .
Thank you,

Peter Demonte
Surveillance Manager
T:
D:
C:
E:
River Rock Casino Resort - 88 L1 River Road, Richmond, 13.C.

From: Steve Beeksma [
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:23 PM

omml ssloner for Taking Aff davits
within British Columbia
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To: BCRRC Surveillance Shi~ Managers
Cc: Peter Demonte; Jim Husler; Jerome Wakeland; Daryl Tottenham
Subject: JIN, Paul notification
Importance: High
Hello all,
VPD has requested to be notified immediately byway of BCLC's AML Specialist Daryl Tottenham if JIN, Paul or any of his
known vehicles (Sienna, Bentley) are seen around the casino today.

From the time of this email until approx. 2000hrs this evening please call Daryl at:
any of his vehlcle are seen.

or

if

This request expires at 2000hrs this evening (April 24, 2015). If seen after 2000hrs there's no need to notify Daryl.
Thanks,

Stev" Reelrn1 n 1
Casino Investigations
BCLC , 2940 Virtual Way, Van couver, BC, V5M 0A6
T
L
Connect w ith us :
Twitter @BCLC I Twitter @BCLCGameSense I YouTube I Blog I bclc.com

Lw;l

yua, , 111on•

tl1<111 $1 I illiori genorntcd by BCLC qam oling o t1 vitio,, went back in to 11 altl1 cme , ,ch wntio n fl ml

corn nu111ity uro ups ·1c,,o~,; B.C.

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be
disclosed without BCLC's permission . If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email.
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From: Peter Demonte
Sent: Monday, May 30, 2016 10:43 AM
To: BCRRC Surveillance Shift Managers; BCRRC Surveillance Supervisors

Cc: Patrick Ennis
Subject: Drop offs - Refuse Buy In
Hello Everyone,
As per Pat if we see any drop offs conducted by known "Loan Sharks" or associates driving the Sienna
etc. the buy in is to be refused. If we discover this as the buy In Is taking place at the Cage Just inform
them that the buy in is to be refused.
I don't see this as being an Issue. If you ever have questions please feel free to contact me.

e. .

Thank you,

Peter Demonte
T:
E:

I Surveill an ce Manager
1 D:

1 C:

~
f.U.,f,i'.a .. . .

This Is Exhlbitf);:i ..
referred to In the
Affidavit of ..
enlJi.J............ .
~ or~ ~~:d) before me at

SW\i

u ..

thl• j3/jfijll_~·:.: .:2·~~°1:
AComm1 stoner lor Taking Affidavits
within British Columbia
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Appendix "B"
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Compliance Division

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

Section 86(2)Gaming Control Act &
Section 34(1)(t) Gaming Control Regulation

REPORT TO GPEB - PLEASE SUBMIT WITHOUT DELAY
CONFIDENTIAL
This doc1101e11t is the prope1·ly of lhe Gaming Policy and Enforcement Brnnch. It is confidential and
shall not be disclosed or divulged, in whole or in part, without prioi· consent of the Executive Director of
Compliance Division, Gaming Policy and Enforcement.

Date: 2017-09-13

ITRAK #: 17-52024
Service Provider: GCC
Location: River Rock Casino Resort - 8811 River Road, Richmond BC V6X 3P8
Occurrence: SFT & buy in with no play

Date & Time of Occnnence: 2017-09-13@ 1400 lu-s
Details: New S10

bought in for 200K - 2000 x $100 and left site with no play.

w thin British Columbia

Police Called:
Police Force:

Yes

D

No □

Ii k h re l cnt ~r tex t.

Attended:

av ts

Yes D

No 0

File Number: Cl i k her lo enlc1 lex l.

Investigating Officer(s) & Badge Number(s): L'li k her to ent er tex t.
GPEB Registration#: li ck hc.; 1 lo ent c1 tc., t.
Submitted by: 25549
E-Mail
Lower Mainland Regional Office, 408 - 4603 Kingsway Ave, Burnaby B.C. ,V5H 4M4
Page I
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April 4, 2017

Attention: Ross Alderson
Director, AML & Investigations

This Is Exhlbl1/);...
Atfld avlt of .....
swv:; (or affirmed)

Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC
VSM 0A6

thls ...?.:?.day of. .

RA

N

referred to ·ln the

Y.tlJ.a.~. . .W.D.:if.. . ....
before

me

at

.......... ~.•~ .......................................... ,B.C.

tw..a..~ ........... 2

../. .

av ts
Dear Ross,
It was recently brought to the attention of Arlene Strongman Director, Survelllance GCGC that there may
be some confusion at River Rock Casino Resort in regards to the 24 hour "static period" LCT reporting
requirement at a continuously running site. As a result GCGC compliance Initiated a review of
documentation held at the site from Mar 12 to 27 2017. The review identified the following:
There were at total of 29 LCT's that were not reported based on the 24 hour static
period requirement.
There were also 2 single transactions in excess of $10,000 that did not generate an LCT.
25 of these transactions were filed within the 15 day timeframe (two in excess
included).
1 was filed late on March 29, 2017 and 5 were filed late on April 3, 2017.
The results of this review have identified an inconsistent interpretation of BCLC policy for a continuously
running site such as River Rock. Some of the staff has been operating on the previously accepted gaming
date rule. They are turning player tracking cards In at 7 am and not carrying them over beyond that.
As a result GCGC will be issuing BCLC Policy Section 3-8.1 Cage - Large Cash Transaction, Foreign
Exchange and Disbursement Reporting for sign-off by all Dealer Supervisors, Gaming Managers, Table
Games Managers, Cage Supervisors, Cage Shift Managers, Cage Manager and Director, Table Games.
Disciplinary action for staff is currently being reviewed by HR.
All other GCGC sites have been reviewed and are compliant with BCLC 'static period' reporting
requirements.
The Compliance Department will also be posting for a new full time Compliance team member to audit
AML paperwork and to assist the Compliance Manager in ensuring a repeat of this type of error does not
reoccur.
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I am available to meet with BCLC Compliance to discuss next steps and answer any questions you may
have in regards to this incident.
Yours truly,

GREAT CANADIAN GAMING CORPORATION

~

r~~·

Executive Director, Corporate Security & Compliance

cc:

Terrance Doyle, Chief Operating Officer- Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
Raj Mutti, VP - Operations West, Great Canadian Gaming Corporation

95 Schooner Street• Coquitlant • BC• VJK 7A8 • tel. 604-303-1000 • fax. 604-516-5362 • www.gcgami11g.com
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21 April 2017

Attention: Pat Ennis
Executive Director, Corporate Security and Compliance
Great Canadian Gaming
RE: Large Cash Transaction Reporting at River Rock Casino Resort (RRCR)
Dear Pat,
l write in follow up todays meeting and In response to your letter dated April 4, 2017.
In that letter you confirmed that al the RRCR between March 12, 2017 and March 27, 2017
there were twenty-nine (29) Large Cash Transactions (LCT's) not identified based on the
FINTRAC 24 hour static period requirement . There were also two {2) single transactions in
excess of $10,000 where a LCT was not generated or submitted, and six (6) of the thirty-one
(31) transactions in total, were filed late to FINTRAC
GCGC have stated the non-compliance with BCLC Policy is a result of RRCR staffs
Inconsistent interpretation of the BCLC Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards,
Policies and Procedures Section 3-8.1 - Cage- Large Cash Transaction, Foreign Exchange
and Disbursement Reporting.

playing it right
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While you have articulated 1n your letter that there was some confusmn among staff regarding v.,ncou, ,. c vq, OM
the application of the 24 hour rule this would not account for the two >$10,000 transactions
1
2 15 0049
that were missed completely, which if not identified as part of this review would constitute non- I.JO 122 -~ 2
compliance with the Proceeds of Crime, Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
Acl.(PCML TFA) .

The mandatory gaming worker AML training provided by BCLC includes 24 hOur reporting
requirements. RRCR staff including surveillance, table and cage staff also received additional
face-to-race classroom AML training in December 2015, because of a previous issue of noncompliance with the PCMLTFA.
In this most recent example RRCR management. when Initially notified by BCLC of a potential
issue, stated that live table tracking sheets were not removed from the gaming floor at 7:00
am. It was only upon further prompting by BCLC and the interviewing of table managers by
RRCR Management that this issue was In fact confirmed . As you stated in your leller no other
GCGC site was non-compliant with this issue. This would indicate this is an issue specific to
non-compl!ance at the RRCR. GCGC and more specifically the RRCR have had multiple
significant compliance concerns identified since October 2015.
•

Oct-Nov, 2015 - 2 x Privacy Breaches related to unauthorised disclosure of personal
information. These resulted in notifications to the BC Privacy Commissioner.

•

October 31 , 2015 - Non-Compliance with PCML TFA whereas 266 STR's at RRCR
were retroactively filed to FINTRAC .

•

February 10, 2016 - Sexual Assault of gaming workers In the RRCR High limit room
involving an intoxicated player who continued gaming after the incidents. This incident
resulted in a criminal Investigation undertaken by Law Enforcement.

BCLCOOC

BCLC00048
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June 1, 2016 • RRCR management overriding direction rrom surveillance and
permitting a $97K cash transaction from an Individual on sourced cash conditions in
direct contravention of BCLC direction. The funds were confirmed as coming from the
trunk of an Individual's vehicle .

,

July 14, 2016 . FINTRAC Findings letter. "80% of staff iofe,viewecl at River Rock

Casino Reso,t demonstrated limited knowledge of money laundering or terrorist
financing, nor were they aware of Suspicious Transaction indicators relevant to the
Casinos sector:"
•

•

~ -

~

I
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January 28, 2017 - Non-Compliance with BC Control & Liquor Licensing Act and
BCLC Policy. An individual brought his own liquor into the high limit room, was
allowed to overtly direct play after conducting a third party buy In though another
unnamed individual. No iTRAK incident was created by RRCR until prompting by
BCLC.

The above listed incidents are some examples of recent non-compliance at RRCR. These are
not only violations of BCLC Polley and Direction, but In some instances, violations to both
Federal and Provincial Legislation. The apparent lack of attention to compllance at RRCR
exposes the industry to reputational damage and BCLC to administrative penalties.
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I thank you and Raj for your attendance at the meeting today and to hear you both state that
GCGC are taking these matters seriously and are committed to overcoming what BCLC
believe has become a trend of serious non- compliance at RRCR , not experienced at other
facilities .
You have indicated today that the GCGC Compliance Department will be hiring an additional
FTE to assist the Compliance Manager to prevent this and other issues from re-occurring.
BCLC are supportive of this, however would like detailed the specific tasks the individual will
be performing on a dally basis , and what their accountabilities will be . BCLC feel this role
should also include a reporting mechanism lo BCLC Compliance to occur on a weekly basis
until such time as BCLC have a level of comfort that compliance matters at the RRCR are
given the level of due diligence they require .

Ross Alderson
Director, Anti-Money Laundering (AML) & Investigations, BCLC

Cc:

Brad Desmarais, Vice President, Casino & Community Gaming, BCLC
Rob Kroeker, Vice President, Corporate Security & Compliance, BCLC
Raj Mulli, Vice President, Operations West, Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
Terrance Doyle, Chief Operating Officer, Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
Robin Johma, Director, Corporate Registration , GPEB
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October 23, 2018

ATTENTION: Cary Skrine
A/Executive Director
Gaming Enforcement Branch
Ministry of the Attorney General

VIA EMAIL

Dear Cary,
It was a pleasure meeting with you and Bob Stewart at River Rock and we thank you for your follow up
questions. GCGC looks forward to strengthening lines of communication with GPEB moving forward and view these
types of interactions as promoting positive long term benefits to our industry.
In respect to your first question, we see GPEB's role as evolving over time as roles are defined at the
direction of government through the implementation of Dr. German's recommendations. Currently BCLC is the
reporting entity as set out by FINTRAC. GPEB could, if on site, assist in the KYC portion of the reporting and
monitoring of clients recognizing that GPEB (through JIGIT) has knowledge of on-going investigations into both
money laundering and proceeds of crime. With the successful removal of large amounts of unsourced cash from
the casinos as a result of Dr. German's first recommendations, there are fewer indicators for the SPs to utilize in
identifying suspicious transactions and suspicious individuals. This is evidenced by the drastic reduction in STRs
being submitted by the sites. It would be very helpful if GPEB could identify and assist SPs in monitoring persons of
interest so we can continue to supply reports and evidence of suspicious activities at our sites.
Additionally, we see the opportunity of on-site GPEB investigators being involved in assessing source of
funds reports and investigations for players who are not known or fam iliar to the site, or players who do not have
a play history at our site. Ensuring that these unknown players who are providing source of funds information are
playing with legitimate cash and are not associated with organized crime is critical to the integrity of gaming.
Building working relationships and keeping management apprised on subjects of Interest will help to ensure the
sites maintain focus on individuals that may be of interest to GPEB and law enforcement.
On other criminal matters such as thefts, cheats at play, and assaults, etc ... - GPEB could play a role in
assisting local law enforcement in the preparation of evidence and reports for the Crown . With the law
enforcement background of GPEB's Investigations division there is an opportunity to develop relations with local
police detachments that would further the potential for more effective enforcement actions on Casino barrings.
Responsible gaming is another area where assistance could be provided by GPEB. While every effort is
made to help people who have self-excluded the only consequence of them violating is the potential for prize
disentitlement if they win a Jackpot that triggers a requirement for them to produce ID. The industry's
responsibility to assist individuals that are demonstrating unhealthy playing habits and violating the terms of their
self-exclusion agreement is a priority and GPEB's increased presence on site could help further the efforts to assist
those that require help .
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tiiIn respect to your second question, there are a number of important sensitivities within the casino
environment that we feel GPEB should take into consideration when developing their on-site work plans. One of
these is that GPEB should be mindful of the SP's organizational structure and deal with the appropriate
management in regards to requests and/or directions to staff. Involving the appropriate management at the sites
will ensure that proper communications to front line staff are managed appropriately and consistently. There is the
potential to create confusion with the front line if direction is not cascaded down in the appropriate manner.
Working with SP staff on methods of implementing changes that will benefit the industry is very important. We
understand the Implications of change within the casino environment and can help mitigate the impact on both
customers and staff while respecting the authority of the regulator to implement any required change.
Cultural sensitivities also need to be considered in the casino environment. Our teams are trained to be
sensitive to different cultures as to what is appropriate and respectful behaviour, While we understand that some
interactions GPEB may have with customers may not have a customer relations tone to them, we ask that where
possible, it be considered. For many of our customers, English is a second language. We highly recommend that
GPEB develop the ability to communicate with them in their native tongue, If appropriate, our staff is always
willing to assist GPEB as translators If required.
Presence of GPEB on the floor should be considered sensitively. In particular, in our high limit areas the
players are very cognizant with their surroundings and with who is there. We ask that GPEB keep in mind the fact
that simply standing behind a game and watching our players can make them uncomfortable and Impact their
experience. Our surveillance team is happy to assist GPEB in monitoring activities in a discreet manner if required.
If GPEB or any law enforcement wish to speak with a player we ask that they co-ordinate with our management
team. We can arrange to have the player taken to an appropriate area where a conversation can be held in private.
If law enforcement is making an arrest we would always prefer it be done off the gaming floor and away from
other guests so as not to alarm anyone. If law enforcement deems that an arrest needs to be made on the floor we
would ask for immediate prior notice so we can prepare to manage any questions that may come from our other
guests and reassure them of their safety.
GCGC supports the direction of government and its desire to further strengthen the regulatory regime in
casinos in BC. We are always available for open dialogue and discussion that will help promote a strong culture of
compliance in the industry. GCGC values the first steps you are taking to consider our concerns as the landscape
evolves and we look forward to a productive and positive working relatlonshlp In the future.

s;nce~:-~'
1/~

G AT CANADIAN GAMING CORPORATION
Patrick Ennis
Vice President, Corporate Security & Compliance
Cc: Raj Mutti-Vlce President, Operations West
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An audit of the Great Canadian Gaming Corporation (GCGC) Hard Rock Casino and River Rock
Casino was conducted to verify source of funds compliance with all applicable standards,
policies and directives.
The scope of the audit included a review of a random sample of 150 Large Cash Transaction
(LCT) reports for the month of August 2018, to ensure that the source of funds declaration
procedures were met for all transactions of $10,000 or more.
Exceptions were identified in relation to bank drafts. For majority of the bank drafts reviewed,
the bank account information on the Source of Funds Declaration (SOFD) form was either
incorrectly documented or not documented at all; and bank drafts were often accepted without
a bank receipt. One instance was also identified where the bank draft was not scanned into
iTrak.
As noted in the response, GCGC has indicated they feel they were operating in accordance with
BCLC policy and will await further direction from BCLC to implement any changes.

AUDIT OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the audit were to verify source of funds compliance with:
•
•
•

BCLC Source of Funds Directive;
BCLC Standards;
Best practices in the absence of policy.

AUDIT SCOPE
The scope of the audit included a review of transactions of $10,000 or more for the month of
August 2018, at the Hard Rock and River Rock Casino.

AUDIT PROCEDURES
Audit procedures included analyzing a random sample of 150 Large Cash Transaction {LCT)
reports in iTrak for the month of August 2018, to ensure the source of funds declaration
procedures were met for all transactions of $10,000 or more.

Ministry of Attorney General
Gaming Polley and Enforcement Branch
Compliance Division
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EXCEPTIONS
Details of the issues resulting from the audit procedures are discussed below:

1. A review of 63 bank drafts identified that for 70% of the drafts the bank account
information on the Source of Funds Declaration (SOFD) form was either incorrectly
documented or not documented at all, as detailed below:
•

For 41 out of the 63 (65%) bank drafts reviewed, the bank draft serial number
and/branch transit number was documented on the SOFD form instead of the
patron's bank account number.

•

Three instances where the bank account number was not stated on the SOFD form.

Standards Reference: All cash and bearer monetary instruments totaling $10,000 or more
require a source of funds declaration by the patron prior to acceptance for buy-in. This
declaration shall be documented on the Reasonable Measures/Source of Funds template
and shall be scanned into the media tab for LCT reports. The template has required fields
to be completed including bank account information (financial institution, branch and
account number), name and signature of the patron certifying the information. (BCLC
Standards Article: 1-1.4 Large Cash Transactions, Foreign Exchange and Disbursement Reporting, 3.2.1 .c)

GCGC Response: In accordance with BCLC SOF/RM training, the draft number is deemed to
be sufficient. Refer to: Appendix B - slide # 14, bullet point# 2
2. Bank drafts were accepted without a bank receipt for 26 out of the 63 (41%} bank drafts
reviewed. There was one instance where the bank draft was not scanned into iTrak.
Standards Reference: Patrons presenting cash or cash equivalents such as certified
cheques, or bank drafts for buy-Ins totaling $10,000 or more must produce a source of
funds receipt from the remitting financial institution. The receipt showing the patron's
name, the name of the financial institution that issued the cash, certified cheque, or bank
draft, and the patron's bank account number must be produced and scanned into the
media tab. The patron may record all of the above in writing on the receipt if the
information is not already present. (BCLC Standards Article: 6-1.21 Cage - Certified Cheques and Bank
Drafts, 1.3)

GCGC Response: In accordance with BCLC SOF/RM training and the BCLC bank draft
clarification email, the draft acts as the receipt and is deemed to be sufficient. Refer to:
Appendix B - slide# 14, bullet point# 3 and Appendix C. In regards to bank draft not being
scanned into iTrak, please provide the LCT number and the issue will be addressed
immediately.
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CONCLUSION
The Source of Funds Directive Follow-Up audit of the Hard Rock Casino and River Rock Casino is
now complete. GCGC has indicated that they feel they were operating in accordance with BCLC
policy and will await further direction from BCLC to implement any changes.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF EXCEPTIONS BY CASINO

River Rock

Hard Rock

Total

LCT Reports

100

50

150

Bank Drafts
ATM and Debit Card Transactions at Cage
Sourced Cash, Casino Payouts and Cash Advance

56

7

63

21
23

19
24

40
47

39/56

2/7

41/63

0/56

3/7

3/63

24/56
0/56
63

2/7
1/7

26/63
1/63

8
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Source of Funds Declaration (SOFD)

Bank draft serial and/or branch transit number
incorrectly documented as bank account number
on the SOFD form .
Bank account number was not documented on
SOFD form when bank draft and/or bank draft
receipt was accepted.
Source of Funds Receipting Requirement

Bank draft was accepted without bank receipt.
Bank draft was not scanned into iTrak.
Total Number of Exceptions Identified

APPENDIX B- provided by GCGC

2018 05 17 RM_SOF

Powerpoint. pdf

APPENDIX C - provided by GCGC
w
bank draft
dariflcatlon.docx
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Pat Ennis, Executive Director, Corporate Security and Compliance,
Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
95 Schooner Street
Coquitlam BC V3K 7A8
Dear Mr. Ennis,
As you are aware, the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) is responsible for the
overall integrity of gambling in the province. Under section 34(1 )(f)(i) of the Gaming Control
Regulation, it is a condition of registration for gaming service providers to obey the standard
operating procedures (BCLC Standards) and rules of play set out by the British Columbia
Lottery Corporation (BCLC).
In January 2018, BCLC implemented the new Source of Funds Declaration policy (the Source of
Funds Policy). The policy requires that:
Patrons presenting cash or cash equivalents such as certified cheques, or bank drafts for buyins totaling $10,000 or more must produce a source of funds receipt from the remitting
financial institution . The receipt must show the patron's name, the name of the financial
institution that issued the cash, certified cheque, or batlk draft, and the patron's bank account
number.

This policy was formally incorporated into the BCLC Standards in September 2018. The Source
of Funds Policy is an integral control in anti -money laundering efforts, and compliance with this
policy is critical for upholding the integrity of gaming in BC.
As you are aware GPEB conducted an audit of transactions in August 20 I 8 at the River Rock
Casino and the Hard Rock Casino to verify compliance to the Source of Funds Policy issued by
BCLC in January 2018. Our audit found non-compliance with this policy, specifically around
incomplete or missing documentation required to substantiate the source of the patron's funds.
The results of our audit were shared with you on October 30, 20 I 8 and your response was
received by GPEB on November 13, 2018.
As this policy has now formally been incorporated into the BCLC Standards for two months,
GPEB expects full compliance as required under section 34(l)(f)(i) of the Gaming Control
Regulation.
2./

Ministry of
Attorney General

Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch
Assistant Deputy
Minister's office

Mailing Address:
PO BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT
VICTORIA BC V8W 9N1
Telephone: ((778) 698-2277
Facsimile: (250) 356-8237

Location/ Courier Add ress:
Th ird Floor, 910 Government Street
Victoria, BC V8W 1X3
Web: www.gaming.gov.bc.ca

GPEB will be conducting a follow up audit at the River Rock Casino and the Hard Rock Casino
in early 2019 to verify full compliance with this policy. Please be advised that any further
findings of non-compliance will result in escalating administrative sanctions which could include
additional conditions being imposed on your registration, fines, suspensions and/or cancellation
of registration pursuant to sections 69(l)(a) and 68(c)(i) of the Gaming Control Act.
Sincerely,

Sam Macleod
Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Cc:

Rodney N. Baker, CEO, Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
Jim Lightbody, CEO, BC Lottery Corporation

GPEB is a 2018 recipient of the BC P ublic Service Top Work Unit Awa rd
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An audit of the Hard Rock and River Rock Casino was conducted to verify source of funds
compliance with all applicable standards, policies and directives.
The scope of the audit included a review of a random sample of 150 Large Cash Transaction
(LCT) reports for the month of August 2018, to ensure that the source of funds declaration
procedures were met for all transactions of $10,000 or more.
Exceptions were identified in relation to bank drafts. For majority of the bank drafts reviewed,
the bank account information on the Source of Funds Declaration (SOFD) form was either
incorrectly documented or not documented at all; and bank drafts were often accepted without
a bank receipt. One instance was also identified where the bank draft was not scanned into
iTrak.

AUDIT OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the audit were to verify source of funds compliance with:
•
•
•

BCLC Source of Funds Directive;
BCLC Standards;
Best practices in the absence of policy.

AUDIT SCOPE
The scope of the audit Included a review of transactions of $10,000 or more for the month of
August 2018, at the Har~ Rock an River Rock Casino.

AUDIT PROCEDURES
Audit procedures included analyzing a random sample of 150 Large Cash Transaction (LCT)
reports in iTrak for the month of /Xugust 2018, to ensure the source of funds declaration
procedures were met for all transactions of $10,000 or more.
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EXCEPTIONS
Details of the issues resulting from the audit procedures are discussed below:
1. A review of 63 bank drafts ide ntified that for 70% of the drafts the bank account
information on the Source of Funds Declaration (SOFD) form was either incorrectly
documented or not docum ented at all, as detailed below:
•

For 41 out of the 63 (65%) bank drafts reviewed, the bank draft serial number
and/branch transit number was documented on the SO FDform instead of the
patron's bank account number.

•

Three instances where the bank account number was not stated on the SOFD form.

Standa rds Reference: All cash and bearer monetary instruments totali g $10,000 or more
require a source of funds declaration by the patron prior to acceptance for buy-in. This
declaration shall be documented on the Reasonable Meas res/Source of Funds template
and shall be scanned into the media tab for LCT reports. The template has required fields
to be completed Including bank account information (financial Institution, branch and
account number), name and sign a ure of the patron certifying the information. (BCLC
Standards Article: 1-1.4 Large Cash Transactio s, Foreign Exchange and Disbursement Reporting, 3.2.l.c}

GCGC Respons~:
In accordanc wi t
Refer to: pp .ndi

tr

draft number is deemed to be sufficient.

2. Bank drafts were accepted without a bank receipt for 26 out of the 63 (41%) bank drafts

reviewed. There was one instance wnere the bank draft was not scanned into iTrak.
Standards Reference: Patrons presenting cash or cash equivalents such as certified
cheques, or bank dnlftS for buy-ins totaling $10,000 or more must produce a source of
funds receipt from the emitting financial institution. The receipt showing the patron's
name, the name of the financial institution that issued the cash, certified cheque, or bank
draft, and the patron's bank account number must be produced and scanned into the
media tab. The patron may record all of the above in writing on the receipt if the
information is not already present. (BCLC Standards Article: 6-1 .21 Cage - Certified Cheques and Bank
Drafts, 1.3}

GCGC Response :

In accordance with BCLC SOF/ RM tra inin g and the BCLC bank draft clarification mall, the
draft acts as the rece ipt and is deemed to be sufficient.
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Refer to : Appendix B - slid U 14, bull t point# 3 nd Appendix C
In regards to b nk draft not be ing scann d into iTr, k, please provide th LCT number and
the issue w ill be ddressed immed iately.

CONCLUSION
Issues were identified in this audit. GPEB requires GCGC to provide in its response an action
plan indicating how outstanding issues will be corrected and the dates by which the Issues will
be addressed.
nse :

As the OF process is O I. p Ii y r (lll irem
BC t lmplem nt chan es .
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APPENDIX A

Total

so

150

56
21
23

7
19
24

63
40
47

39/56

2/7

41/63

0/56

3/7

3/63

24/56

2/7
1/7

26/63
1/63
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LCT Reports

Bank Drafts
A TM and Debit Card Transactions at Cage
Sourced Cash, Casino Payouts and Cash Advance

Hard Rock

Source of Funds Declaration (SOFD)
Bank draft serial and/or branch transit number
incorrectly documented as b n account number
on the SOFD form.
Bank account number was not documented on
SOFD form when bank draft and/or bank draft
receipt was accepted.
Source of Funds Receipting Requirement
Bank draft was accepted without bank receipt.
Bank draft was not scanned into ITrak.

Total Number of Exceptions Identified
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December 28, 2018
ATTENTION: Sam Macleod
Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Sam.MacLeod@gov.bc.ca

VIA EMAIL

Dear Sir,

Thank-you for your letter dated November 27 th, 2018. Great Canadian takes compllance with all policies
related to gaming very seriously and endeavours to meet or exceed all requirements. We will of course
comply with the instruction contained in your letter requiring service providers to strictly follow the
policy directive from BCLC dated January 2018. However, we think it Is Incumbent on us to advise that
we strongly believe we have been in compliance with the applicable source of fund policies issued by
BCLC.

As you point out In your letter, the GPEB audit of various August 2018 bank drafts concluded that GCGC
had failed to comply with a January, 2018 BCLC directive that required service providers to ensure that
all bank drafts were accompanied by a receipt which contained certain necessary information, including
the bank account number of the patron. As the audit noted, the bank drafts audited by GPEB in August
did not comply with this policy. However, In our respectful submission, the January policy to which you
refer was superseded by newer BCLC policies that GCGC has complied with.

Daryl Tottenham, BCLC's Anti Money Laundering Programs Manager, is the person who BCLC regularly
advised us was a BCLC contact person on issues relatlng to Source of Funds Documentation (SOFD) (see
for example the last page of the May 15, 2018 SOFD document referred to below). On February 13,
2018 Mr. Tottenham sent GCGC an em all advising that separate receipts were no longer required when
patrons presented bank drafts to GCGC. The email stated that the bank draft itself could be considered
to be the receipt as long as it contained the necessary information (which, at the time, included the
bank account number of the patron). As you are aware, policies are intended to be flexible guidelines
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that allow policy-makers to revise when circumstances warrant, without the rigors associated with
changing legislation. ln our respectful submission, GCGC acted properly when interpreting Mr.
Tottenham's email as changing the January policy requiring separate receipts to accompany bank drafts
(as long as they contained the information stlpulated by Mr. Tottenham).

On May 15, 2018, BCLC issued a document called "Reasonable Measures 10K SOF Reporting Bank
Draft/PGF Changes" attached as Appendix A). This document - in power point form -was used by BCLC
in its training programs for GCGC staff on SOFD. At p. 14 the document states that in February 2018
(that is, the month after the BCLC policy directive to which you refer in your letter) BCLC policies on
bank drafts were updated. BCLC stated that the new policy was that the receipt requirement could be
satisfied by the bank draft itself if it contained a bank draft serial number. If it did, there was no
additional requirement that the bank draft (or a separate receipt) had to include the patron's bank
account number. This information was repeated verbatim in training materials of the same title dated
July 9, 2018. All of the bank drafts reviewed by GPEB in August complied with these new receipt
requirements.

We provided this information to GPEB during the course of its audit. The Information was not
considered dispositive of the issue, and GPEB did not reverse its draft findings that GCGC had
contravened the receipt policies established by BCLC. However, we have not been advised why that is
so.

Historically, GPEB has audited BCLC's policies and procedures and advised them of what changes It
required. BCLC would then advise us and other service providers of what those changes would
encompass. We have always taken direction from BCLC on how to interpret acLC policies and
procedures, and believed that was the prudent thing to do. Indeed, as indicated In the last page of the
May 15 training document, we were specifically instructed to address all enquiries about source of funds
issues to BCLC personnel (particularly Mr. Tottenham and Mrs. Bamra, with whom GCGC in fact
repeatedly discussed SOF concerns).

We do not take issue with the fact that GPEB has the right to change this procedure and to tell service
providers directly how to interpret BCLC policy. As stated above, we will of course comply with GPEB1 s
directions. On a going forward basis we wiU continue to seek guidance from BCLC on the interpretation
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and application of its policies except where GPEB advises us, directly or indirectly, to consult with it
instead.

GCGC wants to be an active partner with government in the operation of gaming in BC. Compliance Is at
the forefront of GCGC priorities. We look forward to building strong co-operative relationships and open
dialogue between GPEB, BCLC and GCGCthat will reduce the potential for misunderstandings in the
future. We will make considerable efforts to understand both GPEB and BCLC's interpretations of policy
and where we see that there is a difference we will defer to GPEB as the final authority and seek
guidance from them going forward.

Patrick Ennis
Vice President, Corporate Security & Compliance
Cc: Jim Lightbody-President & CEO, BC Lottery Corporation
Terrance Doyle-Chief Operating Officer, Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
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Pat Ennis, Executive Director, Corporate Security a:nd Compliance,
Great Canadian Gaming CmJJoration
95 Schooner Street
Co.qu'itlain BC V3K 7A8
Dear Mr. Ennis,.

Thank you for your respohsc, dated December 2·a,. 2018, to my previous lettenegardh1g Source
of Funds compliance at Great Canadian Gaming Corporation (OCGC) facilities.
I would like to .start by a_cknowledging that the Glll!ling Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB)
is aware of the challenges that occuiTed duri11g the_imp.Jementation of the S.ource of Funds
Directive1 and I have sent a letter to the British Coh1mbia _Lottery Corporation (BCLC) incHcatih&
my .~oncems.
However, as note9 inmy previous.letter, in September 2018, BCLC.fonn~lly"i.ncorporated the
Source of Funds p9Iicy-in th_e BCLCStandards, including the requirement to obtain
documentation showing "the patron's name, the name of the fmartcial institution.that issued the
cash, cenified ch_eque, or bank draft, anq the patron's bank account number''.
GPEB's expectation is that service providers are·now in full compliance with the September
2018 policy as per the BCLC Standards. We are looking to _move-forward and audit that will
be conducted in early-20.19 will·focus on the current state of the Source of Funds process. Any
administrative sanctions considered as a resµlt of non"·compliance will be based on service
provider activity subsequent to my letter dated Noy~mber 27, 2018.

an

1 appreciate GCGC's commifme_nt to strengthening compliance in the industry.

Sincerely,

.
Sam MacLeod
Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager
GEµIling Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of
Al(ornay General

Gaming Policy and

Enforcement Branch
Asslslant Deputy
Mlnlslet's office

Mailing Address:

P.O BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT
VICTORIA BC V8W~NI

Loca_
Uon I cou1fer Address:
Thfrd Floor, 910 Govemmen1-sI,aet

Vict0tJa. BC vaw 1X3

Web:·wwN.QPrning.gov.bc.ca

